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Brian Lake

Janet Nassau

ADAMS

1.

PEYTON ROMANCE
ADAMS, Mrs. Leith (later Mrs De Courcy Laffan, née Bertha Grundy). The Peyton
Romance. 4th edn. Jarrold & Sons. Half title, front. port., 12pp cata. Orig. vertical-grained
brown pictorial cloth, lettered in black & gilt; sl. dulled. Label of Stockton Grammar School
library. v.g.
¶NLS dates this 4th edition as 1895; the first edition was 1892. Adams, 1837-1912,
worked on the staff of All the Year Round from 1878. Her most popular work was
Geoffrey Stirling, which described a wife’s revenge on the man who killed her
husband.

[1895]

£45

AGUILAR, Grace, 1816-1847
Born in London of Spanish-Jewish parentage, Aguilar was the author of several works on
Jewish history, before progressing to novels in her early twenties. Her most successful
work was Home Influence, 1847, a melodramatic novel in which a young lady sacrifices her
happiness in order to remedy the mistakes of her feckless brother.
2.

The Days of Bruce. A story from Scottish history. With illustrations by Hyde W. Briscoe.
26th edn. Groombridge & Sons. Initial ad. leaf, additional engr. title, plates, 8pp ads.
Orig. dark green cloth, bevelled boards, blocked & lettered in gilt; spine & corners sl.
rubbed. a.e.g.
¶First published in 1852.

1884
3.

¶Todd 464b & 465.

1859
4.

£25

Home Influence. A tale for mothers and daughters. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig:
Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors, vols 464 & 465.) Half titles. Neat
contemp. brown cloth. Contemp. signature in each vol. of Amy Jones, Abberley Hall. v.g.
£30

WOMAN’S FRIENDSHIP
Woman’s Friendship. A story of domestic life. George Routledge & Sons. Front. &
additional engr. title, plates loose, 8pp ads. Orig. dark green cloth, lettered in gilt, blocked
with flowers in pink & white; sl. rubbed. Contemp. gift inscription.
¶First published in 1850.

1891

£20

ALCOTT, Louisa May, 1832-1888
American author whose reputation was established with the enormously successful
semi-autobiographical novel Little Women, first published in two volumes 1868-69. Set
against the backdrop of the American Civil War, it follows the fortunes of Jo, a strident
fifteen-year-old, and her sisters. It inspired several sequels.
5.

Eight Cousins; or, The Aunt-Hill. Sampson Low, Marston & Co. Front. & 1 plate, 32pp
cata.; a little spotted. Orig. pink cloth, pictorially blocked & lettered in black; spine a little
faded. With the signature of Kathleen Tillotson in pencil on leading f.e.p.
¶An advertisement in the back refers to ‘The “Splendid” Series’, edited by George
Gibbard Jackson; the BL indicates the series was published 1931-32.

[1932?]
6.

LITTLE WOMEN
Little Women. A story for girls. Croome & Co. Text block a little browned. Orig. maroon
cloth, lettered in gilt; spine faded to brown & sl. knocked at head & tail.
¶Dated 1897 at tail of spine. This edition, published by Croome & Co., not listed on
Copac or OCLC.

[1897]
7.

£15

£35

Little Women. Frederick Warne & Co. (Warne’s Star series.) Half title, 12pp cata. Orig. red
cloth, dec. & lettered in black & gilt. Salvation Army prize label, 1904. v.g.
[c.1900]
£30

ALCOTT
ALCOTT, Louisa May, continued
8.

Rose in Bloom: a sequel to “Eight Cousins”. Illustrated by Harriet Roosevelt Richards.
Sampson Low, Marston & Co. Half title, front., vignette title, plates. Orig. olive green
pictorial cloth, lettered in white & gilt; spine a little dulled. Contemp. signature & bookplate
of Hazel A. Benham.
¶First published in 1876.

1906
9.

LIFE & LETTERS
CHENEY, Ednah D. (ed.) Louisa May Alcott: her Life, Letters, and Journal. FIRST
ENGLISH EDITION. Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington. Half title, front. port.
& 2 plates, facsims. Uncut in orig. maroon cloth, lettered in gilt; spine darkened & a little
rubbed at head & tail.
¶First published in Boston the same year.

1889

__________

10.

£20

£55

ALEXANDER, Cecil Frances. Poems. Edited, with a preface, by William Alexander.
FIRST EDITION. Macmillan & Co. Half title, front. port., 4pp ads; partially unopened.
Orig. blue cloth, blocked & lettered in gilt; spine sl. faded, one corner bumped. v.g.
¶Dublin-born, Cecil Frances Alexander, 1818-1895, was married to the rector of
Termonamongan, Derry - a wild parish, ‘with a church population of some 1,500 people,
scattered over bogs and mountains for many miles’. Best known as a hymn-writer, and in
particular for All Things Bright and Beautiful and Once in Royal David’s City.

1896

£35

ALEXANDER, Mrs, pseud. (Annie French Hector), 1825-1902
Born in Dublin, Annie Hector was a popular and prolific novelist, writing under the
pseudonym ‘Mrs Alexander’. Her works ‘typically revolve around a young girl torn between
money, family and love, often complicated by a legacy’. (Sutherland.)
11.

The Admiral’s Ward. Popular Novels. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, final ad. leaf.
Orig. dark green cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; binding a little loose with
one or two gatherings sl. proud, leading inner hinge splitting. Gift inscription on verso of
half title, 1894.
¶See Wolff 3113; Loeber H211. A ‘lost inheritance’ novel. The first one-volume edition,
published the same year as the first edition in three volumes.

1883
12.

The Executor; a novel. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, final ad. leaf. Orig. dark green
cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; small nick at head of leading hinge, spine a little
worn at head & tail, leading inner hinge splitting.
¶Wolff 3117; Loeber H212. BL only on Copac. First published in 1883, this is the first
one-volume edition in Bentley’s Popular Novels series.

1885
13.

£50

The Snare of the Fowler. Cassell & Co. Half title, 16pp cata. partially unopened. Orig.
turquoise cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; sl. rubbed, leading inner hinge
cracking
¶See Wolff 3126 & Loeber H227 for the first edition in three volumes, 1892. This is the
first one-volume edition.

1892

__________

14.

£50

£40

LETTERS OF A LIAR
ALLEN, Mrs. William. The Love Letters of a Liar. 16mo. New York: Ess Ess Publishing
Co. Half title. Untrimmed in orig. dark green textured cloth, lettered in gilt. v.g. 68pp.
¶Copac records BL only. This little work consists of eight letters, the first seven of which
are from Lawrence Goddard. The earlier letters, written from New York, January 1899,
are burning with passion, and form a declaration of deep and undivided love, as well

ALLEN
as a refutation of allegations of unfaithfulness. These sentiments give way to those of
self-justification and denial, as it becomes clear that Goddard’s behaviour has been less
than honourable. The last letter is addressed to Goddard, and forms a response to a letter
received that was intended for another. It makes it clear that a great deception has been
uncovered, and closes with the not unreasonable suggestion, ‘we will “call it off”’. Mrs
William Allen is possibly Mary Houstoun Anderson Allen (see OCLC) of whom there is
no information other than a possible birth date of 1859.

1901
15.

£40

QUAKER BIOGRAPHY
(ALSOP, Christine Majolier) BRAITHWAITE, Martha. Memorials of Christine Majolier
Alsop. Compiled by Martha Braithwaite. All rights reserved. Samuel Harris & Co. Half
title, front. port. Orig. grey-brown cloth, bevelled boards, attractively blocked in black,
lettered in gilt. Unsigned gift inscription on half title, 1881; Renier booklabel. v.g.
¶Christine Majolier Alsop, 1805-1879, was a prominent French Quaker, and an important
point of liaison between the British and French wings of the society. She was friends
with Elizabeth Fry, and also of Mme Rollande, the French governess to Queen Victoria’s
children. The editor’s preface is addressed from Camden Road, London.

1881

£30

ANLEY, Charlotte, 1796-1893
A campaigning Quaker, novelist and essayist.
16.

INFLUENCE
Influence: A moral tale for young people. By a lady. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Hatchard &
Son; ... Half title vol. II. Contemp. half calf, red labels; sl. rubbing. v.g.
¶Not in Wolff; BL & Oxford only on Copac. With a contemp. inscription by F. Hamilton
recording the book as a gift from the ‘English Embassador (sic) at Copenhagen’.

1822
17.

A JEWISH TALE
Miriam; or, The Power of Truth. A Jewish tale. By the author of “Influence”. FIRST
EDITION. John Hatchard & Son. A little spotted. Contemp. full dark brown calf, doubleruled borders in gilt, spine with raised bands & gilt in compartments; a little rubbed.
¶Not in Wolff. The preface signed from Newport, Isle of Wight.

1826
18.

£320

£120

Miriam; or, The Power of Truth. ... 5th edn. J. Hatchard & Son. Final ad. leaf. Orig. diced
dark green cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; spine a little faded & with v. sl.
rubbing at tail. A good-plus copy.
¶Inscribed on leading f.e.p.: ‘For my dear sister Eliza Wood with the fond affectionate
love of her sister Margaretha Davies’.

1836

__________

£45

ANONYMOUS
19.

Days of Old. Three stories from old English History. For the young. By the author of “Ruth
and her Friends”. Cambridge: Macmillan & Co. Front., title in red & black. Contemp. half
blue calf, spine with raised gilt bands and maroon leather label; a little faded. v.g.
¶‘Caradoc and Diva’; ‘Wulfgar and the Earl; or Power’; ‘Roland’. ‘Rathespeck Trust’
stamped in gilt at tail of spine and library label on leading pastedown.

1859
20.

£50

High Life, a novel. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Saunders & Otley. A little spotted in
places. Early 20thC half calf, marbled boards, later spine labels; recased, one or two
gatherings sl. proud.
¶Wolff 7486; listed as anonymous, with no attribution on Copac, but with a note
stating ‘In April 1969 I was offered another copy. The bookseller attributed it with a
question mark to Mrs C.D. Burdett’. A novel of high society, set in England and India.

1827

£180

ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS, continued
21.

22.

DEDICATED TO THE WOMEN OF ENGLAND
A Life-Long Story; or, Am I My Sister’s Keeper? Facts and Phases for the Times. Dedicated
to the Women of England. By One of Themselves. Simpkin, Marshall & Co. Half title,
front., errata leaf. Orig. blue pebble-grained cloth by Lewis & Sons, blocked in blind & gilt,
lettered in gilt; spine sl. dulled, otherwise a v.g. bright copy. Signature of John Ramsay, 1859
on half title.
1859
£120
Priscilla, the stolen one, and Theodore, her faithful lover. Literally true and authentic. To
which is added Louise, or The cottage on the moor. Halifax: William Nicholson & Sons.
Half title, col. front., 4pp ads. Orig. purple cloth, blocked & lettered in black. v.g.
¶Sole edition, TCD only on Copac.

[c.1872]
23.

£35

Ruth Clayton; or, The Contrast. Frederick Warne & Co. Col. front., 4pp ads. Lacks leading
f.e.p. Orig. royal blue cloth, borders blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; spine sl.
darkened. a.e.g.
¶This title first appeared in 1856, and was many times reprinted.

1869
24.

£15

CREWKERNE PRINTING
The Sceptic. By a Lady. 12mo. John Russell Smith. Printed in Crewkerne. Half title. Orig.
blue cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; at some time excellently rebacked retaining
orig. spine strip. A v.g. copy of a scarce novel.
¶BL only on Copac. An improving story, the villain turning from the ‘dark caverns’ of
scepticism.

1850
25.

¶ESTC T117774. Written in the aftermath of the French Revolution.

1798

__________

26.

£125

FRENCH REVOLUTION
A Sketch of Modern France. In a series of letters to a lady of fashion. Written in the years
1796 and 1797, during a tour through France. By a Lady. Edited by C.L. Moody. FIRST
EDITION. Printed for T. Cadell jun. & W. Davies in the Strand. Final ad. leaf. Uncut in
recent grey paper-covered boards, white paper label. v.g.
£220

ANTHOLOGY. The Bouquet; or, Flowers of poetry, original and select. FIRST EDITION.
12mo. Yarmouth: printed by & for F. Skill. Engr. front. Contemp. half red calf, spine dec. in
gilt & with black leather label; a little rubbed. Armorial bookplate of Stainforth.
¶No copies recorded on OCLC. BL lists a ‘second edition’ only, dated 1844, published
in London, and in 86pp. This Yarmouth-printed copy is in 100pp. An anthology of
poetry, by Miss Bourne, Wordsworth, Thelwall, Cowper, Mrs Hemans, Bowring, Miss
Taylor, &c.

1837

£65

ARGLES, Margaret Wolfe, née Hamilton, afterward Hungerford, 1855-1897
Irish author of more than 50 well-received romances, the first, Phyllis, published in 1877.
27.

The Coming of Chloe. A novel. F.V. White & Co. Half title, 16pp cata. (Jan. 1897). Orig.
dark blue cloth, lettered in gilt.
¶Not in Wolff; Loeber H456.

1897
28.

£75

Nor Wife nor Maid. A novel. 3 vols. FIRST/FIRST/2nd English editions. William
Heinemann. Half titles, 16pp cata. vol. III (March 1892). Orig. pink cloth, front boards
lettered in maroon, spines lettered in gilt; faded & sl. marked. Library labels unobtrusively
removed from front boards. A good sound copy.

ARGLES
ARGLES, Margaret Wolfe continued
¶See Loeber H438, where the first edition is identified as New York, 1891. Wolff 3437
is a one-volume edition in Heinemann’s 3/6 Novels series, which included some first
editions. He notes that he bought his 1893 edition ‘as a first’ but is ‘not absolutely
certain’ that it is such, but clearly this title first appeared in England in three vols in 1892.

1892
29.

£125

Nor Wife nor Maid. ... William Heinemann. (Popular Novels series.) Half title. Orig. red
cloth, lettered in gilt; sl. marked & spine darkened.
¶Wolff 3437. Without the publisher’s catalogue in Wolff’s copy; see also Loeber H438
for the first English edition. This edition not in BL; NLW only on Copac.

1893

__________

30.

£50

OSTENTATION & LIBERALITY
ARGUS, Arabella, pseud. Ostentation and Liberality. A tale. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols.
12mo. William Darton. Fronts & 4 plates. Contemp. half red roan, marbled boards, spines
lettered in gilt; a little rubbed, sl. worm damage in lower part of spine vol. II. Labels of
Crewe Hall Library, and contemp. signature of Sarah Tindale in each vol.
¶Copac lists several copies of this juvenile novel. The identity of Arabella Argus has not
been ascertained.

1821

£85

ARNIM, Elizabeth von, 1868-1941
Australian-born novelist who achieved great success with Elizabeth and Her German
Garden, 1898.
31.

Elizabeth and Her German Garden. FIRST EDITION. Macmillan & Co. Half title. Orig.
olive green cloth, lettered in gilt & dark green; a little dusted. Blind-stamped ‘Presentation
Copy’ on titlepage.
¶Von Arnim’s most popular work; a novel in diary form, with observations on nature and
the role of women in society.

1898

£65

32.

Introduction to Sally. By the author of “Elizabeth and her German Garden”. FIRST
EDITION. Macmillan & Co. Half title, final ad. leaf. Orig. olive green cloth, lettered in gilt
& black; spine a little faded. Bookplate of Kay Chiles Pevensey.
1926
£25

33.

The Solitary Summer. FIRST EDITION. Macmillan & Co. Half title, final ad. leaf. Orig.
olive green cloth, lettered in gilt & dark green; spine faded & sl. rubbed.
¶With a presentation inscription on half title, ‘To the dear friends who made [The Solitary
Summer] “glad”, August 1899’. Possibly from the author?

1899
34.

£30

Vera. By the Author of “Elizabeth and her German garden”. FIRST EDITION. Macmillan &
Co. Half title, final ad. leaf. Orig. green cloth, lettered in dark green & gilt. v.g.
¶This novel is based on Von Arnim’s unhappy marriage to John Francis Stanley Russell,
2nd Earl Russell, (Bertrand Russell’s elder brother); ‘a terrifying picture of the tyranny
of men and the weakness of women in marriage’. It is surely no coincidence that the
unfortunate heroine is named Vera - the Russian word for ‘truth’.

1921

__________

£40

ATHERTON, Gertrude, 1857-1948
American author, lauded for her unflinching portrayals of strong and independent women.
Much of her writing was set in her native California.
35.

Ancestors: a novel. FIRST EDITION. Half title. Orig. blue-green cloth, lettered in gilt.
Armorial bookplate of Alexander Lord Hesketh. v.g.
¶658pp.

1907

£50

ATHERTON
ATHERTON, Gertrude, continued
36.

Julia France and Her Times. 2 vols. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz.
(Collection of British Authors, vols 4334 & 4335.) Series titles, 32pp cata. (May 1, 1912) vol.
II. Untrimmed in orig. cream printed wrappers; a little dusted & sl. worn.
¶Todd 4334 & 4335; the sole issues.

1912
37.

STORIES OF OLD CALIFORNIA
The Splendid Idle Forties; stories of old California. With illustrations by Harrison Fisher.
New York: The Macmillan Company. Half title, front. & 7 plates. Orig. vertical-grained red
cloth, pictorially blocked in dark green, white & gilt, lettered in gilt. A v.g. bright copy.
¶This is a revised and enlarged version of a work first published in 1894 as Before the
Gringos Came.

1902
38.

£35

£65

The Travelling Thirds (in Spain). Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection
of British Authors, vol. 3850.) Series title. Orig. red cloth, olive green leather label; spine a
little dulled, sl. rubbed.
¶Todd 3850a.

1905

__________

£25

AUSTEN, Jane, 1775-1817
The pre-eminent writer of her era, Austen was the author of six major novels, the last
of which, Northanger Abbey and Persuasion were published posthumously in 1818. All
appeared anonymously, the work of ‘A Lady’, Austen’s name only appearing in print when
Richard Bentley issued her works as part of the Standard Novels series in 1833.
39.

JANE AUSTEN MANUSCRIPT POEM
MANUSCRIPT POEM. On the Marriage of Mr. Gell of Eastbourne to Miss Gill. 10 lines,
title plus two four-line stanzas. 13 x 11cm. Written in black ink on the verso of an octavo
frontispiece, from the 1810 Minerva Press novel Love, Mystery and Misery by Anthony
Frederick Holstein; paper browned and trimmed at head, ink faded & slightly spreading on
absorbent paper. In a modern purpose-made slip case, half brown cloth over marbled boards,
front label in gilt, with protective flaps and silk ties, paper encased in a sealed mylar pocket.
‘On the Marriage of Mr. Gell of Eastbourne to Miss Gill. Of Eastbourne, Mr. Gell
Feeling perfectly well
Became dreadfully ill
For the love of Miss Gill.
So he said with some sighs
I’m the Slave of your i.s
Ah! Restore if you please
By accepting my e.s.’
¶The appearance of this poem on the modern market was first heralded by the Times
Literary Supplement on Thursday, January 14, 1926 with the note that ‘A considerable
collection of manuscripts by or relating to Jane Austen, hitherto preserved in a branch
of her family, has recently been dispersed. As the interest and even the authenticity of
some of these manuscripts depends in a greater or lesser degree upon their pedigree, it
seems right that the collection should be adequately described before it is too late.’ Two
copies of this poem in Austen’s hands are described in the list including ‘two stanzas, On
reading in the newspaper the marriage of Mr Gell of Eastbourne to Miss Gill. Memoir
88’ which went to The Pump Room, Bath (now The Roman Baths Museum), and this
copy ‘On the marriage of Mr. Gell of East Bourne to Miss Gill... written on the verso
of a print entitled ‘An interesting scene from the novel of Love, Mystery and Misery’.’
Following the family dispersal, the poem ended up in the hands of eminent Austen scholar
and editor R.W. Chapman, 1881-1960. It was then sold by Sotheby Parke Bernet & Co.
at their ‘Valuable Autograph Letters, Literary Manuscripts and Historical Documents’ sale
- lot 296 - on Wednesday 14th March, 1979, and was bought by A.G. Thomas for £520.
The poem was next listed in the ‘Fine Books’ catalogue [c.1982] of bookseller Alan G.

AUSTEN
AUSTEN, Jane, continued
Thomas, item no. 10, where it was miscatalogued as being ‘300 by 118mm’ rather
than 130 by 118mm; another important Austen scholar bought the poem from Thomas’s
catalogue and it has remained in his family since then.
The Cambridge Edition of the Works of Jane Austen (ed. Janet Todd and Linda Bree),
describes this version as the copytext of the poem, and suggests that it was written before
the Bath copy. Since this version is titled, which was unusual for Austen, there is some
debate as to whether this is a fair copy or if it was simply ‘a mock-announcement or a
reminder of the poem’s source.’ It was first published in A Memoir of Jane Austen (1870),
though the poem reproduced for publication differs slightly from both this and the Bath
version. Also mentioned in Gilson, F9. It is thought that Austen wrote the poem when
she was at home with her family at Chawton, after she saw the marriage announcement of
Mr. Gell of Eastbourne to Miss Gill of Well-street Hackney in The Hampshire Telegraph
and Sussex Chronicle, 25 February 1811. The Austen family often entertained each other
with puns and wordplay, and this is not the first time a marriage announcement was used
as inspiration - Jane’s uncle James Leigh Perrot wrote the similarly derived On Capt.
Foote’s Marriage with Miss Patton.
This piece is interesting not only because it is in Austen’s hand, but also because it offers
insight into the books that she was reading in the months leading up to the publication of
Sense and Sensibility. It is well known that she read gothic fiction around the time she
wrote Northanger Abbey in the early 1800s, but was evidently still interested in the genre
nearly a decade later - though it’s debatable how much she enjoyed Holstein’s novel if she
was writing unrelated poetry on the frontispiece!
Manuscripts by Austen have become increasingly rare on the market; in the last decade
only three have appeared at auction including the draft copy of her unfinished novel The
Watsons (Sotheby’s, 2011, £993,250), a dated signature (Bonhams, 2014, £23,750), and a
4pp letter to her sister Cassandra (Sotheby’s, 2016, £150,000). This is an incredible and
rare opportunity to purchase a charming poem in the hand of one of English literature’s
best loved authors.

[1811]
40.

£120,000 †

BENTLEY STANDARD NOVELS - FIRST ISSUES
(The Novels). FIRST ONE-VOLUME EDITIONS. 5 vols. Richard Bentley. (Standard
Novels, vols 23, 25, 27, 28 & 30.) Fronts, additional engr. titles; bound without series titles.
Uniformly bound in contemp. half tan calf, spines gilt compartments, maroon & dark green
morocco labels, marbled boards, edges & e.ps; spines & hinges sl. rubbed, Mansfield Park a
little damp-affected. An attractive set.
¶Gilson D1 - D5. These are the first one-volume editions, all first issues, with engraved
and printed titles dated 1833. They constitute, effectively, a first collected edition; Gilson
D6 is a reissue, later in 1833, of the five volumes ‘for sale as a set’.
Contains:
Sense and Sensibility. A Novel. (Prefaced by ‘The Memoir of Miss Austen’ by her
brother Henry.)
Emma. A Novel.
Mansfield Park. A Novel.
Northanger Abbey. A Novel. With: Persuasion.
Pride and Prejudice. A Novel.

1833
41.

¶See Gilson E75. The large-paper edition, limited to 150 copies: this is number 94.

1892
42.

£4,800

COLLECTED NOVELS
Works. The Novels of Jane Austen. Edited by Reginald Brimley Johnson. 10 vols. J.M.
Dent & Co. Half titles, fronts, plates by William Cubit Cooke, ornaments by F.C. Tinsley.
Uncut in contemp. half blue crushed morocco, spines gilt in compartments; spines uniformly
faded. t.e.g. A v.g. set.
£2,850

Works. The Novels and Letters. Edited by R. Brimley Johnson with an introduction by
William Lyon Phelps. Winchester Edition. 12 vols. New York & Philadelphia: Frank
S Holby. Half titles, colour fronts and plates by C. E. & H. M. Brock. An attactive set,
uniformly bound in recent half tan morocco, brown morocco labels.
¶See Gilson E106. Copy number 1027 of 1200.

1906

£1,450

45

AUSTEN
AUSTEN, Jane, continued
43.

Works. The Novels and Letters. ... Winchester Edition. 12 vols. Edinburgh: John Grant.
Half titles, front. vol. I. Untrimmed in orig. blue cloth, spines blocked & lettered in gilt. t.e.g.
A v.g. bright set.
¶See Gilson E91: the re-issue of the 1898 edition, with two added volumes of Letters.

1911
44.

£1,250

Works. The Novels. The text based on collation of the early editions by R.W. Chapman. With
notes, indexes and illustrations from contemporary sources. 5 vols. Oxford: at the Clarendon
Press. Half titles, fronts, facsims & illus. Untrimmed in orig. blue marbled boards, pale blue
cloth spines, paper labels. A v.g. set, with four volumes retaining orig. sl. worn d.ws.
¶A very nicely produced set of the novels, one of 1000 copies printed on large paper, 950
of which were for sale. Each volume has a colour frontispiece on plate paper, several
further plates. Volumes one and four, Sense and Sensibility and Northanger Abbey, each
have a folding map at rear.

1923

45.

£950
EMMA
Emma: a novel. By the Author of “Pride and Prejudice,” &c. &c. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols.
12mo. Printed for John Murray. Half title vol. III only; sl. foxing to titlepage & dedication
leaf vol. I. Neatly bound in late 20thC half calf, retaining orig. marbled boards & e.ps,
maroon morocco labels. Each vol. with contemp. initials ‘F.C.’ on titlepage, & vol. III further
inscribed ‘F. Churchill’; later booklabels of Christopher Clark Geest. An attractive copy in
custom-made green cloth box.
¶Gilson A8.

1816
46.

£12,500

Emma: a novel. Simms & McIntyre. (Parlour Library, no. XXV.) Handsomely bound in
recent half calf, spine ruled in gilt & with dark maroon morocco label, purple cloth boards. A
v.g. attractive copy.
¶Gilson E15. Without the Parlour Library series title, which is not usually present in
rebound copies.

1849

47.

£420
MANSFIELD PARK
Mansfield Park. A novel. Boston: Ticknor & Fields. Some light foxing to titlepage & first
few leaves of text. Orig. brown cloth, front board with borders & publisher’s monogram in
blind, spine lettered in gilt; expertly recased with well-executed repairs to head & tail spine.
¶Not in Gilson, who lists an 1863 Ticknor & Fields edition.

1866

48.

£450
NORTHANGER ABBEY
Northanger Abbey: a novel. New edn. (Persuasion. New edn.) Richard Bentley. Without
half title or front. Contemp. half black roan; sl. rubbing to corners and head & tail of spine.
Armorial bookplate of ‘North North’ & contemp. signature of Ailsie North.
¶Gilson D12. The two novels published together, continuously paginated, with
separate titlepages.

1870
49.

¶Gilson F8. The preface by the editor R.W. Chapman.

1926
50.

£120

(Persuasion.) Two Chapters of Persuasion, printed from Jane Austen’s Autograph. Oxford:
Clarendon Press. Half title, 2pp inserted facsimile. Uncut in orig. pale blue boards, white
cloth spine sl. dulled, paper label. v.g.
£48
PRIDE & PREJUDICE
Pride and Prejudice: a novel. By the author of “Sense and Sensibility”. Second edition.
3 vols. Printed for T. Egerton. Retaining the half title in all three volumes, 8pp ads vol.
III. Attractively bound (probably by Baytun) in mid-20thC half tan speckled calf, maroon
morocco labels, marbled boards, later e.ps. Contemp. signature on half titles of C. Neale, and
later booklabel in vol. I of Robert Ball. A v.g. attractive copy.
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¶Gilson A4, who makes no mention of the advertisements at the end of volume three.
The first four pages are for John Pye Smith’s Manual of English Grammar, ‘this day
published’, dated July 1814; the following four pages are for ‘new and valuable works’
published by Gale, Curtis and Fenner. This second edition of Austen’s most celebrated
work followed the first by some ten months. Sales were relatively slow, and the third
edition, published in two volumes, did not appear until 1817.

1813
51.

£7,500

Pride and Prejudice. A novel. Richard Bentley. (Standard Novels, no. XXX.) Engr. front. &
title, additional printed title; bound without series title. Near contemp. maroon binder’s cloth,
black leather label; spine faded to brown. A very nice tight & clean copy.
¶Gilson D7: a re-issue of the first one-volume edition, which first appeared in 1833. The
spine label reads, ‘Miss Austin’s [sic] / Novels. / II. / Pride & / Prejudice’.

1836
52.

ILLUSTRATED BY HUGH THOMSON
Pride and Prejudice, with a preface by George Sainsbury and illustrations by Hugh Thomson.
(Reprinted.) George Allen. Half title, front., illus. throughout; some light pencil marginalia
in introduction. Very attractively bound in contemp. half dark blue crushed morocco by
Truslove & Hanson of Sloane Street, spine lettered & blocked with art nouveau floral design
in gilt. Contemp. gift inscription on initial blank. t.e.g. A v.g. bright copy.
¶See Gilson E78 for the first edition with these delightful illustrations, published the
previous year. A very attractive reprint, on thick paper.

1895
53.

£850

£850

(WHISTLER, Rex, artist) ST JAMES’S THEATRE. Programme. Pride & Prejudice.
Dramatised by Helen Jerome, dated Sept. 28, 1936. Printed by Henry Good & Son. Orig.
printed wrappers, front wrapper printed in colour. Staples sl. rusting. v.g. 20pp.
¶See Gilson H20: ‘The settings, costumes, programme and poster for the London
production were designed by Rex Whistler’. A very nicely produced theatre
programme, designed by Reginald ‘Rex’ Whistler, 1905-1944, for the production of
Pride and Prejudice at the St. James’s Theatre, 1936. With photographs of the cast,
including Celia Johnson (Elizabeth Bennet), Hugh Williams (Mr. Darcy), and Anthony
Quayle (Mr. Wickham).

1936
54.

¶See Gilson F6; edited by R.W. Chapman.

1925
55.

£30

SENSE & SENSIBILITY
Sense and Sensibility: a novel. By the Author of “Pride and Prejudice”. 2nd edn. 3 vols.
Printed for the Author, by C. Roworth, & published by T. Egerton. Half titles; some minor
paper flaws, mostly marginal but occasionally within text touching a single letter, some light
spotting but overall a nice clean copy. Contemp. half brown calf, marbled boards, expertly
rebacked in matching calf, ruled & dec. in gilt, red morocco labels. A handsome copy.
¶Gilson A2: with textual revision.

1813

56.

£50

(Sanditon.) Fragment of a novel, written ... January - March 1817. Now first printed from the
manuscript. 2nd impression. Oxford: Clarendon Press. Half title. Uncut in orig. grey-blue
boards, cream cloth spine & paper label sl. dulled.

£7,800

SENSE & SENSIBILITY, NORTHANGER ABBEY & PERSUASION:
PRESENTED BY WILLIAM MACREADY TO HIS DAUGHTER
WITH FINE LETTER COMMENDING AUSTEN
Sense and Sensibility; Northanger Abbey and Persuasion. 2 vols. Richard Bentley. Vols I
and IV of ‘The Works of Miss Austen’ (so titled on spines). Half titles, additional engr. titles.
Orig. purple bead-grained cloth, gilt by Westleys a little rubbed. WITH: 4pp ALS from W. C.
Macready to his daughter, Cecilia Benventura, later wife of Frederick O’Bryen Horsford, pinned
to leading free endpaper of Sense and Sensibility and her ownership signatures in both volumes.

41

52

46

47

53
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¶See Gilson, page 229 for this reprinted set of the five ‘Standard Novels’; the fact that it
is a set is only indicated on the spines.
The long, affectionate, ALS, June 3rd 1865, Wellington Square, Cheltenham, 58 lines on
4pp, is from the great actor and friend of Dickens, William Charles Macready, 1793-1873,
commending Austen to his daughter when she was 18, two years before her marriage.
‘My own most darling Butty ... I would not send this little volume without a word or
two ... I promised to send it to you and shall take the opportunities as they may offer of
forwarding you other volumes of Miss Austin’s (sic) works. I do not know better teachers,
than they are, to the young for the minds’ regulation and the formation of manners. The
style is simple and lucid, and the satire keen and instructive.’ Macready refers at length
to Pride and Prejudice: ‘... unless you read these stories to think upon them - to picture
the characters before you - to draw a moral from them, and make examples to yourself
from them - seeing in others what would be repulsive in yourself, I may as well keep the
books at home. There is one called Sense and Sensibility, which if you have not got, and
are unable to get, I shall (D.V.) send out to you. In it is a character, Elinor, that I should
most particularly commend to your attention ...’ and compares her favourably to her sister
Marianne. ‘Elizabeth learns wisdom, as you will see in Pride and Prejudice, and becomes
happy by growing wise.’ Macready refers to his daughter Katie ‘correcting her proof sheets’
and preparing for a visit to Glasgow and sends a ‘kiss and a hug’ from Baby ... ‘God for ever
bless you, my own darling, darling Butty ... your truly affectionate father W.C. Macready’.

1856
57.

Sense and Sensibility: a novel. New edn. Richard Bentley & Son. (Austen’s novels.) Half
title, front., final ad. leaf. Orig. dark green cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; head
& tail of spine sl. worn, leading inner hinge splitting. Contemp. booklabel of Mary Hill, and
gift inscription to her on verso of leading f.e.p.
¶See Gilson D8; this edition first appeared in 1870.

1882
58.

£2,000

£225

Volume the First. Now first printed from the manuscript in the Bodleian Library. Oxford:
Clarendon Press. Half title. Uncut in orig. blue boards, cream spine, paper label.
Replacement label. v.g.
¶Gilson F12. Examples of Austen’s earliest writings, reprinted from the first volume of
her manuscript notebook, produced c.1793.

1933

£30

59.

Volume the First. ... Oxford: Clarendon Press. Half title. Uncut in orig. blue boards, cream cloth
spine, paper label; spine sl. darkened. Replacement label. Gift inscription, April 1942. v.g.
1933
£25

60.

Volume the Second. Edited by B.C. Southam. Oxford: Clarendon Press. Half title, front.,
fold-out illus. Uncut in orig. blue boards, cream cloth spine, paper label; spine sl. faded.
¶Gilson F18. Contains eight pieces written between 1790 and 1793. Volume the Second
appeared later than the other volumes of Austen juvenalia, owing to the fact that R.W.
Chapman was only given very brief access to the manuscript notebook (although some
of the contents had already appeared in 1922 under the title Love and Friendship, after
the first work in the volume). This edition, edited by B.C. Southam, was designed to be
uniform with Chapman’s attractively produced publications.

1963
61.

¶Gilson F14. Reprinted from the third and last of Austen’s juvenile notebooks.

1951
62.

£30

Volume the Third. Now first printed from the Manuscript. Oxford: Clarendon Press. Half
title. Uncut in orig. boards, cream cloth spine, paper label; sl. dulled. Gift inscription dated
Sept. 1951. v.g.
£20

The Watsons: a fragment. Now reprinted from the manuscript. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
Half title, front. facsim. Uncut in orig. pale blue boards, cream cloth spine, paper label. v.g.
¶Gilson F10. Anonymously edited and with a preface by R.W. Chapman. These
‘fragments’ were thought to have been produced by Jane Austen c.1803-1804 - the date of
the watermarks on the original leaves of manuscript - and abandoned by her following the
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death of her father in 1805. It first came to light in 1871, published, with all errors, in the
second edition of Austen-Leigh’s Memoir (see item 66). This edition has lengthy notes at
the end, outlining erasures and alterations in the manuscript. One of 250 copies printed
on hand-made paper.

1927

63.

£85
CHARADES
Charades &c. Written a hundred years ago by Jane Austen and her family. (Spottiswoode &
Co. Printers.) Illus. with portraits. Uncut in orig. printed wrappers; a little dusted. Initial
letters on front wrapper and titlepage printed in red. (1-5), 6-31, (32-34)pp.
¶Gilson F2; the second variant, in cream paper wrappers, without price or imprint.
The inserted illustrations are included in the pagination. Twenty-two charades and
conundrums, with a key, of which the final three are attributed to Jane Austen. With an
unsigned preface, 1895, which Gilson suggests could be by Mary Augusta Austen Leigh.
A note in the Bodleian copy states that the charades were printed to raise money for
Queen Mary’s Hospital, Paddington.

[1895]

64.

£120
HORRID NOVELS
The Northanger Set of Jane Austen Horrid Novels. 7 vols. Tall 8vo. Folio Press. Orig. black
cloth; v.g. in black cloth slip-case.
¶The novels listed by Isabella Thorpe in Northanger Abbey, comprising:
1. ROCHE, Regina Maria. Clermont.
2. PARSONS, Eliza. Castle of Wolfenbach.
3. PARSONS, Eliza. The Mysterious Warning.
4. SLEATH, Eleanor. The Orphan of the Rhine.
5. FLAMMENBERG, L. & TEUTHOLD, Peter. The Necromancer or
The Tale of the Black Forest.
6. GROSSE, Marquis of. Horrid Mysteries; trans. Peter Will.
7. LATHOM, R. The Midnight Bell.

1968
65.

AUSTEN-LEIGH, James Edward. A Memoir of Jane Austen by her nephew. FIRST
EDITION. Richard Bentley. Front. port., title in red & black, rubricated text, 3 plates,
facsim. Uncut in early 20thC half green morocco, heavy marbled boards. v.g.
¶Gilson M130. R.W. Chapman, in his introduction to the reprinted Memoir (see
following item), suggests the print-run of this handsome edition was small, and was
‘quickly exhausted’. It retains its importance as ‘the only published record of Jane
Austen’s life by one who knew her’.

1870
66.

£150

AUSTEN-LEIGH, James Edward. A Memoir of Jane Austen by her nephew. With
introduction, notes, & index by R.W. Chapman. Oxford: at the Clarendon Press. Half title,
front. port., plates. Uncut in orig. pale blue boards, cream cloth spine, paper label. v.g.
¶A reprint of the second edition of 1871, which was expanded to include the cancelled
chapter of Persuasion. This reprint was first published in 1926.

1967
67.

£350

£45

CHAWTON
AUSTEN-LEIGH, William & KNIGHT, Montagu George. Chawton Manor and its
Owners: a family history. With portraits and illustrations. FIRST EDITION. 4to. Smith,
Elder & Co. Half title, front., plates & illus. Orig. sage green cloth, parchment spine, lettered
in gilt; spine a little marked, hinges sl. splitting in places, one corner knocked. t.e.g.
¶Gilson M302. Chawton Manor, Hampshire, was the home of Jane Austen’s brother,
Edward. It had belonged to the Knight family since the late 16th century, but was
bequeathed to Edward in 1794 upon the death of Thomas Knight, the last male heir. He
had taken a keen interest in the young Edward Austen, and financed him on his Grand
Tour, undertaken in 1786. Edward would eventually adopt the Knight name. Jane
moved to a house in the nearby Chawton village in 1809, where she remained until
shortly before her death.

1911

£300
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68.

BRADBROOK, Frank W. Jane Austen and her Predecessors. 2nd edn. O.U.P. Half title.
Orig. green cloth, black label. v.g. in d.w.
1967
£12

69.

KAYE-SMITH, Sheila and STERN, G.B. More Talk of Jane Austen. FIRST EDITION.
Cassell & Co. Half title. Orig. black cloth; spine sl. spotted. v.g.
1950
£15

70.

KEYNES, Sir Geoffrey. Jane Austen: a bibliography. FIRST EDITION. Printed (by R. &
R. Clark of Edinburgh) for the Nonesuch Press. Half title, front., plates, facsims. Orig. blue
boards, pink paper spine, paper label (with replacement bound in at rear). A v.g. bright copy
in sl. faded d.w.
¶No. 428 of 875 copies. Gilson M508.

1929
71.

£45

MITTON, Geraldine Edith. Jane Austen and Her Times. With 21 illustrations. FIRST
EDITION. Methuen & Co. Half title, front., plates, 16pp cata. (March 1905). Orig. blue
cloth, lettered in gilt; spine sl. dulled. Contemp. gift inscription on half title.
1905
£35
__________

72.

BAGEHOT, Edith. An Echo, ... for the commencement of a subscription to build a new
church, which some of her fold who are now as sheep having no shepherd may then “receive
the cup of salvation, and call upon the name of the Lord”. 16mo. Langport: printed &
published by G. Bennett. Errata slip at end. Orig. purple pebble-grained cloth, paper label
on front board.; a little dulled & rubbed. Inscribed on the first leaf of text to the Revnd J.P.
Henslowe, with the hope that the ‘prayers offered ... may be heard and answered’.
¶BL only on Copac. A collection of hymns and prayers, ‘petitioning for a church at
Westport, Somersetshire’, by the mother of Walter Bagehot. Edith Bagehot, 1787-1870.

[1841]

£75

BAILLIE, Joanna, 1762-1851
Poet and playwright known for her psychological dramas and truthful interpretations of the
human condition. Though born in Lanarkshire, she lived most of her adult life in London,
where she remained at the centre of fashionable literary circles.
73.

FOUR VOLUMES
A Series of Plays: in which it is attempted to delineate the stronger passions of the mind.
Each passion being the subject of a tragedy and a comedy. 2nd edn / FIRST EDITION /
FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. T. Cadell; Longman. BOUND WITH: Miscellaneous Plays. 2nd
edn. Longman, &c. 1805. 4 vols uniformly bound in contemp. full speckled calf, gilt spines,
red & black leather labels; a little rubbed, vol. IV very slightly chipped at head & tail of
spine. Armorial bookplates of the Marquess of Headfort. A good-plus set.
¶Vol. I: ESTC T74598.

1799-1812
74.

£325

SIX VOLUMES
A Series of Plays: ... 3rd edn / FIRST EDITION / FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. T. Cadell;
Longman, &c. Occasional light foxing. BOUND WITH: Miscellaneous Plays. 2nd
edn. Longman, &c. 1805. ALSO WITH: Metrical Legends of Exalted Character. FIRST
EDITION. Longman, &c. 1821. ALSO WITH: Three plays bound together: The Family
Legend: a tragedy in 5 acts (bound without titlepage); The Martyr: a drama in 3 acts.
FIRST EDITION. Longman. 1826; The Bride; a drama in 3 acts. FIRST EDITION. Henry
Colburn. 1826. 6 vols in near-uniform full contemp. tree calf, gilt spines, black leather labels;
a little worn, the odd small chip. Vols I & II of ‘A Series of Plays’, and ‘Miscellaneous Plays’
inscribed ‘From the Author’. All six vols signed ‘A. Elliott’ & ‘Eliz. C. Elliott, Jan. 1836’;
later booklabels of Esme Nicoll. An attractive collection in contemporary binding.
¶Vol. III of A Series of Plays, has ‘Vol. IV’ on spine label; Miscellaneous Plays has ‘vol.
III’ on spine label.

1800-1812

£450
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75.

The Dramatic and Poetical Works. Complete in one volume. Longmans. Half title, engr.
front. & title damp-stained. Orig. blue cloth by Westleys & Co.; marked & a little rubbed. A
good sound copy.
¶Includes a few previously unpublished works, and others ‘presented to the Public, with
many corrections, and a few additions’ by the author herself.

1851
76.

DEDICATED TO BAILLIE
LADIES POCKET MAGAZINE. The Ladies Pocket Magazine and Gem of Fashion. May,
1833. Dedicated to Joanna Baillie. Joseph Robins. Four colour plates, each dated May 1833.
Sewn as issued in orig. buff printed wrappers; edges a little torn & chipped, tail of spine
defective. A good sound copy.
¶A single issue (no. V, price 6d) of this monthly publication, ‘the only magazine with
original fashions’. The text is formed of moral tales and poetry. Back wrapper ad. for
Robins’s Cabinet Picture Gallery

1833

__________

77.

£45

£40

AUSTRALASIAN ROMANCE
(BAKER, Louisa Alice) Another Woman’s Territory. By “Alien”. FIRST EDITION.
Archibald Constable & Co. Half title, final ad. leaf & 32pp cata. Orig. blue cloth, front board
blocked in blind, lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶Not in Wolff. Louisa Alice Baker, 1794-1857, was born in Warwickshire and emigrated
with her parents to New Zealand in 1863, where she trained as a journalist. She entered
into an unhappy marriage in 1874, using her regular columns in the Otago Witness to
give a voice to similarly oppressed women. She wrote her first novel A Daughter of
the King in 1893, which she sailed to London to have published. She never returned to
her husband or to New Zealand, but remained in England where she wrote a number of
melodramatic novels (some set in New Zealand), under the enigmatic pseudonym ‘Alien’.

1901
78.

£75

NIGHT TALKING
BAKER, Rachel. Remarkable Sermons of Rachel Baker, and pious ejaculations, delivered
during sleep, taken down in short hand: with remarks on this extraordinary phenomenon, by
Dr. Mitchill ..., the late Dr. Priestley ... and Dr. Douglass. With some extraordinary facts of
the same kind, in which no delusion has been practised. Printed for E. Cox & Son. Titlepage
a little dusted. Later pale blue wrappers. a.e.g.
¶Not in BL. First published as The Surprising Case of Rachel Baker, New York 1814,
and then as Devotional Somnium, or A collection of prayers and exhortations uttered
by Miss Rachel Baker, New York, 1815. This is the first English edition. On the
strange case of Rachel Baker, 1794-1857, an ordinary ‘ignorant’ girl of 15 from Pelham
Massachusetts, who began ‘night talking’ in the winter of 1811. She dreamed ‘in a course
of enlightened Theology’ expressing her thoughts ‘in fervid and eloquent language, with a
clearness, an order, and a force, far beyond any attainment of her waking efforts’. Some
viewed her nocturnal expostulations as a cynical hoax, while others took her in good faith.
It prompted contemporary observers to consider the nature of dreams and their meanings,
and this work contains essays on the subject by Payne, Priestley, Mitchill and Douglass.

1815
79.

RECOVERY FROM MEASLES
BANFIELD, Mary Grace. From Death Unto Life; diary and letters ... with a few connecting
notes. Farncombe & Son. Orig. dark green cloth, lettered in gilt. Gift inscription, 1915.
¶Charting the author’s miraculous recovery following a severe attack of measles. Mary
Grace Banfield, 1859-1902.

1906
80.

£75

£25

BANKS, Isabella, Mrs G. Linnæus, née Varley. The Manchester Man. 4th edn.
Manchester: Abel Heywood & Son. (Mrs Banks Novels, uniform series.) Half title, front.,
vignette title, 16pp cata. (Aug. 1881). Orig. red cloth, blocked & lettered in black, spine
lettered in gilt; spine sl. faded & rubbed. Contemp. ownership inscription on half title. v.g.

BANKS
¶See Sadleir 154 & Wolff 243 for the first edition, in three volumes, 1876. With vivid
accounts of the Peterloo Massacre, this is considered by Sutherland ‘her best work’.
Isabella Banks, 1821-1897.

1881
81.

£30

(BANNERMAN, Anne) Tales of Superstition and Chivalry. FIRST EDITION. Vernor &
Hood. Half title, engr. front. & 3 plates after E.W. Thomson. BOUND WITH: (COTTLE,
Joseph) Poems, containing John the Baptist. Sir Malcolm and Alla, a tale, shewing all the
world what woman’s love can do. War a fragment. With a monody to John Henderson; and
a sketch of his character. Bristol: J. Cottle ... [1795]. 2 vols in 1 in contemp. half calf, gilt
spine & borders, red leather label; hinges sl. worn.
¶Anne Bannerman, 1743-1825, Edinburgh-born poet with a taste for the gothic. Her
work here consists of 10 tales in verse, including The Dark Ladie, The Perjured Nun, The
Penitent’s Confession, The Black Knight of the Water, and The Prophecy of Merlin. The
second work is attributed to Joseph Cottle on ESTC (T54038, listing only three UK copies).

1802 / [1795]
82.

£200
BARBAULD’S WORKS
BARBAULD, Anna Laetitia. Works. With a memoir by Lucy Aikin. FIRST EDITION. 2
vols. Longman, &c. Front. port. vol. I sl. spotted. Contemp. half maroon calf largely faded
to brown, spines lettered & with compartments in gilt; sl. rubbing to corners and heads &
tails of spines. Signatures of Sarah Frances Talbot, 1840. A good-plus tight copy.
¶Anna Laetitia Barbauld, 1743-1825, was an influential poet, essayist and critic. This
collected edition contains the author’s controversial poem Eighteen Hundred and
Eleven, which was savaged by the critics for its apparently unpatriotic content. It
depicts Great Britain in ruin; the diabolic consequences of the ill-conceived hostilities
against Napoleon and his forces. Such was the vitriol the work received, the mortified
author never published again. It also contains her Epistle to William Wilberforce; an
impassioned poem in support of Wilberforce’s efforts to bring an end to slavery. The
Memoir is written by her niece.

1825
83.

¶Cambridge only on Copac. Short stories for foreign readers, with difficult words
translated into French at the bottom of each page.

1830
84.

£180

BARBAULD, Anna Laetitia. Little Stories for Children; being easy lessons adapted to the
capacities of youth; to which are added short tales by Mrs, Opie, Edgeworth, etc. selected
and enlarged by J. Stephens. 12mo. Paris: printed for Truchy, French & English library.
Half title, illus. with the occasional woodcut. Contemp. half roan, spine dec. in gilt with red
leather label; sl. rubbed.
£50

FIRST WORLD WAR NOVEL
BARCLAY, Florence Louisa. My Heart’s Right There. FIRST EDITION. G.P. Putnam’s
Sons. Orig. purple cloth, front board dec. with Union Flag in central roundel, lettered in gilt;
spine faded.
¶A romantic tale of a divided family, dedicated ‘to our men at the front’. The title is taken
from the popular song, ‘It’s a long long way to Tipperary’, which had become the unofficial
anthem of British troops leaving for the front. Florence Louisa Barclay, 1862-1921.

1914
85.

BARCLAY, Florence Louisa. The Wheels of Time. A romance of the twelfth century. G.P.
Putnam’s Sons. Half title, final ad. leaf. Orig. purple cloth, blocked & lettered in white;
spine faded.
¶A short romance first published in 1908.

1911
86.

£35

£20

BARKER, Mary Anne, later Lady BROOME. Christmas Cake, in four quarters. By Lady
Barker. New edn with illustrations. Frederick Warne & Co. Half title, front., vignette title &
3 plates, 6pp ads. Orig. red cloth, blocked & lettered in black & gilt; spine darkened, boards
a little marked. Sunday School prize label, 1889.
¶First published in 1871. Christmas in England, Jamaica, India and New Zealand. Mary
Anne Barker, 1831-1911.

1887

£35

73

78

81

82

BARLOW
87.

BARLOW, Jane. The Founding of Fortunes. FIRST EDITION. Methuen & Co. Half title,
40pp cata. (Aug. 1902). Orig. olive green cloth, front board & spine lettered in gilt; a little
dulled & sl. marked.
¶Loeber B77: the story of ‘a young poor boy, Timothy Galvin, who is given a start in
life and rises to wealth by his own dishonesty and his mother’s wit’. Irish novelist, Jane
Barlow, 1856-1917.

1902
88.

£50

BARNARD, Mrs. A Day at the Sea-Side. 16mo. Edinburgh & London: Gall & Inglis.
Illus. Orig. green cloth, blocked in black, colour oval onlay on front board; sl. rubbed.
¶Not recorded on Copac; OCLC lists two copies, in NY Public Library and University of
Virginia. Stories of faiths from across the world.

[1868]
89.

¶Not in Wolff. Amelia Edith Barr, 1831-1919.

1892
90.

£30

BROTHERLY LOVE
BARR, Amelia E. Cluny Macpherson: a tale of brotherly love. 3rd edn. Hodder &
Stoughton. Front. & plates, 8pp ads. Orig. blue cloth, blocked & lettered in black, spine
lettered in gilt. v.g. bright copy.
£25

BATES, Sylvia Chatfield. The Geranium Lady. FIRST EDITION. New York: Duffield &
Co. Half title, front. by R.M. Crosby. Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt; spine darkened.
¶This title not recorded on Copac; OCLC list several copies in the U.S. A mystery story
set in an island community on the US east coast. Sylvia Chatfield Bates, 1882-1968.

1916
91.

¶Not in Wolff. Elisabeth Boyd Bayly was an English author who also lived in Australia
and New Zealand.

1896
92.

£30

A WEST COUNTRY STORY
BAYLY, Elisabeth Boyd. Jonathan Merle: a West Country story of the times. 9th thousand.
Jarrold & Sons. Half title, 10pp ads. E.ps a little browned. Orig. blue cloth, lettered in gilt. v.g.
£35

ON SPENSER’S FAERIE QUEEN
BEALE, Dorothea. Britomart, or, Spenser’s Ideal of a Woman. Price threepence. Reprinted
for the magazine scholarship fund. Cheltenham: Thomas Hailing, The Oxford Press. Orig.
buff printed wrappers; spine partially defective, sl. dusted, repaired tear on following
wrapper.
¶Not recorded on Copac. Inscribed on titlepage ‘Edgbaston School House from Miss
Coombs’. Dorothea Beale, 1831-1906, educationalist, reformer, and life-long campaigner
for women’s rights; founder, in 1893, of St. Hilda’s College, Oxford. Literary criticism,
first delivered as a lecture to graduates of Cheltenham Ladies’ College. It was included as
part of Literary Studies of Poems, new and old, 1902.

1894
93.

£65

BELL, Gertrude. The Letters of Gertrude Bell; selected and edited by Lady Bell. FIRST
EDITION. 2 vols. Ernest Benn. Half titles, fronts, plates, fold-out map vol. II. Orig. bluegreen cloth, spines lettered in gilt; outer edges of front boards sl. marked.
¶Gertrude Bell, 1868-1926, was a highly regarded and hugely influential figure in Middle
Eastern politics; she travelled extensively in the region, and for her expertise became an
important conduit between western governments and the local communities. She lived
in Baghdad, and was a leading player in establishing the modern state of Iraq. She had
many strings to her bow, and has been variously described as an author, administrator,
archaeologist and spy.

1927
94.

£75

BELL, Julia N. My Friends in the Fifties; sketches from life long ago. Guilbert Pitman.
Half title, plates. Orig. olive green cloth, bevelled boards, dec. & lettered in gilt; spine sl.
rubbed at head & tail. t.e.g. v.g.
¶Reminiscences of childhood friends.

1903

£25

BENBOW
95.

BENBOW, Lavinia. The Old Oak House: a tale of the seventeenth century. With
illustrations by N. Ault and Katherine O. Underhill. Birmingham & Leicester: The Midland
Educational Company. Half title, plates. Orig. green sand-grained cloth, lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶Not in Wolff; not recorded in BL or on Copac. A novel of the English Civil War.

1899

£75

BENNETT, Mary, 1813-1899
Bennett, née Saunders, was born at Exeter and married the publisher John Bennett.
96.

The Broken Heart; or, The Village Bridal. Milner & Co. Front., title printed in red & black,
additional printed title, 16pp cata. Orig. red cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt. A bright
attractive copy.
[c.1890]
£25

97.

The Cottage Girl; or, The Marriage Day. Milner & Co. Front., text in two columns, 22pp
cata. Orig. red-pink grained cloth, pictorially blocked in black, lettered in gilt & silver.
¶A popular ‘blood’ originally published in 24 parts, c.1840.

[c.1880]
98.

The Gipsy Bride; or, The Miser’s Daughter. A tale of the 16th century. Milner & Co. Half
title, front., title printed in red & black, 6pp ads. Orig. dark blue cloth, blocked in black,
lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶This edition not in BL, which lists the first edition, The Gipsey Bride, as 1841.
Liverpool & Leeds only on Copac.

[1880?]
99.

£30

The Gipsy Bride, ... A tale of the 16th century. By the author of “Jane Shore”, &c. W.
Nicholson & Sons. Half title, front., vignette title, 6pp ads. Orig. blue sand-grained cloth,
bevelled boards, blocked in black, lettered in gilt; tiny nick at head of spine, but still a v.g.
bright copy.
¶Not in BL.

[c.1885?]
100.

£25

£35

Jane Shore; or, The Goldsmith’s Wife. An historical tale. W. Nicholson & Sons. Half title,
front., vignette title. E.ps browned. Orig. blue cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶Confusion remains regarding the authorship of this work. CBEL (3rd edn) lists this
under Hannah Maria Jones, but only as an ‘attributed or spurious work’, indicating
that it is sometimes attributed to Mrs Bennett. Summers, in his bibliography of Gothic
fiction, also gives the author as Jones, but states, “Jane Shore was frequently reprinted
and is often ascribed to Mrs Bennett”.
Both sources suggest the possibility of two different editions by two different authors
appearing in 1839 or 1840. However, Jarndyce has found no edition of Jane Shore
that can be definitively ascribed to Jones, and there are none listed in the BL or on
Copac, all the copies present appearing under the name of Bennett. In comparing
several different editions of the work, issued by a range of publishers, we have been
unable to find any edition that deviates substantially from any of the others. While
there are textual variations between editions, they all appear to be essentially the
same work.
Confusion may stem from the fact that Jane Shore was, for some reason, heavily
re-edited in the latter part of the nineteenth century. This Nicholson edition differs
from an edition contemporarily published by Milner; at first glance these appear to be
different works, but closer comparison of the texts shows them to be the same novel.

[c.1885?]
101.

£40

The Jew’s Daughter; or, The Witch of the Water-Side. Milner & Co. Front., titlepage printed
in red & black, additional printed title, text in two columns, 12pp cata. Orig. red cloth,
blocked in black, lettered in gilt. A v.g. bright copy.
¶Copac suggests this was first published by John Lofts c.1850.

[c.1893]
__________

£35

BESANT
BESANT, Annie, 1847-1933
Social campaigner, political reformer, essayist and suffragette. She was associated with
Charles Bradlaugh in the National Secular Society, and later with the Fabians, before
becoming an advocate of Theosophy in later life.
102.

Esoteric Christianity, or The Lesser Mysteries. FIRST EDITION. The Theosophical
Publishing Society. Half title, index; the odd spot. Orig. dark green cloth, blocked in black,
lettered in gilt. A v.g. attractive copy.
¶Adapted from a series of lectures first delivered (and published in five separate parts) in 1898.

1901
103.

£45

MARRIAGE: A PLEA FOR REFORM
Essays, Political and Social. Collection of essays. Freethought Publishing Company. 20
pamphlets, separately paginated but issued together in one volume, 24pp cata. (Nov. 1883)
rather browned & brittle. Orig. brown cloth, lettered in gilt; spine a little darkened. With the
blind stamps of the Wigan Free Public Library, and a label on leading pastedown showing the
work was presented by Annie Besant, April 1887.
¶The contents of the volume are listed below; the first work is a scathing attack on the institution
of marriage, no doubt influenced by her own disharmonious marriage to Frank Besant, a
somewhat conservative clergyman who struggled with his wife’s bent for independence.
1. Marriage, as it was, as it is, and as it should be: a plea for reform. 2nd edn.
1882. 60pp.
2. England Before the Repeal of the Corn Law. n.d. 8pp.
3. The History of the Anti-Corn-Law Struggle. n.d. 8pp.
4. Labor and Land: Their Burdens, Duties and Rights. n.d. 8pp.
5. What is Really Free Trade? n.d. 8pp.
6. The Landlords’ Attempt to Mislead the Landless. n.d. 8pp.
(These five titles all from Free Trade v. “Fair” Trade series, with running head.)
7. Coercion in Ireland and its result. 1882. 8pp.
8. Force no Remedy. 1882. 8pp.
9. The Story of Afghanistan; or, Why the Tory government gags the Indian press.
1879. 16pp.
10. The Transvaal. n.d. 8pp.
11. Egypt. 1882. 16pp.
12. The Social Aspects of Malthusianism. (Malthusian Tracts, no. 10.) n.d. 8pp.
13. Civil and Religious Liberty. With some hints taken from the French Revolution.
3rd edn. 1883. 24pp.
14. Landlords, Tenants, Farmers, and Labourers. 4th edn. 1880. 8pp.
15. The English Land System. 2nd edn. 1882. 8pp.
16. English Republicanism. n.d. 8pp.
17. Liberty, Equality, Fraternity. 3rd edn. n.d. 8pp.
18. The Political Status of Women. 3rd edn. n.d. 14pp + 2pp ad.
19. The Ethics of Punishment. n.d. 8pp.
20. Vivisection. n.d. 8pp.

[c.1883]
104.

£280
SCIENCE OF PSYCHOLOGY
A study in Consciousness; a contribution to the science of psychology. FIRST EDITION.
Theosophical Publishing Society. Orig. light blue cloth, blocked in dark blue, lettered in gilt;
spine sl. darkened, sl. rubbed.
¶Besant pays particular attention to Eastern religions, and their interpretations of human
consciousness.

1904

__________

£75

BETHAM-EDWARDS, Matilda, 1836-1919
Novelist and poet, whose works were often set in her native county of Suffolk. She was also a
keen Francophile and many of her later works were set in France.
105.

Anglo-French Reminiscences, 1875-1899. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz.
(Collection of British Authors, vol. 3408.) Series title; sl. foxing in prelims. Contemp. half
red calf, spine with raised gilt bands.
¶Todd 3408; the sole issue.

1900

£25

BETHAM-EDWARDS
BETHAM-EDWARDS, Matilda, continued
106.

Barham Brocklebank M.D. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of
British Authors, vol. 3685.) Series title. Contemp. half continental red calf, marbled boards,
spine lettered in gilt; corners sl. rubbed.
¶Todd 3685; the sole issue. From the library of the British Club (stamped on spine).

1903
107.

¶Todd 2182; the sole issue.

1883
108.

£20

Disarmed. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors, vol.
2182.) Series title. Contemp. half red calf, spine with raised gilt bands; sl. rubbed.
£30

Kitty. Henry S. King. Half title, front., 2pp ads & 32pp cata. (March 1889). Orig. green
cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in gilt & black, lettered in gilt; v. sl. rubbed. v.g.
¶See Wolff 2026 for the first edition in three volumes, 1869. He describes this as ‘a very
interesting novel of character’; Kitty, an orphan, is brought up by a Bohemian group of
painters. This edition not in BL; Oxford & Cambridge only on Copac.

1877
109.

¶Todd 3044; the sole issue.

1895
110.

£30

LOVE & REVOLUTION
A Storm-Rent Sky; scenes of love and revolution. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard
Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors, vol. 3280.) Series title. Contemp. half red calf,
spine with raised gilt bands; sl. rubbed.
¶Todd 3280; the sole issue.

1898

__________

111.

£50

A Romance of Dijon. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vol. 3044.) Series title. Contemp. half red calf, spine with raised gilt bands.

£35

BEVERLEY, May. Romantic Tales from English History. With 22 illustrations. Daldy,
Isbister & Co. Front., vignette title, plates, 4pp ads. Orig. green cloth, bevelled boards,
blocked in black, lettered in gilt. Presentation inscription on verso of leading f.e.p., Feb.
1882. A v.g. bright copy.
¶First published by J Hogg & Sons, 1863; this edition by Daldy & Isbister not listed on
Copac or OCLC. Stories from English history for those ‘who are yet in the school-room,
or about to leave it’.

[1901]
112.

LIFE IN THE GHETTO
(BICKERSTETH, afterwards WARD, Charlotte) Life in the Ghetto; or, The Jewish
Physician. By the author of “Broad shadows in life’s pathway”. FIRST EDITION. William
Hunt & Co. Half title, front. & vignette title, 20pp cata. Orig. blue sand-grained cloth,
bevelled boards, blocked in black, lettered in gilt; dulled & a little rubbed, spine darkened &
sl. rubbed at head & tail, inner hinges cracking. a.e.g. A good sound copy.
¶Family life, Homes for the English workman, Shelter for the homeless, The Mulhouse
experiment, The Workman’s Sunday, Domestic servants, Mendicants, The Sick poor in
London. Bickersteth, 1822-1896.

1873
113.

£30

£50

SCOTTISH ORPHANS
BLACKFORD, Martha, pseud. (Isabella, Lady Stoddart) The Scottish Orphans. A moral
tale, founded on an historical fact; and calculated to improve the minds of young people. 2nd
edn. W. Wetton. Engr. front. after Corbould. BOUND WITH: Arthur Monteith: a moral
tale; ... Being a continuation of the “Scottish Orphans”. Printed for Wetton & Jarvis. FIRST
EDITION. 1822. Front. after Corbould, 4pp ads. 2 vols in 1 in contemp. half roan; rubbed.
¶The Scottish Orphans first published in 1822. With presentation inscription on leading
f.e.p., ‘A token of affection to Miss Rutledge from a sincere friend, 1823.’ Martha
Blackford, c.1775-1846.

1823

£60

BLAGDEN
114.

BLAGDEN, Mrs George. A Little Summer Shower. FIRST EDITION. T. Fisher Unwin.
Half title, 32pp cata, (1886-87); some foxing in prelims. Orig. blue cloth, blocked & lettered
in gilt; sl. rubbing to head & tail of spine.
¶Not in Wolff.

1887

£75

BLESSINGTON, Marguerite Gardiner, Countess of, 1789-1849
Born in Ireland, Marguerite, née Power, led an eventful life, marrying unhappily before
the age of fifteen and, following the death of her first husband, becoming Lady Gardiner
Blessington in 1818. The Blessingtons established themselves at the heart of London society,
playing host to the most notable literary figures of the day. Often in financial peril, especially
after the death of her second husband, Lady Blessington turned to writing, and produced a
number of well-received novels and shorter stories. Her later life was mired in scandal, due
to her liaison with Alfred D’Orsay, the husband of her step-daughter Harriet Anne.
115.

COLLECTED WORKS
The Works. 2 vols. Philadelphia: E.L. Carey & A. Hart. Front. vol. I, text in two columns.
Contemp. half green calf, spines gilt in compartments, maroon leather labels; v. sl. rubbing.
Armorial bookplates with names excised. A v.g. attractive set.
¶Blessington’s collected works were also published in Brussels in 1838; there is no
English edition. The Two Friends, The Repealers, Confessions of an Elderly Gentleman,
Confessions of an Elderly Lady, The Victims of Society, Conversations with Lord Byron,
The Honey-Moon, Galeria, Flowers of Loveliness, Gems of Beauty.

1838
116.

£180

CONFESSIONS
The Confessions of an Elderly Gentleman. Illustrated by six female portraits, from highly
finished drawings by E.T. Parris. FIRST EDITION. Longman, &c. Half title, engr. front.,
plates. Name erased from leading f.e.p. Orig. light brown embossed cloth, spine blocked &
lettered in gilt; darkened & rubbed, carefully rebacked. A good sound copy.
¶Sadleir 236; Wolff 549. ‘... many are they who think of little else than of Elderly
Gentlemen; but, alas! these are young wives impatient to enact the part of young widows ...’

1836
117.

£75

Country Quarters; ... With a memoir of Lady Blessington, by her niece, Miss Power. Paris:
A. & W. Galignani & Co.; Baudry’s European Library. Half title, text in two columns.
BOUND WITH: Clare Abbey; or, The Trials of Youth. By Lady Emily Ponsonby. A. & W.
Galignani & Co. 1851. 2 vols in 1 in contemp. half brown morocco, continental marbled
boards, spine with raised gilt bands. v.g.
¶See Sadleir 239 & Wolff 550 for the first edition of Country Quarters, 1850. See Loeber
P82 for the first edition of Clare Abbey, 1851.

1850 / 1851
118.

£110

THE GOVERNESS
The Governess, and The Belle of a Season. Paris: Baudry’s European Library. (Collection of
Ancient and Modern British authors, vol. CCLXII.) Half title; some light foxing. BOUND
WITH: The Two Friends. Baudry. 1835. Continental half maroon calf; spine faded. HautBuisson booklabel. A good-plus copy.
¶See Sadleir 241 for the first edition of The Governess, 1839; not in Wolff. See Wolff
553, for the first edition of The Two Friends, 1835.

1840 / 1835

£150

119.

The Governess, ... Paris: Baudry’s European Library. (... vol. CCLXII.) Contemp. half brown
morocco, continental marbled boards, spine with raised gilt bands; corners sl. rubbed. v.g.
1840
£120

120.

The Idler in France. Paris: Baudry’s European Library. (Collection of Ancient & Modern
British Authors, vol. CCCXXIII.) Half title; the first forty or so leaves have some marginal
notes in pencil. Contemp. half brown morocco, continental marbled boards, spine with raised
gilt bands; corners sl. rubbed. v.g.

BLESSINGTON
BLESSINGTON, Marguerite Gardiner, continued
¶See Sadleir 243 for the first edition of 1841, Colburn. Blessington produced two
volumes of travel writing, the other being her account of Italy.

1841
121.

£110

The Idler in Italy. 2nd edn. 2 vols. Henry Colburn. Front. vol. I; some light foxing. Contemp.
half red calf, spines gilt in compartments, black leather labels; sl. rubbed. A good-plus copy.
¶Sadleir 251e mentions a third volume in 324pp, containing ‘entirely new matter’ which
was published in 1840. Not in Wolff. Contains many miscellaneous remarks on Byron and
Shelley (see Chew p.234). Lady Blessington began her Grand Tour in August 1822, and
over the next eight years covered a considerable portion of France and Italy, meeting the
most esteemed literary and society figures along the way. She made the acquaintance of
Lord Byron while in Genoa in the spring of 1823, their conversations providing much of the
material for Conversations with Lord Byron, first published in 1834. In The Idler in Italy,
she recalls the news of his untimely demise: ‘This day the melancholy intelligence of the
death of Lord Byron reached us. Alas! Alas! his presentiment of dying in Greece, has been
but too well fulfilled - and, I used to banter him on this superstitious presentiment! Poor
Byron! long, long will you be remembered by us with feelings of deep regret!’.

1839
122.

£180

The Idler in Italy. Paris: Baudry’s European Library. (Collection of Ancient and Modern
British Authors, vol. CCXXXIX.) Half title. Contemp. half roan, continental marbled boards;
rubbed, head of spine chipped, split at head of leading hinge. Bookseller’s ticket: Boyveau &
Chevillet, Paris. Booklabel of Frederic William Bois.
¶See Sadleir 244 for the first edition of 1839, Colburn.

1839
123.

£120
MARMADUKE HERBERT
Marmaduke Herbert; or, The Fatal Error. A novel founded on fact. Copyright edn for
continental circulation. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernh. Tauchnitz jun. (Collection of British
Authors, vols 123 & 124.) Without series titles; first few leaves sl. spotted & damp-marked.
Orig. black publisher’s cloth, blocked in blind, spines dec. & lettered in gilt; head & tail of
spine sl. chipped vol. I, otherwise a nice bright copy.
¶Todd 123 & 124; the sole issues.

1847
124.

£90

Strathern. A novel. Sanctioned by the author for continental circulation. 2 vols. Leipzig:
Bernh. Tauchnitz jun. (Collection of British Authors, vols 69 & 70.) Without series titles;
first few leaves sl. spotted & damp-marked. Orig. black publisher’s cloth, blocked in blind,
spines dec. & lettered in gilt; vol. I sl. chipped at head, otherwise a nice bright copy.
¶Todd 69A & 70A.

1844

125.

£120
TWO FRIENDS
The Two Friends: a novel. Paris: A. & W. Galignani & Co. Half title; sl. damp-staining in
outer margins of final few leaves. Contemp. half calf, dark green floral cloth boards, spine
attractively blocked in gilt; sl. rubbed, small nick at tail of leading hinge.
¶See Wolff 553 for the three-volume first edition, also 1835 (Saunders and Otley).

1835

£120

126.

MADDEN, Richard Robert. The Literary Life and Correspondence of the Countess of
Blessington. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. T.C. Newby. Fronts, 32pp cata. vol. II. Orig. green
cloth, borders blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt; an ex-library copy, with evidence of
labels on front boards & spines; rubbed & faded.
1855
£45

127.

SADLEIR, Michael. The Strange Life of Lady Blessington. Revised American edn. New
York: Farrar, Straus and Company. Half title, front. Orig. blue cloth. v.g in repaired d.w.
¶Sadleir, in his ‘note of acknowledgement’ states that important unpublished material is
incorporated into this revised American edition. With several references to Dickens.

1947

__________

£20

115

119

120

121

BLUNT
128.

BLUNT, Ellen M. Grannie’s Christmas Eve. Founded on fact. Published under the direction
of the tract committee. S.P.C.K. Front., 4pp ads. Orig. red pictorial limp cloth, blocked &
lettered in black; sl. creased. v.g. 32pp.
¶Not in BL. Copac records two copies only at Oxford & Cambridge; both give the
date 1899.

[1899?]
129.

£15

WHITEHAVEN IMPRINT
BOURNE, Jane, Mrs. Tales of Instruction and Amusement; comprising The Garden, a
Cumberland tale, in prose; William’s wishes, in verse; Precepts, in prose and verse. 2nd
edn. To which are now added: More precepts; and The election. 12mo. Whitehaven: J.
Robinson. Engr. front. printed on blue paper. Orig. pink cloth, paper label on spine; a little
faded & rubbed, hinges carefully repaired. Gift inscription on leading f.e.p.
¶Copac lists several copies of this second edition, but none of the first. Moral tales for
the young.

1830
130.

BOWDEN, Hannah. Poetical Remains of Hannah Bowden, of Croydon, formerly Hannah
March, Jun., who died the 3rd of seventh month, 1859, in her 37th year. Edited by her sister.
A.W. Bennett. Orig. purple wavy-grained cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; a
little faded, otherwise v.g.
¶Hymns and religious poetry. Hannah Bowden, 1822-1890.

1860
131.

¶Charlotte Elizabeth Bowen, 1817-1890.

1864

£120

THE WILDS OF AFRICA
BOWMAN, Anne. The Castaways; or, The Adventures of a Family in the Wilds of
Africa. Illustrated by Harrison Weir. FIRST EDITION. G. Routledge & Co. Front.,
plates. Orig. royal blue wavy-grained cloth, borders in blind, pictorially blocked &
lettered in gilt; sl. rubbed.
¶With attractive engravings of African fauna.

1857
134.

£25

WORK FOR WOMEN
BOWLES, Emily. St. Martha’s Home; or, Work for Women. FIRST EDITION. Dublin:
James Duffy. Orig. green cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt. Stamps & label of
Loretto Convent library. A v.g copy.
¶Loeber B296. Emily Bowles, 1832-1909, converted to Catholicism in 1843 and
threw herself into charity work, most notably with impoverished children in Liverpool.
These socially instructive short stories, mainly set in London, extol charitable Catholic
virtues, offering advice on making a happy home, and guidance on moral and social
responsibilities.

133.

£50

(BOWEN, Charlotte Elizabeth) Sybil, and her live snowball. To which is added the story
of the bird’s nest. S.W. Partridge & Co. Half title with front. on verso, vignette title, plates
& illus., 16pp cata. Orig. red cloth, attractively blocked in black & gilt, lettering reversed
out of gilt; spine sl. faded. Gift inscription for Elspeth Mabel Northcote, 1883, on leading
f.e.p. v.g.
[1880]

132.

£85

£45

BOWMAN, Anne. Clarissa; or, The Mervyn Inheritance. A book for young ladies.
Illustrated by J.A. Pasquier. Routledge, Warne, & Routledge. Half title, front., plates. Orig.
green embossed cloth, bevelled boards, attractively blocked & lettered in gilt; v. sl. rubbed.
Contemp. prize label on leading f.e.p. a.e.g. A v.g. copy.
¶First published in 1863 [1862]; this edition not on Copac.

1864

£40

BRADDON
BRADDON, Mary Elizabeth, 1835-1884
A prolific and immensely popular novelist, Braddon is best-known for her Sensation Novels,
the most successful of which was Lady Audley’s Secret, 1862, a rollicking tale of bigamy
and murder in high society. A succession of hits followed, making Braddon one of the most
widely read authors of her era, and earning her the monicker ‘Queen of the Circulating
Libraries’.

135.

ALADDIN, SINBAD, AND ALI BABA:
DORÉ ILLUSTRATIONS
Aladdin; or, The Wonderful Lamp. Sinbad, the Sailor; or, The Old Man of the Sea. Ali
Baba; or, The Forty Thieves. Revised by M.E. Braddon, ... Illustrated by Gustave Doré and
other artists. 4to. John & Robert Maxwell. Illus. with 33 etchings, some within text, text
in two columns. Orig. blue diagonal fine-ribbed cloth, bevelled boards, pictorially blocked
in black, lettered in black & reversed out of gilt; carefully recased, spine a little darkened &
chipped at head & tail, inner hinges cracked, edges of leading f.e.p. chipped. Booklabel of
Frank Seton. A good sound copy of a scarce work.
¶Mrs Braddon’s adaptation of these well-known tales is uncommon; no copies appear in
recent auction records, and we can locate no other copies offered for sale.

[1880]
136.

All Along the River. A novel. Stereotyped edn. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent
& Co. Some foxing in prelims. Contemp. royal blue morocco, spine lettered & with
devices in gilt; spine darkened & a little rubbed at head & tail. Armorial bookplate of J.
Monro Walker.
¶First published in 1893.

[c.1900]
137.

[1881]

¶Todd 646 & 647.

[c.1910]

£25

BIRDS OF PREY
Birds of Prey. A novel. By the author of “Lady Audley’s Secret”, ... Ward, Lock & Tyler.
Half title, front. & additional engr. title, final ad. leaf. Orig. blue-purple cloth, spine lettered
in gilt; sl. rubbing to extremities. Contemp. signature ‘Paterson’ on leading pastedown.
¶Wolff 627b; the first one-volume edition. First published in 1867.

1868
141.

£40

Aurora Floyd. The Author’s edn. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Co. Half title,
title printed in red & black. Orig. red cloth, blocked & lettered in black; front board a
little bowed. Armorial bookplate of Samuel Augustine Courtauld, and stamps of King’s
College Library.
¶Among the works listed as ‘by the same author’ is Our Adversary, which was first
published in 1909.

140.

£40

Aurora Floyd. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vols 646 & 647.) Bound without series titles. Contemp. half green morocco, spines
ruled & with devices in gilt. v.g.
1863

139.

£40

Asphodel: a novel. John & Robert Maxwell. Front. & engr. title. Orig. scarlet cloth, blocked
& lettered in black & gilt; spine a little faded, sl. marked. t.e.g.
¶Wolff 624a; the first one-volume edition, which he dates 1881, the same year as the
three-volume first edition.

138.

£350

£85

Birds of Prey. ... Author’s edn. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Half title, title
printed in red & black. Orig. red cloth, blocked & lettered in black. v.g.
¶First published in 1867. Among the works listed as ‘by the same author’ is Miranda,
which was first published in 1913.

[c.1913]

£40

135

BRADDON
BRADDON, Mary Elizabeth, continued
142.

[Birds of Prey] Oiseaux de Proie. Roman tradauit de l’Anglais par Charles Bernard Derosne.
2 vols. Paris: Librairie Hachette et Cie. Half titles. Contemp. half scarlet roan, red cloth
sides, spines lettered & dec. in gilt; a little rubbed. Bookseller’s ticket: Albert Stroh, Vienna.
¶A translation of Birds of Prey first published in English in 1867. This French edition was
first published in 1874.

1874
143.

£45

[Charlotte’s Inheritance] L’Héritage de Charlotte. Roman tradauit de l’Anglais par Charles
Bernard Derosne. 2 vols. Paris: Librairie Hachette et Cie. Half titles. Contemp. half scarlet
roan, red cloth sides, spines lettered & dec. in gilt; a little rubbed. Vol. 2 misnumbered ‘1’ on
spine. Bookseller’s ticket: Albert Stroh, Vienna.
¶A translation of Charlotte’s Inheritance first published in English in 1868. This French
edition was first published in 1874.

1874
144.

CHRISTMAS HIRELINGS
The Christmas Hirelings. FIRST EDITION. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Co. Half
title, front. & plates by F.H. Townsend, 8pp ads. Orig. pale yellow cloth, blue cloth spine,
front board pictorially blocked & lettered in red, spine lettered in gilt; sl. rubbing at head &
tail of spine, one or two small marks. Signed ‘Ida Marshall’ in contemp. hand on half title. A
good-plus copy.
¶Sadleir 274; Wolff 631. A charming story of children hired out to make a family
Christmas. See also item 282.

1894
145.

£150

The Day Will Come. A novel. By the author of “Lady Audley’s Secret”, ... Stereotyped
edn. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Half title. E.ps browned. Contemp. purple
binder’s cloth.
¶First published in 1889.

[c.1890]
146.

£50

£35

DEAD MEN’S SHOES
Dead Men’s Shoes: a novel. Ward, Lock & Tyler. Contemp. half dark green calf, spine with
gilt & raised bands, maroon leather label; spine sl. darkened.
¶See Wolff 637a; the first ‘yellowback’ edition, published the same year as the first threevolume edition.

1876
147.

DEAD SEA FRUIT
Dead Sea Fruit. A novel. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection
of British Authors, vols 980 & 981.) Bound without series titles. Contemp. half brown
morocco, brown cloth boards, spines with raised gilt bands, maroon leather labels. Signature
of Jones-Pitt, 1869, on titlepages. v.g.
¶Todd 980 & 981.

1868
148.

£75

Dead-Sea Fruit. Stereotyped edn. Ward, Lock, & Tyler. Rather closely cropped in lower
margin. Contemp. half red roan.
¶A rebound yellowback; see Topp vol. II, p.91.

[1869]
149.

£50

£50

[Dead Sea Fruit] Un Fruit de la Mer Morte. Roman tradauit de l’Anglais par Charles Bernard
Derosne. 2 vols. Paris: Librairie Hachette et Cie. Half titles; sl. spotting. Contemp. half
scarlet roan, red cloth sides, spines lettered & with compartments in gilt; sl. rubbed.
¶A translation of Dead Sea Fruit first published in English in 1868. This French edition
was first published in 1874.

1874

£45
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150.

Dr. Carrick. IN: The Extra Summer Number of All the Year Round, conducted by Charles
Dickens [jun.]. Adams & Francis. Text in two columns, 6pp commercial ads on various
coloured paper at end. Orig. pale blue printed wrappers, front wrapper lettered in red &
black; spine guarded with brown paper. 72pp.
¶The first appearance of this short story. It was later printed in book form in Flower and
Weed and other tales, 1884. This issue of All the Year Round also contains stories by
Dutton Cook, Frances Trollope, Rosa Mulholland, Warren Adams, Mrs Cashel Hoey, and
R.E. Francillon.

1878
151.

DURING HER MAJESTY’S PLEASURE
During Her Majesty’s Pleasure. Hurst and Blackett. (7d Copyright novels.) Front.; title sl.
affected by damp. Orig. green cloth, gilt spine; sl. dulled. v.g.
¶One of Braddon’s later titles: first published in 1908.

[c.1913]
152.

£30

Eleanor’s Victory. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of
British Authors, vols 668 & 669.) Bound without series title. Contemp. half green morocco,
spines ruled & with devices in gilt. v.g.
¶Todd 668d (see colophon leaf) & 669.

1863
153.

£25

£50

Eleanor’s Victory. New edn. Tinsley Brothers. Half title, front. Contemp. half dark blue
crushed morocco, spine gilt in compartments; hinges & edges sl. rubbed.
¶See Wolff 641 for the first edition in three volumes published the previous year. This
appears to be the first one-volume edition; there is no 1864 edition published by Tinsley
listed on Copac or OCLC. The dedication to Edmund Yates, which appeared in the first
edition, is not printed in this edition.

1864
154.

£90

The Fatal Three. A novel. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. (The Author’s Edition.)
Half title, title printed in red & black. Orig. red cloth, blocked & lettered in black; tiny nick
at head of spine, otherwise a v.g. bright copy.
¶First published in 1888. Braddon’s return to the sensation novel proved a spectacular success.

[c.1911]
155.

¶Todd 722 & 723.

1864
156.

¶Todd 3397a. The first edition was also published in 1899.

£35

In High Places. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vols 3313 & 3314.) Series titles. Contemp. half red calf, raised gilt spine bands. v.g.
¶Todd 3313 & 3314; the sole issues.

1898
158.

£45

His Darling Sin. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vol. 3397.) Series title. Contemp. half red calf, spine with raised gilt bands.
1899

157.

£45

HISTORY OF AN OUTCAST
Henry Dunbar; the story of an outcast. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz.
(Collection of British Authors, vols 722 & 723.) Bound without series title. Contemp. half
green morocco, spines ruled & with devices in gilt. v.g.

£50

ISHMAEL
Ishmael. A novel. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. John & Robert Maxwell. Half title vol. III
only; vol. I lacking prelims, vol. III lacking e.ps. Contemp. pale green binder’s cloth; spines
darkened, a little rubbed. A decent copy of a scarce Braddon title.
¶Sadleir 297; Wolff 656. A novel set in Paris during the Second Empire.

[1884]

£150
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159.

John Marchmont’s Legacy. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz.
(Collection of British Authors, vols 688 & 689.) Bound without series title. Contemp. half
green morocco, spines ruled & with devices in gilt. v.g.
¶Todd 688 & 689.

1864
160.

JOSHUA HAGGARD
Joshua Haggard: a novel ... Stereotyped edn. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Co.
(Author’s Autograph Edn.) Ad. on leading pastedown. Orig. red cloth, blocked in black,
lettered in black & gilt; inner hinges splitting, dulled. A good sound copy.
¶First published as Joshua Haggard’s Daughter in 1876.

[c.1900?]
161.

¶A translation of Joshua Haggard. This French edition was first published in 1879.

£50

Just as I am: a novel. John & Robert Maxwell. Front. & engr. title; some light foxing.
Orig. scarlet cloth, blocked & lettered in black & gilt; spine a little faded. t.e.g. A bright &
attractive copy.
¶Wolff 659a; the first one-volume edition, which he dates 1880, the same year as the
three-volume first edition.

[1880]
163.

£30

Joshua Haggard. Roman tradauit de l’Anglais avec l’autorisation de l’auteur par
Mme Marie Bougy. 2 vols. Paris: Librairie Hachette et Cie. Half titles; sl. spotting.
Contemp. half scarlet roan, red cloth sides, spines lettered & with compartments in gilt;
sl. rubbed.
1879

162.

£45

£50

LADY AUDLEY’S SECRET
Lady Audley’s Secret. A novel. Stereotyped edn. John & Robert Maxwell. Neatly bound
in recent half dark brown morocco, spine with devices in gilt, black leather label. Colophon
on final leaf coded 370.4.87. Ownership inscription on dedication leaf, Amy R. Wood,
November 1887. v.g.
¶First published in 1862. Probably a re-bound ‘yellowback’; see Topp vol. VI, pp255-6.
‘The most sensationally successful of all the sensation novels.’ (Sutherland.)

[1887]
164.

165.

Lady Audley’s Secret. A novel. Stereotyped edn. John & Robert Maxwell. Orig. green
cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt. v.g.
[c.1890]
£65
ORIGINAL WRAPPERS
[Lady Audley’s Secret] Le Secret de Lady Audley. Traduit de l’Anglais par Mme Judith
Bernard-Derosne, de la Comèdie-Française, avec l’autorisation de l’auteur. 2 vols. Paris:
Librairie de L. Hachette et Cie. Half titles, 36pp cata. (1863) vol. II. Untrimmed in orig. buff
printed wrappers, front wrappers with ornate brown borders printed in brown; one or two
small tears to spine, but overall a v.g. fresh copy.
¶The first French edition.

1863
166.

£65

£150

[The Lady’s Mile] L’Allée des Dames. Tradauit de l’Anglais par Charles Bernard Derosne
avec l’autorisation de l’auteur. 2 vols. Paris: Librairie Hachette et Cie. Half titles; a little
spotted. Contemp. half scarlet roan, red cloth sides, spines lettered & with compartments in
gilt; a little rubbed. Contemp. signature of Amélie Faure[?] in each vol. Bookseller’s ticket:
Albert Stroh, Vienna.
¶A translation of The Lady’s Mile, first published in English in 1866. This French edition
was first published in 1868.

1873

£45
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167.

LONDON PRIDE
London Pride; or, When the World was Younger. FIRST EDITION. Simpkin, Marshall,
Hamilton, Kent, & Co. Half title; sl. foxing, leading f.e.p. sl. creased. Orig. dark blue-green
cloth, blocked with floral design in dark green & pink, lettered in gilt; corners sl. bumped. t.e.g.
¶Wolff 664; Sadleir 306.

1896
168.

£50

London Pride; ... Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of
British Authors, vols 3179 & 3180.) Half title vol. II; several tiny perforations through first
few leaves vol. II. Orig. brown publisher’s cloth. Signature of G.H. Moore Browne, 1897, on
half title vol. II. v.g.
¶Todd 3179 & 3180.

1897
169.

£40

A Lost Eden. Hutchinson & Co. Front. Orig. red cloth; spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶First published in 1904.

[c.1910]
170.

£20

Lucius Davoren. A novel. Stereotyped edn. John & Robert Maxwell. Contemp. half black
roan; a little rubbed. Signed ‘Ailsie North, Thurland Castle’ on leading pastedown.
¶First published as Lucius Davoren; or, Publicans and Sinners in 1873.

1878
171.

£45

Lucius Davoren. Roman tradauit de l’Anglais par Charles Bernard Derosne. 2 vols. Paris:
Librairie Hachette et Cie. Half titles. Contemp. half scarlet roan, red cloth sides, spines
lettered & with compartments in gilt; sl. rubbed.
¶A translation of Lucius Davoren. This French edition was first published in 1878.

1878
172.

£50

Milly Darrell, and other tales. Stereotyped edn. John & Robert Maxwell. Orig. green cloth,
dec. in black, lettered in gilt; spine faded & a little rubbed at head & tail. Signature of F.H.
Butcher, Sept. 1886, on leading f.e.p.
¶First published in 1873.

[c.1885]
173.

£25

MOHAWKS
Mohawks; a novel. By the author of “Lady Audley’s Secret”, ... Stereotyped edn. John &
Robert Maxwell. Front., text coded 381-6-87-W.72. Orig. green cloth, blocked in black,
lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶This collates as Topp’s ‘yellowback’ edition, vol. VI, p.303. First published in 1886.

[c.1887]
174.

MOUNT ROYAL
Mount Royal. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. John & Robert Maxwell. Occasional spotting &
marking, mainly in vol. I. E.ps sympathetically replaced. Orig. green cloth, spines lettered in
gilt; rubbed, some wear to corners and heads & tails of spines. A decent copy of a scarce title.
¶Sadleir 315; Wolff 673. Set in Cornwall.

1882
175.

176.

£35

£220

Mount Royal. The Author’s edn. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Half title, title
printed in red & black. Orig. red cloth, blocked & lettered in black. v.g.
[c.1910]
£45
SLAVERY MELODRAMA
The Octoroon; or, The Lily of Louisiana. Edited with an introduction by Jennifer Carnell.
Hastings: The Sensation Press. Brief biog. preceding title, illus. Orig. red cloth, spine
lettered in gilt. Mint in bright yellow d.w.
¶First serialised in the The Halfpenny Journal, 1861-1862, The Octoroon is a ‘lurid tale

158

174

180

188
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of race, slavery, crime and miscegenation in the Southern states of America’; the plot
was heavily influenced by Boucicault’s drama of the same name. Here it is published in
Britain in book form for the first time; an abridged version appeared in the US in 1886.

1999
177.

One Life, One Love. A novel. Stereotyped edn. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co.
Some foxing in prelims. Contemp. royal blue morocco, spine lettered & with devices in gilt;
spine darkened & a little rubbed at head & tail. Armorial bookplate of J. Monro Walker.
¶First published in 1890.

1891
178.

[1886]

¶Todd 778 & 779.

1878

£250

An Open Verdict. ... Stereotyped edn. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Co. A little
browned. Orig. purple grained cloth, spine lettered in gilt; spine faded & rubbed, some minor
damp marking. A good sound copy.
¶First published in 1878.

[c.1890?]
182.

£35

An Open Verdict. A novel. By the author of “Lady Audley’s Secret”, ... FIRST EDITION,
2nd edn, FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. John Maxwell & Co. Orig. dark green cloth, spines
lettered in gilt; spines a little darkened & sl. rubbed at head & tail, leading inner hinge
cracking & repaired vol. I. Labels removed from front boards; later stamps of Emmanuel
College library on leading f.e.ps. A good-plus copy.
¶See Sadleir 319 & Wolff 677; both first editions. Melodrama about an heiress who is
falsely suspected of causing her father’s premature death.

181.

£85

ONLY A CLOD
Only a Clod. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vols 778 & 779.) Bound without series titles. 2 vols in 1 in contemp. half brown
morocco, spine with raised gilt bands; a little rubbed. Signature of Mrs Godson, March 1866,
on leading f.e.p.
1865

180.

£40

One Thing Needful. A novel. Stereotyped edn. John & Robert Maxwell. Front., final ad.
leaf; title sl. spotted. Orig. green cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶First published in 1886. This one-volume edition also appears to date to 1886: text
coded 12-86 on final leaf.

179.

£20

£35

BASED ON OSCAR WILDE
The Rose of Life. FIRST EDITION. Hutchinson & Co. Half title, 16pp cata. (Jan. 1905);
edges a little dusted. Orig. pink cloth, lettered in gilt; a little dulled.
¶Sadleir 324; Wolff 682. The central character is Daniel, a charismatic and engaging, but
ultimately flawed man. He is thought to be based on Oscar Wilde, with whom Braddon
was well acquainted.

1905
183.

ROUGH JUSTICE
Rough Justice. FIRST EDITION. Simpkin, Marshall & Co. Half title, 16pp cata. carelessly
opened. Untrimmed in orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt; dulled & a little rubbed. Label of St
John and Red Cross Hospital Library. A good sound copy.
¶Sadleir 325; Wolff 683, stating that this Anglo/African detective story was originally
titled Shadowed.

1898
184.

£85

£65

Run to Earth. A novel. By the author of “Lady Audley’s Secret”, &c. FIRST EDITION. 3
vols. Ward, Lock, & Tyler. Vol. III bound without titlepage. 3 vols in 1 in contemp. half
black roan; spine chipped at tail, rubbed. Blind stamped ‘E. & C. Blackburne, Monachan’;
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signature of James Clarke, 1885, on titlepage. A sound copy.

¶Sadleir 326; not in Wolff, who had the original manuscript of the novel (684), and a
three-volume 4th edition, also 1868 (684a). A murder mystery, originally titled Diavola
when first serialised in The London Journal, 1866-7.

1868

£85

185.

Run to Earth. Author’s edn. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Half title, title
printed in red & black; a little faded.
[c.1910]
£30

186.

[Run to Earth] La Chanteuse des Rues. Roman tradauit de l’Anglais par Charles Bernard
Derosne. 2 vols. Paris: Librairie Hachette et Cie. Half titles; a little spotted. Contemp. half
scarlet roan, red cloth sides, spines lettered & with compartments in gilt; boards rubbed.
¶A translation of Run to Earth. This French edition was first published in 1873.

1875
187.

SONS OF FIRE
Sons of Fire. A novel. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of
British Authors, vols 3089 & 3090.) Series titles. Contemp. half red calf, spines ruled in gilt;
sl. rubbed
¶Todd 3089 & 3090; the sole issues.

1895
188.

¶Sadleir 336; Wolff 694.

190.

£40

To the Bitter End: a novel. By the author of “Lady Audley’s Secret”, etc. FIRST EDITION.
3 vols. John Maxwell & Co. Contemp. half red roan, spines with raised & gilt bands; a little
rubbed, head of spines chipped vols I & III. A good sound copy of a scarce edition.
1872

189.

£45

£185

To the Bitter End: ... Stereotyped edn. John & Robert Maxwell. Orig. green cloth, blocked
in black, lettered in gilt; inner hinges cracking, sl. rubbed.
[c.1880]
£35
BRADDON’S FIRST NOVEL
The Trail of the Serpent. Ward, Lock, & Tyler. Half title, front. & engr. title, printed title, 4pp
ads; prelims loose. Orig. blue-purple cloth, spine lettered in gilt; sl. rubbed.
¶Braddon’s debut novel, first published in 1860 under the title Three Times Dead. This is
the first one-volume edition. The two-page Publishers’ Announcement that precedes the
novel states that it has been ‘carefully revised, and in part re-written’, and that ‘the sin of
“Sensationalism” ... can be fairly laid at its door’.

1866
191.

The Trail of the Serpent. A novel. Stereotyped edn. Spencer Blackett. Contemp. half calf,
maroon leather label; inner hinges strengthened with maroon cloth, sl. rubbing. William
Slater booklabel. A good-plus copy.
¶Topp (vol. VI, p.xxviii) lists the variants of the Spencer Blackett imprint, but does not
list this title. Using his list, it would appear to date from 1887.

[1887]
192.

£85

£65

THE VENETIANS
The Venetians: a novel. By the author of “Lady Audley’s Secret”, ... FIRST EDITION. 3
vols. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Titlepage & final few leaves browned in
vol. III. Orig. dark green cloth, spines lettered in gilt; sl. rubbing to extremities, inner hinges
repaired vol. I, early replacement e.ps in vols II (chocolate, a little chipped) & III (white, a
little browned). Evidence of label removal from front boards. Booklabels of Frank Seton. A
decent set.
¶Sadleir 340; Wolff 697.

1892

£175
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193.

194.

The Venetians. A novel. Stereotyped edn. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Sl.
foxing in prelims. Orig. red cloth, blocked & lettered in black & gilt; a little dulled, sl.
splitting to inner hinges. A good sound copy.
1893
£45
VIXEN
Vixen: a novel. New York: Lovell, Coryell & Co. Text block browned. Orig. maroon cloth,
spine lettered in gilt; sl. marked.
¶First published in 1879.

[c.1890]
195.

£30

Wyllard’s Weird. A novel. Copyright edn. 3 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection
of British Authors, vols 2329-2331.) Series titles. 3 vols in 1 in contemp. half calf, spine
ruled in gilt, dark green leather label; spine & corners a little rubbed, leading inner hinge sl.
cracked. Contemp. signature of Edith Heathcote on initial blank. A good-plus copy.
¶Todd 2329-2331; the sole issue. Published the same year as the first edition. A
sensation novel, following the investigation of a young girl’s death, thrown from a
moving train as it steams through a Cornish valley. Suicide seems the most likely
explanation, but was it in fact murder?

1885

__________

£45

BRAME, Charlotte Monica, 1836-1884
Born in Leicestershire, Charlotte Brame was a prolific Roman Catholic novelist. In the USA,
to avoid copyright laws, her works were often published under the name Bertha M. Clay,
and less frequently under the name Charlotte Monica Braeme. Confusingly, other writers,
including her own daughter, used the Clay pseudonym, leading to a good deal of uncertainty
as to which titles were penned by her.
196.

Another Man’s Wife. By Bertha M. Clay. Robert Hayes. Half title. Orig. scarlet cloth,
lettered in gilt & blind. v.g. in reinforced sl. torn d.w.
¶‘Fate’s cruellest irony that on the day - when to save an impoverished father - Beryl
marries the elderly Lord Medford, title and riches comes to the man she loves. But Fate
sometimes relents.’ OCLC lists a New York edition published in 1889.

[c.1900]
197.

At War with Herself. By the author of “Dora Thorne”, ... William Stevens. (The Family
Story-Teller.) Half title, final ad. leaf. Orig. green cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt &
blind; a little dulled, inner hinges sl. split.
¶Not in Wolff. BL only on Copac; OCLC adds several copies in North America.

[c.1878]
198.

£35

Beyond Pardon. By Bertha M. Clay. W. Nicholson & Sons. Half title, 7pp cata. Lacks
following f.e.p. Orig. crimson cloth, bevelled boards, blocked in black, lettered in gilt; spine
sl. dulled. v.g.
¶First published in 1884.

[c.1890]
199.

£20

£20

Dora Thorne. By the author of “From Gloom to Sunlight”, ... William Stevens. (The Family
Story-Teller.) Half title. Lacks leading f.e.p. Orig. green cloth, blocked in black, lettered in
gilt & blind; sl. rubbed.
¶Not in Wolff. The first edition appears to have been published in 1878; most copies are
undated. The earliest recorded on Copac is an 1878 4th edition, (BL and Exeter). This
was Brame’s most successful novel.

[1878]
200.

£35

The Duke’s Secret. A novel. New York: Federal Book Co. 3pp following ads; paper sl.
browned. Orig. yellow pictorial wrappers, printed in red & black; small nick in lower margin
of front wrapper. v.g.
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¶This work was first published after 1900, but BL’s only copy from (1929) seems too late.
The Federal Book Co. was formerly known as the F.M. Lupton Publishing Co. Two short
stories by Frances Henshaw Baden are also included.

[c.1910?]
201.

Hilda; or, The False Vow. By Charlotte M. Braeme. New York: F.M. Lupton. (The Arm
Chair Library, no. 34.) Title on front wrapper. Text in two columns. Stapled as issued in
orig. pale green printed wrappers, ad. for the Arm Chair Library on following wrapper; spine
a little worn. 64pp.
¶This title not recorded on Copac. Records seen on OCLC suggest this was first
published as Lady Hutton’s Ward in 1887.

1893
202.

£25

LADY DIANA’S PRIDE
Lady Diana’s Pride. By Charlotte M. Braeme. New York: F.M. Lupton. (The Arm Chair
Library, no. 52.) Title on front wrapper. Text in two columns. Stapled as issued in orig.
printed pale green wrappers; lacking back wrapper, front wrapper a little torn & with small
chip in corner, spine defective. A good sound copy of a fragile item. 61pp.
¶This title not recorded on Copac. OCLC records a [c.1887] edition in the Library of
Congress, and this Lupton edition in three US locations.

1893
203.

£35

£20

Lord Lynne’s Choice. Ingledew House. By the author of “Dora Thorne”, ... William Stevens.
(The Family Story-Teller.) Half title, 2pp ads. Orig. green cloth, blocked in black, lettered in
gilt & blind; sl. dulled, following board sl. marked.
¶Not in Wolff. Not recorded on Copac. Two undated copies listed on OCLC; University
of Victoria, Canada, and NYU.

[c.1879]
204.

LOVE THAT LIVES
The Love that Lives. By the author of “Dora Thorne”, ... William Stevens. (The Family
Story-Teller.) Half title. Orig. green cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt & blind; sl.
marked, following inner hinge cracked.
¶Not in Wolff. Not recorded on Copac. One copy listed on OCLC; University of
Victoria, Canada, dated [1879].

[1879]
205.

£30

Love Works Wonders. By Bertha M. Clay. Milner & Co. Half title, front., 16pp cata. Orig.
red cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶York Minster only on Copac, [c.1890].

[c.1900]
__________

206.

£35

£25

OUR HOME IN THE OCEAN
BRASSEY, Annie, Baroness Brassey. In the Trades, the Tropics, & the Roaring Forties.
Our home on the ocean for eleven months. FIRST EDITION. Longmans, Green, & Co. Half
title, vignette title, folding map, plates, illus. throughout. Orig. pale green pictorial cloth,
lettered in gilt, dec. in gilt, brown & green. A v.g. attractive copy.
¶The Brasseys (Baroness Annie, 1839-1887, and her husband Thomas Brassey, 1st
Earl Brassey) made several voyages in their steam-assisted schooner The Sunbeam
during the 1870s and 80s, with Annie Brassey writing well-received travelogues
charting their adventures. This example, which contains more than 200 charming
illustrations, documents a 14,000 mile voyage begun in September 1883, which took
in Madeira, Trinidad, Venezuela, Jamaica, the Bahamas, Bermuda, and the Azores.
Annie Brassey died two years after the publication of this work, succumbing to
malaria while undertaking a trip to Australia. Thomas Brassey went on to become
governor of Victoria.

1885

£250

BRAUND

207.

WELSH POETRY
BRAUND, Elizabeth. Fugitive Pieces: historical, legendary, and sacred. 2nd edn, with
numerous additions. Charles Griffin & Co. Illus. with two woodcuts. Orig. dark green cloth,
bevelled boards, borders in blind, front board lettered in gilt within gilt floral roundel. Gift
inscription on leading f.e.p., Sept 1870. a.e.g. v.g.
¶A collection of original verse, mainly with a Welsh theme.

1868

£60

BRAY, Anna Eliza, 1790-1883
208.

TWO NOVELS
De Foix: or, Sketches of the manners and customs of the fourteenth century. An historical
romance. New edn, revised & corrected by the author. Longman, Brown, Green, &
Longmans. Front., additional engr. title. BOUND WITH: The White Hoods: an historical
romance. New edn, revised & corrected, with a general preface ... Two works in one vol.
in contemp. half maroon morocco, spine with raised gilt bands; sl. rubbing to extremities.
Frank Seton booklabel. A good-plus copy.
¶First published in 1826 & 1828, respectively. Each vol. with an engraved titlepage,
showing these to be uniform works from the Novels & Romances of Anna Eliza Bray series.

1845
209.

£60

Hartland Forest: a legend of North Devon. FIRST EDITION. Longmans, Green & Co.
Front., 32pp cata. (Sep. 1871). Orig. scarlet-orange cloth, front board blocked in black & gilt,
lettered in reverse, spine lettered in gilt; spine a little darkened.
¶Wolff 784. The primary binding, with publisher’s name at tail of spine.

1871
210.

£50

VARIANT CLOTH
Hartland Forest: ... FIRST EDITION. Longmans, Green & Co. Front. Orig. green cloth,
front board blocked in black & gilt, lettered in reverse, spine lettered in gilt; v. sl. rubbed.
¶Variant green binding, without the September 1871 catalogue.

1871
211.

£50

SECOND VARIANT CLOTH
Hartland Forest: ... FIRST EDITION. Longmans, Green & Co. Front. Orig. green cloth,
front board blocked in black, spine dec. in black & gilt, lettered in gilt. Signature of Alex.
Simpson, 1880, on leading f.e.p.
¶Another variant binding, with no lettering on front board and no publisher imprint at tail
of spine.

1871
212.

£50

A Peep at the Pixies; or, Legends of the West. Illustrations by Hablot K. Browne. (Phiz.)
FIRST EDITION. Grant & Griffith. Col. front. & 4 col. plates. Orig. red pebble-grained
cloth, spine lettered in gilt; spine faded & a little damp-marked. Frank Seton booklabel.
¶Wolff 790. Seven tales.

1854
213.

¶Not in Wolff.

1830
214.

£65

THE MOOR OF PORTUGAL
The Talba, or Moor of Portugal. A romance. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Longman, Rees,
Orme, Brown, & Green. Contemp. half green calf, spines gilt in compartments, maroon
leather labels (one sl. chipped); marbled boards rather rubbed, leading hinge splitting at tail
vol. I. A decent copy of a scarce novel.
£280

The White Hoods; an historical romance. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Longman, Rees, Orme,
Brown, & Green. Half titles vols II & III. Contemp. half calf, spines gilt in compartments,
black leather labels; marbled boards sl. rubbed, but overall v.g.
¶Wolff 798. The author’s second novel, The White Hoods is set in the 14th century, and
follows the fortunes of Philip van Artevelde and his Flemish rebels.

1828

__________

£350

206

213

214

233

237

BRAZIL
215.

BRAZIL, Angela. My Own Schooldays. FIRST EDITION. Blackie & Son. Half title,
front. port. & 3 plates. Orig. dark blue cloth, lettered in gilt; sl. rubbing to extremities. v.g.
¶Angela Brazil, 1868-1947, was an enormously popular author of ‘schoolgirl’ stories.

[1925?]
216.

£25

EAST AND POVERTY
BRENDA, pseud. (Georgina Castle Smith.) Froggy’s Little Brother. By Brenda, author
of “Nothing to Nobody”. Illustrated edn. John F. Shaw & Co. Front., plates & illus., 16pp
cata.; sl. browning. Orig. grey cloth, pictorially blocked in black, brown, blue & gilt, lettered
in black & gilt; a little dulled & rubbed. a.e.g.
¶Georgina Castle Smith, 1845-1933, was a popular and productive children’s author, born
in Bayswater, London. The story here is a tale of poverty in London’s East End, first
published in 1867, with an appeal to readers to donate liberally to help provide ‘street
arabs’ with clothes and nourishment.

[c.1895?]
217.

£25

BRENDA, pseud. (Georgina Castle Smith.) The Secret Terror. FIRST EDITION. Stanley
Paul & Co. Half title, 10pp ads; pencil annotations in one or two places. Orig. red cloth,
lettered in black & gilt; spine faded & a little rubbed.
¶A novel of high society, set partially in India, in which ‘the good unselfish love of a plain
woman’ triumphs.

1909
218.

£30

BRIGHTWEN, Eliza. The Life and Thoughts of a Naturalist. Edited by W. Chesson. With
introduction and epilogue by Edmund Gosse. T. Fisher Unwin. Half title, front. port. &
one further plate, errata slip, 40pp cata. (Autumn 1909). Untrimmed in orig. maroon cloth,
lettered in gilt; marked & rubbed.
¶The autobiography of the popular Scottish naturalist, 1830-1906, along with her Journal,
1855-1872, and her Thoughts, 1892-1895.

1909
219.

BRISTON, Helen. Beatrice and Brian. T. Woolmer. Front. & two plates. Orig. blue cloth,
pictorially blocked in black, lettered in gilt; spine & corners sl. rubbed. Sunday School prize
label, 1890.
¶A Christian tale for juveniles.

[c.1890]
220.

£20

£20

(BRODERICK, Miss) Sweet Emma, or, The Cumberland Cottager. A story founded on
facts. “A most pleasing and pleasant tale.” By M.B.K. William Nicholson & Sons. Half
title, front. & additional engr. title, 6pp ads; pp41-48 carelessly opened with sl. loss from top
outer corners not affecting text. Orig. blue cloth, blocked & lettered in black & gilt. v.g.
¶Also contains the nine-page story ‘Love at First Sight’ and a short poem ‘The Dreamer’,
by Miss Jewsbury.

[c.1880]
221.

£20

BRODERIP, Frances Freeling. Tiny Tadpole, and other tales. With illustrations by her
brother, Thomas Hood. FIRST EDITION. Griffith & Farran. Half title, col. front. & 5 col.
plates, 32pp cata. Orig. red morocco-grained cloth, floral borders in blind, blocked & lettered
in blind & gilt; spine a little dulled, sl. rubbed & marked. a.e.g. A good sound copy.
¶Frances Freeling Broderip, 1830-1878, daughter of the satirist Thomas Hood; these
fifteen tales with illustrations by his son.

1862

£40

BRONTË SISTERS
222.

Works. The life and works of Charlotte Brontë and her sisters. An illustrated edition in 7
vols. Smith, Elder, & Co. Half titles, fronts, vignette titles, additional printed titles; half
titles rather browned in vols I & II. Orig. green cloth, blocked & lettered in black & gilt.
Each vol. signed Norah Strutt on initial blank. A good-plus attractive set.
1889-95
£350

BRONTË
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223.

Works. The Novels of the Sisters Brontë. Thornton Edn. 12 vols. Edinburgh: John Grant.
Half titles, fronts & plates, titles in red & black. Uncut in orig. green cloth, spines dec. &
lettered in gilt. A v.g. attractive set.
¶A reissue of the edition first published in 1901.

1924
224.

£500

POEMS
Poems by Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell. (2nd issue.) Smith, Elder and Co. Final ad. leaf.
Orig. olive green cloth, boards with central vignette and elaborate borders in blind, spine
lettered in gilt; faded and a little marked, carefully recased at some point, e.ps replaced with
suitable contemp. paper. A good sound copy.
¶See Smith, no.1, p6.

1846 [1848]
225.

£950

Poems by Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell. FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. Philadelphia:
Lea & Blanchard. Orig. pale green drab boards, at some time carefully & sympathetically
rebacked; sl. rubbing. A good-plus copy.
¶See Smith, no.1, p14.

1848

£500

________

BRONTË, Anne, 1820-1849
The youngest of the Brontë sisters, author, as ‘Acton Bell’, of Agnes Grey and The Tenant of
Wildfell Hall.
226.

TENANT OF WILDFELL HALL
The Tenant of Wildfell Hall. 3 vols. FIRST EDITION. T.C. Newby. Vol. I bound without
half title; not issued in vols II & III; small paper repairs to pp 1-2 vol. I, affecting 2 words;
pp 13-14, 297-8, 360-366, vol. II. Handsomely bound in later half dark blue calf, spines with
raised bands & devices in gilt, maroon morocco labels. An attractive set.
¶Smith p.88. Anne Brontë’s scarce second novel, The Tenant of Wildfell Hall is a stark
portrayal of society and manners in the middle of the 19th century. It tackles violence,
alcoholism, the subjugation of women, and domestic abuse; subjects that proved
shocking and fascinating to its Victorian audience in equal measure. A phenomenal
success, the first edition sold out in under six weeks, the first one-volume edition
appearing the following year.

1848
227.

The Tenant of Wildfell Hall. FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. New York: Harper & Brothers.
Final ad. leaf sl. torn in outer margin. e.ps a little browned. Orig. pale brown cloth, blocked
in blind, spine blocked & lettered in gilt; spine sl. rubbed & carefully repaired, corners a little
worn. Leading f.e.p. signed A.S. Brigham in contemp. hand. A good-plus copy.
¶Smith p105.

1848
228.

£7,500

£1,250

The Tenant of Wildfell Hall; edited by Herbert Rosengarten. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
(Clarendon Edition of the Novels of the Brontes.) Half title. Orig. dark blue cloth. v.g. in sl.
faded d.w.
¶The definitive text, fully annotated.

1992

________

£85

BRONTË, Charlotte, 1816-1855
The oldest of the sisters, and first to know literary success. Author, as ‘Currer Bell’, of Jane
Eyre, Shirley, Villette and The Professor.
229.

Jane Eyre: An Autobiography. By Currer Bell. 3rd edn. 3 vols. Smith, Elder & Co. Half
title vol. I. Contemp. half tan calf, spine gilt in compartments, maroon & dark green leather
labels. Armorial bookplates of Marx. A v.g. copy in attractive contemporary binding.
¶Both Sadleir (345 & 346a) & Wolff (826 & 826a) had copies of the first & second

BRONTË
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editions of Jane Eyre in their collections. This third edition appears to be another
impression of the second edition from standing type, with the addition of the ‘Note to the
Third Edition’ April 13th, 1848. Walter E. Smith draws attention to several points: in
this copy the “9” of p. 27(9) is missing in vol. I, the full stop in the headline p.287 vol. I
is also missing; the comma after Smith on titlepage vol. III is reduced to a full stop and
there is no “J” on p.95.

1848
230.

£3,500

FIRST ONE-VOLUME EDITION
Jane Eyre: ... 4th edn. Smith, Elder, & Co. 8pp cata. with sl. marginal tears preceding title,
16pp cata. (March 1854); small tear in top corner of titlepage with sl. loss. Orig. purplebrown cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; carefully recased. Contemp. signature of
Margaret Meinertzhagen on leading pastedown, and loosely inserted Meinertzhagen armorial
bookplate. A good-plus copy.
¶Smith pp33-36. The fourth edition, and first one-volume edition.

1850
231.

¶The first cheap and uniform edition, reprinting the prefaces to the second and third
editions.

1857
232.

233.

£850

Jane Eyre: ... New edn. Smith, Elder & Co. (Uniform Edition of the Works.) 4pp cata. Orig.
orange printed cloth; a little dulled & marked, two gatherings a little proud. Ads. on e.p.s.
£250

Jane Eyre: ... New edn. Smith, Elder & Co. (Uniform Edition of the Works.) Initial ad. leaf
& 4pp following ads. Recently rebound in half maroon morocco with sl. heavy boards, black
leather labels.
1857
£180
ORIGINAL PURPLE CLOTH
Jane Eyre: ... New edn. Smith, Elder & Co. 4pp cata. Orig. purple morocco-grained cloth,
blocked with geometric pattern in blind, spine lettered in gilt; spine a little darkened, sl.
rubbed. David Gilson booklabel. a.e.g. A good-plus copy.
¶This is a scarce reprint, in purple cloth, of the one-volume edition. Copac records only
one copy dated 1862, in St. Andrews university.

1862

£450

234.

Jane Eyre, an autobiography. Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press. Half title, 8pp
ads; e.ps sl. browned. Orig. olive green cloth; spine a little dulled.
1920
£25

235.

Jane Eyre; edited by Jane Jack and Margaret Smith. Oxford: Clarendon Press. (Clarendon
Edition of the Novels of the Brontes.) Half title. Orig. dark blue cloth. v.g. in sl. worn d.w.
¶The first volume of the Clarendon edition of the novels of the Brontës. The definitive
text, with extensive explanatory notes.

1969
236.

Jane Eyre. A drama, in five acts. Adapted from Charlotte Bronte’s novel, by John Brougham.
John Dicks. (Dicks’ Standard Plays, no. 400.) Orig. orange printed wrappers; edges sl.
chipped, several old tape repairs, but still a nice bright copy. 16pp.
¶BL dates this scarce Brontë adaptation 1883.

[1883?]
237.

238.

£90

£150

Jane Eyre. A drama, in five acts. ... (Dicks’ Standard Plays, no. 400.) 16pp. Bound without
wrappers into 20thC half tan calf, maroon label on spine, maroon cloth boards. v.g.
[1883?]
£250
LITHOGRAPHS
FREEDMAN, Barnett. Jane Eyre. Lithographs. 5 workings. Curwen Press. London, for
George Macy Heritage Edition New York. U.S.A. 1938. 16 colour lithograph designs for the
Heritage Edition of the novel, numbered 1-16 in pencil. Titled in ms. only, on verso of
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leading f.e.p., in red ink. Bound in marbled boards with red leather spine, lettered in gilt;
hinges rubbed.
¶This is a set of the artist’s proofs, bound for presentation. With inscription on leading
f.e.p., ‘For Dorothy & John Woods, Barnett Freedman, 1944’. The ‘5 workings’ refers
to the number of times each image is printed, to give the five different colours. Barnett
Freedman, 1901-1958, born in Stepney, East London, to Russian Jewish emigré parents,
was a painter, illustrator, typographer, and lithographer. He was very highly regarded,
with his illustrations to War and Peace and Anna Karenina for the Limited Editions
Club, being considered among the finest of his works. These illustrations, also very fine
examples, were published in the Heritage Edition in 1942. See also item 260.

1938
239.

PRIMARY BINDING
The Professor, a tale. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Smith, Elder, & Co. Half titles, final ad.
leaf vol. I, 8pp ads & 16pp cata. (June 1857) vol. II. Orig. purple morocco-grained cloth,
blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt; faded, expertly repaired.
¶Smith p.162 - the primary binding. Sadleir 347; Wolff 827.

1857
240.

£650

£650

SECONDARY BINDING
The Professor, ... FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Smith, Elder, & Co. Half titles, final ad. leaf
vol. I, 16pp cata. vol. II. 2 vols in 1 in orig. publisher’s remainder binding; dark green
morocco-grained cloth, borders in blind, spine with decorated gilt bands at head & tail,
lettered in gilt: THE / PROFESSOR / BY / CURRER BELL. / LONDON / SMITH, ELDER
& CO. Some expertly executed minor repairs, but overall a v.g. well-preserved copy in a
scarce format.
¶Smith (p.162) mentions that 719 copies were bound up thus ‘on or before 30 June 1859’.
The grain on this copy is vertical (rather than diagonal or horizontal as described by
Smith), and it has pale yellow endpapers. The Professor was Charlotte’s first completed
novel but last published, posthumously.

1857
241.

242.

The Professor, ... FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Smith, Elder, & Co. Half title vol. I only. 2 vols
in 1 in contemp. half maroon calf by J. & J. Vice of Nottingham, spine with raised gilt bands
& black leather label. An attractive copy.
1857
£750
ORIGINAL PRINTED CLOTH
The Professor. To which are added The Poems of Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell: now first
collected. Smith, Elder & Co. (Cheap & Uniform edition of the Life and Works.) 8pp ads.
Ads on e.ps. Orig. orange printed cloth; spine sl. dulled. Contemp. owner’s signature on
titlepage. v.g.
¶First cheap edition, see Smith p.166.

1860
243.

£150

The Professor; edited by Margaret Smith and Herbert Rosengarten. Oxford: Clarendon
Press. (Clarendon Edition of the Novels of the Brontës.) Half title. Orig. dark blue cloth.
Keble College booklabel. v.g. in d.w.
¶The definitive text from the manuscript, with notes and appendices.

1987
244.

£1,200

£65

SHIRLEY
Shirley. A tale. By Currer Bell. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Smith, Elder & Co. Ad. on verso
of final leaf vol. III. 3 vols in 1 in contemp. half maroon calf by J. & J. Vice of Nottingham,
spine with raised gilt bands & black leather label. Each vol. with contemp. signature of Edw.
Cooper on titlepage. An attractive copy.
¶Sadleir 348; not in Wolff.

1849

£1,500

226

229

257

260
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245.

Shirley. ... By Currer Bell, author of “Jane Eyre”. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernh.
Tauchnitz Jun. (Collection of British Authors, vols 180 & 181.) Series titles. Contemp. half
dark green morocco, green patterned cloth sides; sl. rubbing to extremities.
¶Todd 180a & 181a. The first Tauchnitz edition, published the same year as the first
London edition.

1849
246.

Shirley. ... Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vols 180 & 181.) Series titles. Early 20thC half purple binder’s cloth, marbled
boards; spine sl. marked vol. II.
¶Todd 180d & 181b.

1849 [c.1860?]
247.

1979

1859

£225

VILLETTE
Villette. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Smith, Elder & Co. Bound without ads or colophon leaf
in vol. III. 3 vols in 1 in contemp. half maroon calf by J. & J. Vice of Nottingham, spine with
raised gilt bands & black leather label. An attractive copy.
¶Sadleir 349; Wolff 828.

1853
250.

£65

FRENCH EDITION WITH AGNES GREY
Shirley, et Agnès Grey, par Currer Bell. Romans Anglais traduits par MM. Ch. Romey et
A. Rolet. Publications de Ch. Lahure et Cie, imprimeur à Paris. Paris: Librairie de L.
Hachette. (Bibliothèque des Meilleurs Romans Étrangers.) Half titles, 8pp cata. vol. II.
Uncut in orig. pale blue printed wrappers. French library labels at tails of spines. A v.g.
bright copy.
¶The first French editions. The French translators do not mention Anne’s pen name,
Acton Bell, inferring both novels are written by Currer Bell.

249.

£75

Shirley; edited by Herbert Rosengarten and Margaret Smith. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
(Clarendon Edition of the Novels of the Brontes.) Half title. Orig. dark blue cloth. v.g. in sl.
faded & price-clipped d.w.
¶The text based on that of the first edition, and ‘collated with Charlotte Brontë’s
manuscript’.

248.

£120

£1,500

Villette; edited by Herbert Rosengarten and Margaret Smith. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
(Clarendon Edition of the Novels of the Brontes.) Half title. Orig. dark blue cloth. Keble
College booklabel. v.g. in sl. faded d.w.
¶The definitive text, fully annotated.

1984

£65

GASKELL, Elizabeth Cleghorn
251.

The Life of Charlotte Brontë, FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Smith, Elder & Co. Half titles,
fronts, 16pp cata. vol. II (Mar. 1857). Orig. brown wavy-grained cloth, borders in blind,
spines lettered in gilt; small nick at head of following hinge vol. I & II. Contemp. signature
of M. Hyde-Clarke, Belvedere Lodge, on half titles both vols. A v.g. copy.
1857
£350

252.

The Life of Charlotte Brontë, 3rd edn, revised and corrected. 2 vols. Smith, Elder and Co.
Half titles, fronts, 16pp cata. vol. II (Aug. 1857); details of several books neatly removed
from p9/10 of cata. Orig. brown pebble-grained cloth, borders in blind, no centrepieces,
spines lettered in gilt; at some time expertly recased, lettering on spines sl. rubbed. v.g.
¶Lettered ‘Third Edition’ on spine.

1857

£120

BRONTË
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253.

The Life of Charlotte Brontë, ... (New edn.) Smith, Elder & Co. Vignette title, final ad. leaf.
Ads on e.ps. Orig. glazed orange cloth, printed in black; front board sl. marked, dulled & a
little rubbed, inner hinges weakening. A good sound copy.
¶‘New Edition’ just visible on front board.

1860

£45

_____

254.

GOLDRING, Maude. Charlotte Brontë, the woman; a study. FIRST EDITION. Elkin
Mathews. Half title. Orig. light blue cloth, lettered in gilt; spine dulled.
¶With an appendix of unpublished mss.

1915

£20

255.

SHORTER, Clement King. Charlotte Brontë and Her Circle. FIRST EDITION. Hodder &
Stoughton. Half title, front. port., plates; light foxing in prelims. Uncut in orig. purple cloth,
spine lettered in gilt; spine sl. faded. t.e.g. v.g.
1896
£40

256.

WROOT, Herbert E. Sources of Charlotte Brontë’s novels. Persons and places. Shipley:
Outhwaite Bros. (Publications of the Brontë Society. Supplementary part no. 4 of vol. VIII.)
Uncut in orig. grey printed wrappers. v.g.
1935
£25
________

BRONTË, Emily & Anne
257.

WUTHERING HEIGHTS
Wuthering Heights, by Emily Brontë; and Agnes Grey, by Anne Brontë. Smith, Elder & Co.
Engr. front. & title, 3 plates. Contemp. half maroon calf by J. & J. Vice of Nottingham, spine
with raised gilt bands & black leather label. An attractive copy.
¶In 488pp.

1871
258.

£350

Wuthering Heights, by Emily Brontë; and Agnes Grey, by Anne Brontë. With a preface
and memoir of both authors, by Charlotte Brontë. New edn. Smith, Elder & Co. 6pp ads.
Contemp. half varnished calf, spine with raised gilt bands; corners sl. knocked. Inscribed
‘Mother’ on leading blank. An attractive copy.
¶In 446pp, as the 1858 edition.

1906

________

£150

BRONTË, Emily, 1818-1848
Author, as ‘Ellis Bell’, of Wuthering Heights.
259.

Wuthering Heights; edited by Hilda Marsden and Ian Jack. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
(Clarendon edition of the novels of the Brontes.) Half title. Orig. dark blue cloth. v.g. in d.w.
¶The definitive text, ‘with introduction, notes, and appendices’.

1976
260.

£90

FREEDMAN, Barnett. Wuthering Heights. Lithographs. 5 workings. Curwen Press.
London, for George Macy Heritage Edition New York. U.S.A. 1939. 16 colour lithograph
designs for the Heritage Edition of the novel, numbered 1-16 in pencil. Titled in ms. only, on
verso of leading f.e.p., in red ink. Bound in marbled boards with red leather spine, lettered in
gilt; hinges worn.
¶This is a set of the artist’s proofs, bound for presentation. With inscription on leading
f.e.p., ‘For Dorothy & John Woods, Barnett Freedman, 1944’. The ‘5 workings’ refers
to the number of times each image is printed, to give the five different colours. See also
item 238.

1939

£650

BRONTË
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261.

The Complete Poems; edited by Clement Shorter, arranged and collated, with bibliography
and notes, by C.W. Hatfield. Hodder & Stoughton. Half title. Orig. grey boards, blue cloth
spine; sl. dulled.
[1923]
£85

262.

GERIN, Winifred. Emily Brontë: a biography. FIRST EDITION. (Reprinted, with
corrections.) Oxford: Clarendon Press. v.g. in d.w.
1972
£15

263.

LAW, Alice. Emily Jane Brontë and the Authorship of ‘Wuthering Heights’. Altham,
Accrington: The Old Parsonage Press. Stapled as issued in orig. buff wrappers, printed in
black; spine sl. chipped at head & tail, staples rusted. 50pp.
¶Several copies on Copac, dated between 1925 and 1928. This copy is inscribed on
initial blank, ‘The Earl of Belmore, Jan. 9th / 26’. From the Belmore estate, in County
Fermanagh, Northern Ireland.

[c.1926]
________

£12

BRONTË FAMILY
264.

BENTLEY, Phyllis. The Brontë Sisters. Reprinted with minor corrections and additions to
bibliography. Longmans. (Writers and their work, no. 4.) Half title, front. Orig. light green
wrappers. v.g. 44pp.
1967
£8

265.

HINKLEY, Laura L. The Brontës: Charlotte and Emily. FIRST EDITION. Hammond,
Hammond & Co. Half title, front., bibliog. Orig. dark brown cloth; sl. dulled. Booklabel.
1947
£22

266.

LEYLAND, Francis A. The Brontë Family: with special reference to Patrick Branwell
Brontë. 2 vols. FIRST EDITION. Hurst and Blackett. Half titles; leading f.e.p. vol. I
repaired along inner margin. Orig. brick red cloth; possibly a later binding, with no publisher
at tail of spine. A good sound copy.
¶Leyland family copy with pencil notes in prelims.

1886
267.

LIFE & LETTERS
SHORTER, Clement King. The Brontës Life and Letters; being an attempt to present a full
and final record of the lives of the three sisters, Charlotte, Emily and Anne Brontë from the
biographies of Mrs. Gaskell and others, and from numerous hitherto unpublished manuscripts
and letters. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. 4to. Hodder and Stoughton. Half titles, fronts, titles
in red & black. Uncut in orig. maroon buckram, spines lettered in gilt; spines a little faded.
Signature of E.A. Gladstone on leading f.e.ps. t.e.g. A v.g. copy.
¶A handsomely produced and comprehensive memoir.

1908
268.

269.

£90

£110

BIBLIOGRAPHY
SMITH, Walter E. The Brontë Sisters; a bibliographical catalogue of first and early editions
1846-1860, with photographic reproductions of bindings and titlepages. FIRST EDITION.
4to. Los Angeles: Heritage Book Shop. Plates. Orig. pink cloth. v.g. in d.w.
1991
£50
STUART, John Alexander Erskine. The Brontë Country: its topography, antiquities, and
history. FIRST EDITION. Longmans, Green & Co. Half title, front., plates & illus., list
of subscribers at end. Untrimmed in orig. half brown cloth imitating leather, green cloth
sides, bevelled boards, lettered in gilt; spine a little darkened, sl. dulled & marked. Armorial
bookplate of William Marcus Lightfoot & later booklabel of Frank Spicer. t.e.g.
1888
£50
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270.

TURNER, Whiteley. A Spring-Time Saunter Round and About Brontë Lane. FIRST
EDITION. Tall 8vo. Halifax: Halifax Courier. Half title, front. & plates, illus. from
drawings by A. Comfort, 12pp subscribers’ list at end. Orig. dark green cloth, blocked in
black, lettered in gilt; v.g.
¶1,673 people subscribed for 2,032 copies.

1913

________

271.

£75

BRONTË, Patrick Branwell. “And the Weary are at Rest”. 4to. Privately printed. Half
title. Unopened in orig. pale blue printed wrappers, paper spine label; spine sl. faded. v.g.
¶Branwell’s prose story, printed from the original manuscript by Clement Shorter,
supposedly in a limited edition of 50 copies, but it is thought more copies were printed.

1924

£65

BRONTË SOCIETY
272.

BRONTË MUSEUM
Opening Ceremony and Meeting, Saturday, May 18th, 1895. Kindly arrange on my behalf to
provide tea ... Haworth: The Brontë Society. 4pp printed form, with integral blank & address
leaf, folded. Not filled in.
¶A brief printed form, from W.T. Fifield, Hon. Sec. of the Brontë Society, for the purpose of
ordering refreshments when attending the opening ceremony of the museum. ‘Tea will be
provided at the “Black Bull Hotel” ... at the price of 1/6 each. In order that we may have an
idea of the number to provide for, you are respectfully requested to fill up the attached form ...’.

1895

£35

Advertisements
273.

Brontë Museum, Haworth. The committee of the Brontë Society have pleasure in announcing
that the museum over the Yorkshire Penny Bank, Haworth, will be opened on Saturday, May
18th, 1895. The ceremony will be performed at the museum at 3-30 p.m. by Sir T. Wemyss
Reid, of London. In the evening at 6 o’clock a public meeting will be held in the Wesleyan
School-Room, Haworth ... Admission Free. Haworth: The Brontë Society. Advertisement
printed on recto only of single leaf, 16 x 25cm; folded into quarters, one short tear.
1895
£125

274.

The Brontë Society. The Council have pleasure in announcing that the third annual meeting
will be held at the Technical College, Horton Road, Bradford, on Saturday, January 16th,
1897. ... Tea will be provided through the kind invitation of a few Bradford friends. ... Mr.
J.J. Stead, of Heckmondwike, has kindly consented to give a lantern exhibition of Brontë
views. Admission to meeting and exhibition 6d. Members free. Haworth: The Brontë
Society. Advertisement printed in dark blue on recto only of single leaf, text within doubleruled borders, 16 x 25cm; single horizontal fold.
[1896]
£65

275.

The Brontë Society. In connection with the fourth annual meeting, the council have pleasure
in announcing a public meeting on Saturday, January 15th, 1898, at the Mechanic’s Institute,
Halifax ... Sir T. Wemyss Reid ... has kindly consented to give an address. ... At the request
of numerous friends, a lantern exhibition of Brontë views will be given by Mr. J.J. Stead, (of
Heckmondwike), ... Haworth: The Brontë Society. Advertisement printed on recto only of
single leaf, 16 x 25cm; sl. dusted in upper margin, folded into quarters, one short tear.
[1897]
£65

276.

The Brontë Society. The Council have pleasure in announcing that the fourth annual meeting will
be held at Halifax, on Saturday, January 15th, 1898. ... Tea will be provided, 1/= each. ... At the
request of numerous friends, a lantern exhibition of Brontë views will be given by Mr. J.J. Stead, (of
Heckmondwike), ... Haworth: The Brontë Society. Advertisement printed in dark green on recto
only of single leaf, text within double-ruled borders, 16 x 25cm; folded into quarters, two short tears.
[1897]
£65
_____
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BRONTË
BRONTË SOCIETY, continued
277.

Catalogue of the Bonnell Collection in the Brontë Parsonage Museum. FIRST EDITION.
Haworth: The Brontë Society, Half title, front. port., plate, facsims. Orig. dark blue cloth,
bevelled boards, lettered in gilt. v.g.
1932
£50

278.

Catalogue of the Museum & Library. Compiled by J. Alex Symington, bibliographical
secretary and librarian. Haworth: The Brontë Society. Half title, front., illus., maps. Orig.
blue printed wrappers. v.g.
¶200pp.

1927

£30

279.

A Centenary History of the Brontë Society, 1893-1993. FIRST EDITION. Haworth: The
Brontë Society, Illus. Handsomely bound into half dark blue crushed morocco, printed
wrappers bound in at end. t.e.g. v.g.
1993
£25

280.

A Descriptive Catalogue of Objects in the Museum of the Brontë Society at Haworth.
Compiled by F.C. Galloway, hon. treasurer, Brontë Society. Bradford: printed for private
circulation. Front., illus. Orig. pale orange printed wrappers; sl. spotted. v.g.
¶35pp.

1896

__________

£25

BROUGHTON, Rhoda, 1840-1920
Rhoda Broughton shared her friend, Mrs. Braddon’s, talent for writing fast-paced novels
that proved popular with the reading public. She was among the best-selling authors of the
Victorian era, revelling in plots that ‘frequently centre on marriages which destroy the woman
involved’, and invariably featuring ‘headstrong young women’, ‘scandalous affairs’, and
‘robust lovers’.
281.

Alas! A novel. Macmillan & Co. (Macmillan’s Two Shillings Library, no. 21.) Half title,
4pp ads. Orig. blue cloth, front board lettered in dark blue, spine lettered in gilt; following
board dulled & marked.
¶First published in 1890.

1899
282.

A Beginner. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors,
vol. 2991.) Series title. BOUND WITH: BRADDON, Mary Elizabeth. The Christmas
Hirelings. Copyright edn. (Collection of British Authors, vol. 3032) 1895. 2 vols in 1 in
contemp. half red morocco. A little rubbed.
¶Todd 2991 (the sole issue) & 3032a. See also item 144.

1894
283.

£30

£40

Belinda. A novel. New edn. Macmillan & Co. Half title, 6pp ads; text block sl. browned.
Orig. dark green cloth, lettered in blind & gilt; front board a little marked.
¶First published in 1883. In 1878 Broughton moved with her recently widowed sister to
Oxford, where she became acquainted with the academic and theologian Mark Pattison.
The acquaintance was not harmonious, and she spitefully caricatured Pattison in Belinda
as the crusty Professor Forth.

1899
284.

£35

Between Two Stools. 2nd edn. Stanley Paul & Co. Half title with ad. on verso, 31pp cata.
(for Methuen & Co., March 1912). Orig. olive green cloth, lettered in darker green & gilt;
a little dulled & sl. marked. Blank booklabel on leading pastedown; labels removed from
following pastedown.
¶See Sadleir 358 & Wolff 854 for the first edition of 1912.

[1912?]

£35

BROUGHTON
BROUGHTON, Rhoda, continued
285.

Cometh up as a Flower. An autobiography. New edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Front. Orig.
green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt; leading inner hinge sl. cracked
¶See Sadleir 359 & Wolff 855 for the first edition, in two volumes, of 1867.

1869
286.

Concerning a Vow. FIRST EDITION. Stanley Paul & Co. Half title, 48pp cata. ( Nov.
1913). Orig. dark blue cloth, lettered in black & gilt; a little darkened.
¶Sadleir 360; Wolff 856. The novel centres on the death-bed demand of of Meg
Champney to her sister Sally, that she should have no dealings with the ‘cad and
blackguard’ Edward Bromley.

1914
287.

£65

£40

‘FROM THE AUTHOR’
Dear Faustina. FIRST EDITION. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, 32pp cata. (Autumn
1896). Orig. dark green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt; corners sl. knocked.
¶Sadleir 361a; Wolff 857. Presentation inscription on titlepage, ‘To dear Flo from the
author May 15 97’.

1897

£75

288.

Dear Faustina. FIRST EDITION. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, 32pp cata. (Autumn
1896). Orig. dark green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
1897
£50

289.

The Devil and the Deep Sea. FIRST EDITION. Macmillan & Co. Half title, 8pp cata. Orig.
maroon cloth, lettered in gilt; spine a little rubbed, sl. dulled.
¶Sadleir 362; Wolff 858.

1910
290.

Doctor Cupid. A novel. New edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title; sl. cracking to leading
inner hinge, the odd spot. Orig. dark blue embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶First published in 1886.

1887
291.

¶Sadleir 364; Wolff 860.

¶Sadleir 366; Wolff 861.

£75

GOOD-BYE SWEETHEART!
Good-bye, Sweetheart! Copyright edn. 2 vols. Berlin: A. Asher & Co. Sl. spotting. 2 vols
in 1 in contemp. half dark green morocco, gilt spine; spine & corners a little rubbed. A goodplus copy.
¶See Sadleir 367 & Wolff 862 for the first edition in three volumes of 1872.

1872
294.

£40

The Game and the Candle. FIRST EDITION. Macmillan & Co. Half title, 4pp ads & 16pp
cata. (20.1.99). Orig. dark green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. Signature of Pamela
Hamilton, Aug. ‘99, on titlepage. v.g.
1899

293.

£65

FOES IN LAW
Foes in Law. FIRST EDITION. Macmillan & Co. Half title, 16pp cata. (5.8.00). Orig. pale
blue cloth, blocked in white, lettered in gilt; spine sl. dulled. Blind-stamped ‘Presentation
Copy’ on titlepage. t.e.g.
1900

292.

£40

£45

Good-bye, Sweetheart! A tale. Richard Bentley & Son. (Favourite novels.) Front., final
ad. leaf (dated 20-6-82). Orig. dark green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt; edges sl.
spotted, otherwise v.g.
1882
£60

BROUGHTON
BROUGHTON, Rhoda, continued
295.

Joan: a tale. FIRST AUSTRALIAN EDITION. Melbourne, Sydney & Adelaide: George
Robertson. Half title, 8pp cata. (1877); sl. careless opening in one or two places. Orig. green
cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; sl. rubbed. v.g.
¶See Sadleir 368 & Wolff 863 for the first UK edition, published by Bentley the previous
year in three volumes. Wolff notes that Bentley were threatened with a £20,000 legal writ
when the novel first appeared, for libelling Gilbey’s sherry. The publishers immediately
embargoed the novel, and replaced the offending references with a cancel leaf. The
sherry distributor apparently accepted the publisher’s apology. This is the first Australian
edition, printed in Melbourne.

1877
296.

£75

Joan: a tale. Popular edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, front.; prelims sl. browned.
Orig. dark green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt; following hinge split, spine darkened
& sl. worn at head & tail.
¶This copy is inscribed ‘Savile Club, given by G. Bentley’ in a contemp. hand, and has a
simple shelf label on leading pastedown. This is George Bentley the publisher, Richard’s son.

1881

297.

£40
MAMMA
Mamma. FIRST EDITION. Macmillan & Co. Half title, 8pp ads (Autumn 1908). Orig. blue
cloth, blocked in gilt & blind, lettered in gilt. t.e.g. v.g.
¶Sadleir 370; not in Wolff. The central character is Mrs Granard, who tactfully tries to
negotiate the ever-complicated needs of her three grown up daughters.

1908
298.

Mamma. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors, vol.
4094.) Series title, 32pp cata. (April 1, 1909). Untrimmed in orig. cream printed wrappers;
sl. dusted. Contemp. signature on front wrapper.
¶Todd 4094; the sole edition.

1909
299.

£25

Mrs. Bligh. A novel. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vols 2873.) Series title. BOUND WITH: A Beginner. Copyright edn. (Collection
of British Authors, vols 2991.) 1894. Series title. 2 vols in 1 in contemp. half red morocco;
sl. rubbed. Contemp. signature ‘Baird’ on leading f.e.p.
¶Todd 2873a & 2991; the sole issue. These titles first published in London by Richard
Bentley in 1892 and 1894 respectively.

1892 / 1894
300.

£35

£40

Nancy; a novel. 9th edn. Richard Bentley & Son. (Favourite novels.) Front., 4pp ads.
Orig. dark green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶See Sadleir 372 & Wolff 866 for the first edition, in three volumes, of 1873.

1893
301.

£40
NOT WISELY, BUT TOO WELL
Not Wisely, But Too Well. A novel. By the author of “Cometh up as a Flower”. 2 vols.
Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors, vols 935 &
936.) Bound without series titles. Contemp. blue binder’s cloth, maroon leather labels; sl.
wear to head & tail of spines. A good sound copy.
¶Todd 935 & 936. See Sadleir 373 & Wolff 867 for the first edition, in three volumes, of 1867.

[1867?]

£40

302.

Not Wisely, But Too Well. A novel. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, 4pp ads unopened.
Orig. dark green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt; sl. rubbed.
1884
£35

303.

Red as a Rose is She. A novel. Macmillan & Co. Half title. Orig. scarlet cloth, blocked &
lettered in blind & gilt; spine faded.
¶First published in 1870.

1909

£20

BROUGHTON
BROUGHTON, Rhoda, continued
304.

Scylla or Charybdis? FIRST EDITION. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, 6pp ads & 32pp
cata. (Autumn 1895). Orig. dark green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. A v.g. bright copy.
¶Sadleir 375a; Wolff 869. The title derives from a Greek idiom meaning to be caught
between two evils. It corresponds to the notion of being caught ‘between the devil and
the deep blue sea’.

1895
305.

SECOND THOUGHTS
Second Thoughts. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, final ad. leaf; sl. spotting. Orig. dark
green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. Contemp. signature on verso of leading f.e.p. v.g.
¶Wolff 870a; the first one-volume edition, published the same year as the first
edition in two volumes. ‘In the novel is a preposterous pre-Raphaelite poet-painter
named Francis Chaloner, who is obviously intended for a kind of compound
Swinburne and Wilde.’

1880
306.

£85

£50

WOOD, Marylin. Rhoda Broughton (1840-1920); profile of a novelist. FIRST EDITION.
Stamford (Lincs): Paul Watkins. Half title, front., plates. Orig. purple cloth. Inscribed: ‘best
wishes Marilyn Wood July 1993’. v.g. in d.w.
¶The first ‘book-length profile of this powerful personality’.

1993

__________

£20

BROWNING, Elizabeth Barrett, 1840-1920.
A towering figure of Victorian poetry, Browning read voraciously as a child, and began
writing verse before she was ten. A keen follower of the Romantics, her work was heavily
influenced by them, and she shared their enthusiasm for the culture and mythology of
the ancient Greeks. The publication of Poems in 1844 brought widespread acclaim, and
encouraged Robert Browning to write his first letter to the ‘unseen poet of Wimpole Street’.
307.

The Poetical Works. 6 vols. Smith, Elder. Half titles, fronts, final ad. leaves vols I, III & IV,
6pp ads vols V & VI. Largely unopened in orig. purple cloth, spines lettered & with devices
in gilt; spines uniformly fading to brown, but still a v.g. bright set.
1889
£110

308.

Aurora Leigh. new edn. Walter Scott. Front. Contemp. half vellum, green cloth sides. v.g.
1898
£20

309.

Casa Guidi Windows. FIRST EDITION. Chapman & Hall. Half title, final ad. leaf & 34pp
cata. (1851). Orig. dark blue-green cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; spine sl.
faded. With gift inscription on leading f.e.p., 1851. A nice copy.
1851
£150

310.

The Greek Christian Poets and the English Poets. FIRST EDITION. Chapman & Hall. Orig.
bright green pebble-grained variant cloth. v.g.
¶First published in the Athenaeum in 1842.

1863
311.

312.

£120

LAST POEMS
Last Poems. FIRST EDITION. Chapman & Hall. Contemp. full scarlet calf, spine gilt
in compartments, double-ruled gilt borders, dark green leather label. Carlingford armorial
bookplate. v.g.
1862
£125
Napoleon III in Italy. And other poems. FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. New York: C.S.
Francis & Co. 16pp ads; sl. browning. Orig. dark brown cloth; faded & spotted, & sl.
rubbed at head & tail of spine.
¶The Author’s edition for America of Poems before Congress.

1860

£60

313

351

447

487

BROWNING
BROWNING, Elizabeth Barrett, continued
313.

“NEW EDITION”, WITH SONNETS FROM THE PORTUGUESE
Poems. New edn. 2 vols. Chapman & Hall, 193, Piccadilly. (Late 186, Strand.) Half titles.
Orig. pale blue vertical-grained cloth, boards with decorative borders & oval centrepieces in
blind, spines lettered in gilt; sl. split to head of both following hinges, one corner sl. rubbed,
spines a little faded. Contemp. stamp of G. Paine on pastedowns; bookseller’s ticket: H.M.
Gilchrist, Southampton. A very nice copy in original cloth.
¶Wise (7). This is the ‘New’, i.e. second, edition and ‘is of considerable interest and
importance’. It is ‘greatly enlarged’ from the first edition of 1844 to include the 43
‘Sonnets from the Portuguese’, written by Browning c.1845-46. Among these is arguably
her most famous poem, here numbered Sonnet XLII, which begins ‘How do I love thee?
Let me count the ways’. It remained Sonnet XLII until the fourth edition of 1856; for
that later edition in three volumes, the poem ‘Future and Past’ was relocated to appear
with the ‘Sonnets from the Portuguese’, and Sonnet XLII henceforth had its more familiar
title of Sonnet XLIII. This important edition is very scarce in commerce, and auction
records show only a handful of copies being offered for sale over the past few decades.

1850
314.

£4,500

Poems. 3rd edn. 2 vols. Chapman & Hall. Half titles. Contemp. full tan calf, spines gilt in
compartments, double-ruled gilt borders, dark green leather label; a little rubbed. Signature
of E.E. Harrison, 1855, in both vols.
¶Contains a new version of ‘Prometheus’ & additional poems. With Browning’s
‘advertisement’ to the second edition, written from Florence, 1850, and a postscript, dated
1853, in which she proclaims to have ‘done her best to remedy the oversights and defects
of that former revision ...’.

1853

315.

316.

£250
SERAPHIM
The Seraphim, and other poems. FIRST EDITION. Saunders & Otley. Contemp. full green
calf, gilt spine, borders & dentelles, red & brown labels, one chipped. Owner’s inscription,
dated March 1849, inked through on verso of leading f.e.p. Small library label: Skinos. A
good-plus copy.
1838
£180
Sonnets de la Portugaise. Traduction d’Emile B. D’Erlanger d’après le texte de l’Oxford
University Press, Humphrey Milford (1932), suivie d’une conference sur ... Browning et
Marcline Desbordes-Valmore. FIRST EDITION. 4to. En vente chez penise verte, libraire,
Paris; Londres: Burrup, Mathieson. Orig. cream cloth, lettered in gilt; spine a little dulled,
sl. browned. a.e.g.
¶Three copies on Copac: BL, Oxford, Royal Holloway. One of 500 copies printed.
Forty-four sonnets translated into French, concluding with a comparative essay, E.B.B. et
Marceline Desbordes-Valmore: Similitudes et Contrastes.

[1938]

£25

317.

INGRAM, John H. Elizabeth Barrett Browning. W.H. Allen. (Eminent Women series.)
Half title, 8pp ads & 48pp cata. (Oct. 1888). Orig. dark green cloth, lettered in gilt.
Ownership inscription on leading f.e.p. A v.g. bright copy.
1888
£20

318.

LUBBOCK, Percy. Elizabeth Barrett Browning in Her Letters. (2nd edn.) John Murray. Half
title, front. port., final ad. leaf. Uncut in orig. dark green cloth, spine lettered in gilt. Signature
of Florence J. Stewart and quotation from Stevenson on leading f.e.p. A v.g. bright copy.
¶First published by Smith, Elder & Co. in 1906.

1917

__________

£30

BRUNTON, Mary, 1778-1818
Born on Burray, one of the Orkney Islands, Brunton was author of several well-received
novels which are now considered key works of early 19th century feminism. ‘Her novels have
considerable psychological realism in their pictures of the heroines struggling to control
inappropriate infatuation and to earn a living’.

BRUNTON
BRUNTON, Mary, continued
319.

Discipline: a novel. By the author of “Self-Control”. 2nd edn. 3 vols. Edinburgh: Printed
by George Ramsay & Co. for Manners & Miller. Contemp. half calf, spines with devices
in blind, gilt rules & maroon leather labels. Each vol. with a different bookplate on leading
pastedown, but undoubtedly a cohesive set. A very nice fresh copy.
¶See Wolff 886 for the first edition of the previous year.

1815
320.

Discipline: a novel. To which is prefixed, A Memoir of the life and writings of the Author,
including extracts from her correspondence. Henry Colburn & Richard Bentley. (Standard
Novels, no. XVI.) Half title, front. & engr. title, additional printed title. Half dark green calf
by Seargeant’s, Abergavenny. Armorial bookplate of Edward K.E. Marsdon. v.g.
¶The first Bentley issue.

1832
321.

1819

¶Sadleir 3734a. First published in 1811.

324.

£180

SELF-CONTROL
Self-Control: a novel. 2nd edn. 3 vols. Edinburgh: Printed by George Ramsay & Co. for
Manners & Miller. Half titles, 4pp ads vol. III. Contemp. full calf, borders blocked in blind,
spines with devices in blind & dark green leather labels; hinges worn in places but holding,
sl. chipping to tail of spines.
1811

323.

£65

EMMELINE
Emmeline. With some other pieces. To which is prefixed A Memoir of her life, including
some extracts from her correspondence. FIRST EDITION. Edinburgh: Manners & Miller, &
Archibald Constable & Co. Half title, front., port. after W.I. Thomson, final ad. leaf. Uncut
in orig. blue boards, drab spine with paper label, head of spine additionally titled in ms.; sl.
wear to hinges with one or two short splits, one corner creased. Signature of Eliza Giffard,
Nerquis, Flintshire on leading pastedown. Overall a nice tight & clean copy in orig. boards.
¶Wolff 887. The memoir, occupying ppV-CXXI is by the author’s husband, Alexander
Brunton.

322.

£225

£125

LYTTON STRACHEY’S COPY
Self-Control: a novel. Henry Colburn & Richard Bentley. (Standard novels. no. XV.) Series
title, front., engr. title, additional printed title. Binding A - glazed plum-coloured linen, black
labels; spine faded to brown; sl. rubbing. Booklabel of Lytton Strachey. A good-plus copy.
1832
£125
Self-Control: a novel. Henry Colburn & Richard Bentley. (Standard novels. no. XV.) Front.
& engr. title, additional printed title. Contemp. half tan calf, spine gilt in compartments, red
& green leather label; spine sl. dulled.
1832
£65
__________

325.

SCARCE ANTI-GODWIN NOVEL
(BULLOCK, Mrs?) Dorothea; or, A Ray of New Light. 2 vols. FIRST DUBLIN
EDITION. Dublin: Printed by Thomas Burnside, for P. Wogan, H. Colbert, ... Half titles;
C3 (p31-p32) vol. II is torn in half across the middle of the page; while both halves are
still present, in a curious piece of mis-binding, the upper portion of the leaf is in the correct
position, while the lower half is to be found between C4 & C5, p149 vol. I, though legible,
has some printing flaws. Contemp. full mottled calf, maroon & black leather labels; boards
sl. bowing, v. sl. rubbing.
¶The London edition, also 1801, was in three volumes; this Dublin edition is in BL
only on Copac. Dorothea was published in an anthology of anti-Jacobin novels in 2005,
where, unlike the BL’s anonymous copy, it was attributed to ‘Mrs Bullock’. The work
was intended to counter the prevailing trends in late 18th and early 19th century literature
for radicalism and social upheaval. It directly challenges the writing of William Godwin,
quoting him in several places in an attempt to undermine his political philosophy. The

BULLOCK
main protagonist, Dorothea, is portrayed as naive, misguided and self-destructive for her
devotion to modern thinking. The novel is an anti-radical polemic: “If you are a modern
philosopher, the best which I can offer is, for your speedy deliverance from the energetic
sublimity of your incomprehensible dogmas; but if you are ... a pupil of the old school,
be contented, I beseech you, to thank Heaven for your ignorance, and ... shut your eyes
against the delusions of that ignus fatuus the NEW LIGHT!”

1801

£850

BURNETT, Frances Hodgson, 1849-1924
Born in Manchester, Burnett moved to Tennessee in 1865 following the death of her father.
She maintained ties in England, and during her life reportedly crossed the Atlantic thirtythree times. Her early fiction was for adults, but the success of Little Lord Fauntleroy, 1886,
encouraged further works for children including A Little Princess and The Secret Garden.
326.

The Dawn of A To-morrow. Illustrated by F.C. Yohn. Frederick Warne & Co. Half title, col.
front. & plates. Orig. blue vertical-grained cloth, lettered in gilt; sl. rubbing to head & tail of
spine, otherwise v.g.
¶The first UK edition, following the first American by a year. A novel set among the
London poor.

1907
327.

£35

Esmeralda, and other stories. Frederick Warne & Co. Half title removed. Contemp. half tan
morocco; spine a little darkened.
¶Contains four stories: Esmeralda, Mère Giraud’s Little Daughter, Lodusky, and “Seth”.
Esmeralda was later turned into a successful play.

[c.1880?]
328.

£25

A FAIR BARBARIAN
A Fair Barbarian. Frederick Warne & Co. (Warne’s London Library, No. 2.) Half title, 2pp
ads. Orig. dark green cloth, blocked & lettered in gilt & black. v.g.
¶First published 1881. The story of an upper class British family learning to accept Miss
Belinda Bassett, an American cousin. ‘In Slowbridge, America was not approved of - in
fact, was almost entirely ignored, as a country where, to quote Lady Theobald, ‘the laws
were loose, and the prevailing sentiments revolutionary.’ It was not considered good taste
to know Americans ...’

[1895?]

£25

329.

His Grace of Osmonde; being a portion of the history of that nobleman’s life omitted in the
relation of his lady’s story presented to the World of Fashion under the title A Lady of Quality.
2nd edn. Frederick Warne & Co. Half title, title printed in red & black. Orig. maroon cloth,
spine lettered in gilt; spine a little faded, the odd spot.
1897
£45

330.

In Connection with the De Willoughby Claim. 4th edn. Frederick Warne & Co. Half
title, title printed in red & black. Orig. pink cloth, lettered in maroon & gilt; dulled & a
little rubbed.
¶A novel set in North Carolina before and during the American Civil War.

1899
331.

332.

£20

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY
Little Lord Fauntleroy. FIRST ENGLISH EDITION. Frederick Warne & Co. Half title,
front., vignette title, plates & illus. by Reginald Birch, final ad. leaf. Orig. red cloth, bevelled
boards, pictorially blocked in gilt, brown & black, lettered in gilt & black; spine sl. faded. A
v.g. bright copy.
1886
£180
Little Lord Fauntleroy. Frederick Warne & Co. Half title, front., vignette title, plates & illus.
by Reginald Birch, 6pp ads. Orig. blue cloth, pictorially blocked in gilt, brown & black,
lettered in gilt & black; a little faded & rubbed.
1906
£35

BURNETT
BURNETT, Frances Hodgson, continued
333.

WYNDHAM’S THEATRE. Programme. Little Lord Fauntleroy. By arrangement with
Mr. Charles Wyndham special matinees every afternoon except Saturdays at 2.30 Little Lord
Fauntleroy by Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett. ... W.T. Haycock & Sons. (Printers.) 8pp
theatre programme, printed in blue, with commercial ads. Stapled as issued in orig. pale blue
printed wrappers. v.g.
[1901]
£15

334.

Little Saint Elizabeth and Other Stories. FIRST EDITION. Frederick Warne & Co. Half
title, front., illus. by R.B. Birch, etc. Orig. red cloth, front board pictorially blocked in beige,
pale blue & black, lettered in black & gilt; a little dulled, sl. damp marking along outer edges.
Gift presentation on leading f.e.p. A good sound copy.
¶Also contains ‘Prince Fairyfoot’, ‘The Proud Little Grain of Wheat’, and ‘Behind the
White Brick’.

[1890]
335.

¶First published in the same year. A novel of manners set in London.

1901
336.

£40

The Making of a Marchioness. 4th edn. Smith, Edler, & Co. Half title, 6pp ads. Orig. green
cloth, lettered in black; sl. dulled. v.g.
£20

The One I Knew the Best of All; with illustrations by Reginald Birch. FIRST EDITION.
Tall 8vo. Frederick Warne and Co. Half title, front., vignette title, illus., 4pp illus. ads.
Orig. olive green cloth, bevelled boards, pictorially blocked & lettered in black & gilt; v. sl.
rubbing at tail of spine. A v.g. bright copy.
¶The author’s autobiographical memories of her childhood.

1893

337.

338.

£45
SARA CREWE
Sara Crewe, or What Happened at Miss Minchin’s, and Editha’s Burglar. Frederick Warne.
Half title, front. plates & illus. after Reginald Birch. Orig. orange cloth, pictorially blocked
in black & white, lettered in black & gilt; spine sl. dulled. Prize label on leading pastedown
with recipient’s name & details erased. v.g.
[c.1900]
£25
T. Tembarom. FIRST EDITION. Hodder & Stoughton. Half title. Orig. olive green cloth,
blocked & lettered in black; a little dulled.
¶The story of a New York waif who discovers he is the heir to an English title.

[1913]
339.

¶‘The first complete novel of this authoress’ (publisher’s preface).

[1877]
340.

£30

That Lass O’ Lowries. A Lancashire Story. FIRST EDITION. Frederick Warne and Co.
Contemp. half maroon sheep; a little rubbed. A good sound copy.
£50

That Lass O’ Lowries. ... New edn. Frederick Warne & Co. Half title, 7pp ads. Orig.
maroon cloth, lettered in black & gilt. v.g.
¶Some calculations jotted down on half title, dated 1925

[c.1920]

341.

£20
THROUGH ONE ADMINISTRATION
Through One Administration. Frederick Warne & Co. Half title. Orig. green cloth, blocked
in blind, lettered in gilt; sl. splitting to leading inner hinge, sl. rubbing to head & tail of spine.
A nice bright copy.
¶Entered at Stationers Hall in 1881 (on verso of title), although the first edition appears
not to have been published until 1883. See Wolff 1000; his only Burnett title.

[1885?]
342.

£30

The Tide on the Moaning Bar. George Routledge & Sons. Contemp. half light brown
morocco, spine with raised gilt bands; stitching a little loose, rubbed. A sound copy only.
¶BL lists this as 1879.

[1879?]

£20

319

322

348

350

BURNETT
BURNETT, Frances Hodgson, continued
343.

Two Little Pilgrims’ Progress: a story of the City Beautiful. FIRST EDITION. Frederick
Warne. Half title, front., plates & illus. after R.W. Macbeth. Orig. grey-green cloth, pictorially
blocked & lettered in black & gilt; one or two tiny marks on following board, else v.g.
¶A story of twins in America.

1895
344.

£50
GHOST STORY
The White People. William Heinemann. Half title; text block a little browned. Orig. tan
cloth, lettered in black; a little dulled.
¶A spooky novella, set in Scotland, about a little girl who can see ghosts, ‘white people’.
The first UK edition; the first American was 1917.

1920

£30

__________

BURNEY, Fanny (Frances), 1752-1840
Novelist and diarist, born in Lyme Regis.
345.

The Complete Plays of Frances Burney. Edited by Peter Sabor, contributing editor Geoffrey
M. Sill. 2 vols. William Pickering. Half titles, front. ports. Orig. blue cloth, maroon spine
labels. FINE.
¶Volume One: Comedies; Volume Two: Tragedies.

1995
346.

£75

CECILIA
Cecilia; or, Memoirs of an Heiress. 2 vols. J.F. Dove. Contemp. full grained calf; rebacked.
¶Burney’s second novel, more serious than Evelina, concerned with the real economic
plight of genteel women who do not know how to handle money. An influence on Jane
Austen’s Pride & Prejudice.

[c.1830?]
347.

£50
EVELINA
Evelina; or, The history of a young lady’s introduction to the world. Ward, Lock, & Tyler.
The odd spot. Contemp. half green calf, spine with gilt bands, maroon leather label. v.g.
¶Probably a rebound yellowback; issued as such by Ward, Lock & Tyler in 1874 & 1881.
See Topp, vol. II.

[1874?]

348.

£30
DIARY
Diary and Letters of Madame D’Arblay, ... edited by her niece. New edn. 7 vols. Henry
Colburn. Fronts. Contemp. half calf, spines gilt in compartments, black & brown leather
labels. A good-plus set.
¶First published in 1842. The niece is Charlotte Frances Barrett.

1854

__________

349.

BURNEY, Sarah Harriet. Tales of Fancy. 2nd edn. 3 vols. Henry Colburn & Co.
Contemp. dark blue binder’s cloth, maroon leather labels retained from previous binding;
several marginal tears in vol. II with sl. loss not affecting text.
¶Contains two novels: The Shipwreck and Country Neighbours; or The secret. Sarah
Harriet Burney, 1772-1844, novelist, half-sister of Fanny.

1820-21
350.

351.

£200

£300

BURNEY, Sarah Harriet. Traits of Nature. 2nd edn. 4 vols. 12mo. Henry Colburn. Ad.
on verso of final leaf vol. IV; some light foxing in prelims. Contemp. half calf by J. Seacome
of Chester, spines attractively blocked in gilt; a little rubbed. A nice tight copy.
1812
£380
FLIRTATION
(BURY, Lady Charlotte) Flirtation. A novel. 2nd edn. 3 vols. Henry Colburn. Half titles
vols I & II. Contemp. half green sheep, gilt spines. An attractive copy.
¶See Sadleir 477 & Wolff 1013 for the first edition of 1827. Late 19thC presentation

BURY
inscription on leading f.e.p., ‘Eva Beaujolois [sic] Hope, with much love from Lucy’.
Lady Charlotte Bury, 1775-1861, is perhaps best known for her candid Diary Illustrative
of the times of George IV, 1838, which was informed by her period as a lady-in-waiting to
the Princess of Wales, later Queen Caroline.

1828

352.

£350
INSCRIBED
BUTLER, Josephine Elizabeth. Catharine of Siena: a biography. FIRST EDITION. Dyer
Bros. Half title, front., final ad. leaf. Orig. pale blue cloth, bevelled boards, lettered in gilt;
sl. rubbing. v.g.
¶Signed presentation copy: Inscribed on the half title ‘To H. Meuricoffre - from her
loving sister Josephine Butler - October 1878’. A second inscription appears on the
titlepage, ‘Harriet Meuricoffre - from her sister J.E. Butler ...’ Also, loosely inserted, is
a single sheet of folded paper upon which Butler has written two extended quotations
from Dumas and Madame de Stael, on comforts and distractions in life. 19 lines in total.
Josephine Elizabeth Butler, 1828-1906, novelist, social reformer, campaigner for women’s
rights and a leading figure in improving conditions for prostitutes.

1878

353.

£125
ORIGINAL BOARDS
BYRON, Medora Gordon. Celia in Search of a Husband: by a modern antique. 2nd edn. 2
vols. Printed at the Minerva Press, for A.K. Newman & Co. Final ad. leaf in each vol. Uncut
in orig. pale blue boards, drab spines, paper labels; spines defective at heads & tail, paper
labels a little rubbed.
¶First published in the same year. Copac records two copies of the second edition,
BL & Cambridge. ‘Miss Byron, or Medora Gordon Byron, whose identity is still a
mystery, published probably nine early-nineteenth-century novels with the Minerva
Press. Her fiction is exclamatory in style, interested in domesticity, and latterly in the
unmarried (both men and women), given sometimes to commentary on novel-writing ...’
(Cambridge University Press, Women’s Writing in the British Isles.)

1809
354.

£250

CADDY, Florence, Mrs. Lares and Penates; or, The Background of Life. Chatto & Windus.
Half title, 32pp cata. (Jan. 1881). Orig. mustard cloth, blocked in black, brown & gilt; spine
a little darkened, sl. rubbed. A good sound copy.
¶Extended musings on taste, fashion, interior design, the nature of wealth, &c., &c. Mrs.
Florence Caddy, 1837-1923.

1881
355.

£45
A MARRIAGE CEREMONY
CAMBRIDGE, Ada. A Marriage Ceremony. 2nd edn. Hutchinson & Co. Half title, ad. on
verso of final leaf. Contemp. half dark green roan, spine lettered & with devices in gilt; spine
darkened & a little rubbed. Armorial bookplate of J. Monro Walker.
¶First published in 1894 in two volumes. Ada Cambridge, 1844-1926, English-born
Australian novelist.

1895
356.

£45

CAMERON, Caroline, Mrs. H. Lovett. A Bachelor’s Bridal. A novel. In one volume. F.V.
White. Half title. Contemp. half tan calf, gilt, brown label. v.g.
¶See Wolff 1057 for the first edition, also in one volume, published the previous year.
Caroline Cameron, 1844-1921.

1895
357.

£30
WINTER IN SOUTH AMERICA
CAMERON, Charlotte. A Woman’s Winter in South America. FIRST EDITION. Stanley
Paul & Co. Half title, front. port., illus. with b&w photographs, 47pp cata. (Oct. 1911); sl.
foxing. Orig. brown cloth, front board with photographic onlay of a young tribeswoman,
lettered in gilt; front board sl. damp-affected. Contemp. ownership details on leading f.e.p. A
good-plus copy.
¶An account of travel in the Caribbean and South America in the winter of 1910,
including detailed descriptions of the Panama Canal as it entered into the final phase of
construction. Charlotte Cameron, c.1873-1946.

[1911]

£75

CAMPBELL

358.

SELF-DEVOTION
(CAMPBELL, Harriette) Self-Devotion; or, The History of Katherine Randolph. 3 vols.
Henry Colburn, publisher: A.K. Newman and Co. 4pp ads vol. I, 2pp ads vol. III; heads of
titlepages repaired where ownership inscriptions have been removed. Contemp. drab boards
rebacked with black cloth, replacement paper labels, new e.ps. With partially removed library
labels on some boards. A good sound copy.
¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff. BL attributes this to Scottish novelist Harriette Campbell, 18171841, and dates the first edition 1842.

1844
359.

£150

CAREY, Alice. Clovernook Children. New York & London: Street & Smith. Orig. beige
cloth, front board pictorially blocked in green, red & black, lettered in red; spine sl. marked.
With owner’s inscription, 1903. v.g.
¶First published in 1853. Stories of the children of the Clovernook neighbourhood. Alice
Carey, 1820-1871, American poet.

[c.1900]

£25

CAREY, Rosa Nouchette, 1840-1909
Born in Bow in London’s East End, Carey was a prolific and popular author of the late
Victorian era. Her first novel, Nellie’s Memories, was composed as a story for her younger
sister and only written down several years later; it was the first of 39 novels. Although
caricatured as worthy, pious and wholesome, Carey’s works are not entirely bereft of grit
and realism, and often touch on themes of social injustice, female submission, and general
unscrupulousness.
360.

Cousin Mona. 5th edn. RTS. A little spotted. Half title, front., final ad. leaf. Orig. blue
cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt. London County Council prize stamp & label,
1906. v.g.
¶First published in 1897.

[1906?]
361.

£20

Esther; a book for girls. Illustrated. New York: William L. Allison Co. (Vassar series.)
Front. Orig. maroon cloth, blocked in black, spine lettered in gilt; a sl. loose copy.
¶No copies of this edition recorded on Copac; OCLC lists University of Washington only,
without a date. Other works in the Vassar Series date to the late 1890s.

[c.1895?]
362.

Heriot’s Choice: a tale. New edn. Richard Bentley & Son. (Favourite novels.) Half title,
final ad. leaf. Orig. black embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶See Wolff 1083 for the first edition, in three volumes, of 1879.

1890
363.

¶First published in 1909.

£25

INSCRIBED
Life’s Trivial Round. FIRST EDITION. Hutchinson & Co. Half title, front. & plates, 4pp
ads. Orig. uniform olive green cloth; sl. marked.
¶Not in Wolff. Inscribed by the Author to Martha Carey May 25th 1900.

1900
365.

£30

KEY OF THE UNKNOWN
The Key of the Unknown. Macmillan & Co. Half title, front. port., 32pp cata. Orig. blue
cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt; sl. rubbing. v.g.
1911

364.

£20

£40

Mary St. John. New edn. Richard Bentley & Sons. Half title. Orig. dark green embossed
cloth, spine lettered in gilt; sl. rubbing to hinges & corners.
¶Not in Wolff. First published in 1882.

1891

£35

CAREY
CAREY, Rosa Nouchette, continued
366.

The Mistress of Brae Farm: a novel. 2nd edn. Richard Bentley & Son. (Favourite novels.)
Half title, 4pp ads. Orig. dark green embossed cloth, lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶Not in Wolff. First published in 1896.

1897
367.

£35

Mrs. Romney and ‘But Men Must Work’. Macmillan & Co. Half title, 6pp ads. Orig.
uniform blue cloth, lettered in gilt; sl. rubbing. Ownership details on leading f.e.p.,
1904. v.g.
¶See Wolff 1088 & 1080. Mrs. Romney was first published in Philadelphia in 1894; But
Men Must Work was first published in 1892, also in Philadelphia. According to Wolff it
appeared under the title Judith, but we can find no copy so called. This collected edition
first appeared in 1899.

1901
368.

Nellie’s Memories; a domestic story. New edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title; sl.
spotting in prelims. Orig. dark green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. Contemp. gift
inscription on leading f.e.p. v.g.
¶First published in 1868.

1885
369.

£25

£30

NOT LIKE OTHER GIRLS
Not Like Other Girls. A novel. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. Half
titles. Orig. brown publisher’s cloth. v.g.
¶Todd 2744 & 2745. Carey’s best received novel about three genteel sisters who attempt
to make good their lost fortune by dressmaking; girls ‘without a single redeeming vice’.

1891
370.

A Passage Perilous. FIRST EDITION. Macmillan. Half title, 16pp ads (coded 20.7.03).
Orig. red cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt; spine a little faded & sl. rubbed. Mildred A.
Carr booklabel. A good-plus copy.
¶Not in Wolff.

1903
371.

¶First published in 1880.

¶First published in 1892.

¶Not in Wolff. First published in 1887.

£30

WEE WIFIE
Wee Wifie: a novel. Macmillan & Co. Half title, 3pp ads. Orig. blue cloth, blocked in blind,
lettered in gilt; a little rubbed. Gift inscription, March 1907. A good-plus copy.
¶See Wolff 1094 for the first edition of 1869.

1899
375.

£30

Uncle Max. New edn. Richard Bentley & Sons. Half title, final ad. leaf; prelims unopened.
Orig. dark green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. A v.g. bright copy.
1894

374.

£30

Sir Godfrey’s Grand-daughters: a novel. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, 6pp ads. Orig.
dark blue embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
1896

373.

£35

Queenie’s Whim: a novel. Popular edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, final ad. leaf.
Orig. dark blue embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. A v.g. bright copy.
1890

372.

£35

£20

Wooed and Married: a novel. New edn. Richard Bentley & Co. 14pp cata. Orig. dark blue
embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt; lacks leading f.e.p., otherwise a v.g. bright copy.
¶First published in three volumes in 1875.

1887

£35

CAREY
CAREY, Rosa Nouchette, continued
376.

RUSSIAN INTRIGUE - BY LE VOLEUR
By Order of the Brotherhood; a story of Russian intrigue. By Le Voleur. FIRST EDITION.
Jarrold & Sons. Half title, 7pp ads. Orig. olive green cloth, blocked & lettered in gilt; spine
v. sl. dulled. Gift inscription on leading f.e.p., 1921. v.g.
¶Not in Wolff. Besides the present title, Carey wrote three other novels as Le Voleur: The
Champington Mystery, 1900; In the Tsar’s Dominions, 1899; and the exotically titled
For Love of a Bedouin Maid, 1897. They were most unlike her other works, and some
have doubted her authorship. Indeed, they do stand out from the rest of her wholesome
oeuvre for their sensational content, their adultery, murder, ‘brutish passion’ and ‘savage
lust’. By Order of the Brotherhood is a novel of international espionage, misappropriated
wills, patricide, and Masonic intrigue.

1895

__________

377.

£150

(CARLYLE, Jane Welsh) CARLYLE, Thomas. Letters and Memorials of Jane Welsh
Carlyle; prepared for publication by Thomas Carlyle, edited by James Anthony Froude.
FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Longmans, Green, & Co. Half titles, 24pp cata. (Nov. 1882) vol.
III; some light foxing in prelims. Orig. blue-green cloth, spines lettered in gilt. Stamps of
P. Rottenburg, Glasgow, in all 3 vols; bookplate of Robert Duncan, with the motto ‘Benigno
Lumine’ in vol. III only. v.g.
¶Jane Welsh Carlyle, 1801-1866. These letters provide a fascinating insight into the often
stormy relationship between Jane and her husband Thomas.

1883

£75

CARTER, Elizabeth, 1717-1806.
Poet, translator, essayist, scholar and letter-writer. She was a prominent member of the Blue
Stocking society, an influential movement for the advancement of women, founded by - among
others - Lady Montagu in the mid-eighteenth century.
378.

GAUSSEN, Alice C.C. A Woman of Wit and Wisdom: a memoir of Elizabeth Carter, one of
the ‘bas blue’ society, (1717-1806). FIRST EDITION. Smith, Elder, & Co. Half title, front.,
plates, facsim., 4pp ads; light foxing in prelims. Uncut in orig. blue cloth with cameo portrait
on front board, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
1906
£35

379.

PENNINGTON, Montagu. Memoirs of the Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, with a new
edition of her Poems, including some which have never appeared before; to which are added,
some Miscellaneous Essays in Prose, together with her Notes on the Bible ... 2nd edn. 2 vols.
F.C. & J. Rivington. Front. port. vol. I. Contemp. full diced calf recently well rebacked, gilt
borders, red & black morocco labels. Armorial bookplate of Amelia Peach in each vol., &
contemp. inscription to F.C. Knatchbull from H.T.R.H.
1808
£200
__________

380.

CASTLE, Agnes & Egerton. The Star Dreamer. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard
Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors, vols 3666 & 3667.) Bound without series titles.
Contemp. half black calf, black cloth boards, maroon leather labels; spines sl. worn. A goodplus copy.
¶Todd 3666 & 3667; the sole issues. Agnes Castle, 1862-1922, and her husband, Egerton
Castle, 1858-1920, wrote 35 novels collaboratively. Agnes was born into an Irish Catholic
family - her sisters were Mary, the novelist M.E. Francis, and the poet, Elinor Sweetman.

1903
381.

£20

WATER UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
CATLOW, Agnes. Drops of Water; their marvellous and beautiful inhabitants displayed
by the microscope. Reeve & Benham. Half title, col. front. & 3 col. plates, 4pp ads. Orig.
pale green embossed cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt; spine a little faded. Owner’s
inscription on leading pastedown, 1903. v.g.
¶Agnes Catlow, c.1807-1889.

1851

£65

376

382

397

398

386

CHAMBERLAIN

382.

WORCESTER COUNTRY LIFE
CHAMBERLAIN, Edith. Up Hill and Down Dale. A tale of country life. FIRST
EDITION. 3 vols. Remington & Co. Half titles. Orig. grey-blue fine-diaper cloth, spine &
front boards dec. at head & tail with geometric pattern in black, spine lettered in gilt; a little
dulled & rubbed. Contemp. gift inscription on leading f.e.p. vol. I. A good-plus copy.
¶Wolff 1152. Much of the dialogue in this novel of rural life is in dialect. Two years
before its publication Chamberlain had produced a Glossary of West Worcestershire
Words, so, although the fictional location is not specified, it might be safe to assume it is
somewhere in Worcestershire.

1884
383.

CHARLES, Elizabeth, née Rundle. The Bertram Family. T. Nelson and Sons. (The
Schonberg-Cotta series.) 8pp cata. Orig. blue cloth, blocked in maroon & gilt, lettered in gilt;
a little dulled & rubbed. A good-plus copy.
¶First published in 1876. Elizabeth Charles, 1828-1896, a tolerant evangelical who
worked in the slums and wrote religious fiction and non-fiction.

1896
384.

¶With an attractive gilt art nouveau border on the front board.

£45

RECOLLECTIONS OF SERVICE
CHARLESWORTH, Maria Louisa. The Old Looking-Glass; or, Mrs Dorothy Cope’s
Recollections of Service. 29th thousand. Seeley & Co. Engr. front., 4pp ads. Orig. pink
cloth, front board blocked & lettered in black, spine lettered in gilt; spine a little dulled &
sl. rubbed.
¶First published in 1877. Maria Louisa Charlesworth, 1819-1880.

1896
386.

£20

CHARLES, Elizabeth, née Rundle. Our Seven Homes: autobiographical reminiscences.
John Murray. Half title, front. sl. damp-marked. Uncut in orig. olive green cloth, lettered
& dec. in gilt; following inner hinge cracking, spine sl. dulled. Contemp. gift inscription
on half title.
1896

385.

£150

£40

WONDERFUL MEN
CHATELAIN, Clara de. Fairy Folk and Wonderful Men. Illustrated with 60 pictures.
16mo. Addey & Co. Half title, front., illus., 4pp ads. Contemp. half dark green roan. A
handsome little copy.
¶Not in BL; not listed on Copac; one copy on OCLC: Penn. State University. This
constitutes the fourth volume in the Little Folk’s Books series, following Funny Rhymes
and Favourite Tales, Nursery Heroes, and Nursery Heroines. They are numbered
sequentially, the pagination of the present volume being pp333-452. Clara de Chatelain,
1807-1876.

1852
387.

CHATTERTON, Georgiana, Lady. Leonore, a tale: and other poems. FIRST EDITION.
London & Cambridge: Macmillan & Co. Half title, 4pp ads. Orig. brown cloth, embossed
with pebble-like design in diagonal rows, lettered in gilt; tiny nick at head of spine,
otherwise v.g.
Lady Georgiana Chatterton, 1806-1876.

1864
388.

£50

£45

MEMOIRS OF LADY CHATTERTON
(CHATTERTON, Georgiana, Lady) DERING, Edward Heneage, ed. Memoirs of
Georgiana, Lady Chatterton. With some passages from her diary, by Edward Heneage Dering.
FIRST EDITION. Hurst & Blackett. Half title, errata leaf, 16pp cata. Orig. olive green
cloth, bevelled boards dec. in black, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶Loosely inserted is a 7pp pamphlet from The Dublin Review, dated in ms July 1878.
Within the text are one or two ink corrections.

1878

£120

CHOLMONDELEY
CHOLMONDELEY, Mary, 1859-1925
Shropshire-born novelist who found fame with her first novel, a detective story called The
Danvers Jewels. It was serialised in Richard Bentley’s Temple Bar magazine in 1886-87, and
gained its author an immediate and appreciative following.
389.

DIANA TEMPEST
Diana Tempest. 2nd edn. 3 vols. Richard Bentley & Son. Half titles; following f.e.p.
missing vol. I, sl. foxing in prelims. Orig. olive green cloth boards, pale green cloth spines,
lettered in gilt; inner hinges sl. weak, a little dulled. Back cover labels for Grosvenor Gallery
Library. A good sound copy.
¶See Sadleir 550 and Wolff 1212 for the first edition also of 1893. A melodramatic
murder novel with religious overtones.

1893

£180

390.

Diana Tempest. New edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title. Orig. dark blue embossed
cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
1894
£35

391.

The Lowest Rung, together with The Hand on the Latch, St. Luke’s, Summer and The
Understudy. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors,
vol. 4086.) Series title. Orig. pale blue publisher’s cloth; sl. dulled.
¶Todd 4086; the sole issue.

1908

392.

£25
PRISONERS
Prisoners: (fast bound in misery and iron). FIRST EDITION. Hutchinson & Co. Half title,
final ad. leaf & 24pp cata. (August 1906). Orig. dark pink cloth, lettered in gilt; following
inner hinge cracking, spine sl. faded. Contemp. signature of Alice Erskine on leading f.e.p.
¶Sadleir 554; Wolff 1215. Sadleir notes that this novel got the author into hot water
with several of her male acquaintances, including her brother, who perceived in the
odious character Wentworth negative reflections of themselves. Mary claimed that a
resemblance to any real person was purely coincidental, but became increasingly rattled
by the accusations, leading her to conclude that her thin-skinned friends were more like
Wentworth than she realised.

1906

393.

£50
INSCRIBED COPY WITH ALS
Red Pottage. FIRST EDITION. Edward Arnold. Half title, 30pp cata. (Oct. 1899). Orig.
maroon cloth, lettered in gilt; spine sl. faded & sl. rubbed at head & tail.
¶Sadleir 555; Wolff 1216. Cholmondeley achieved notoriety overnight with her satirical
picture of the clergy and country life, hailed by The Spectator as ‘brilliant & exhilarating’
while being denounced from the pulpit. This copy has a 3pp letter from the author
pasted into the leading endpapers. Addressed to ‘Dear Lady Catherine’, it is a warm and
affectionate letter, over 31 lines, in which Cholmondeley expresses regret that she cannot
come and visit: ‘I had a severe illness directly I finished my book, and I am even now,
two months afterwards obliged to keep rather quiet. The book was a great effort, and
nature has sent in a somewhat heavy bill!’ The letter is undated, save for Nov. 2nd, but
probably 1899, the publication date of the present work. The volume is also signed by the
author, and dated Oct. 1899.

1899

394.

£85
INSCRIBED
Red Pottage. FIRST EDITION. Edward Arnold. Half title, 32pp cata. (Oct. 1899). Uncut in
orig. maroon cloth, lettered in gilt; spine marked.
¶Signed presentation copy, ‘Colin Sutton, with kindest remembrances from Mary
Cholmondeley, Oct. 1899’.

1899
395.

£75

Sir Charles Danvers. By the author of “The Danvers Jewels”. New edn. Richard Bentley &
Sons. Half title. Orig. dark green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶See Wolff 1218 for the first edition of 1889.

1895

£50

CHOLMONDELEY
CHOLMONDELEY, Mary, continued
396.

DANVERS JEWELS
The Danvers Jewels. New edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title. Orig. tan cloth, front
board blocked with floral design in blind, spine lettered in gilt. Contemp. signature of
Constance Sedgwick on leading f.e.p. v.g.
¶Wolff 1210a; first published in 1887.

1898

__________

397.

£50

CHURCH, A.B., Mrs. Measure for Measure. A novel. By the author of “Greymore”.
FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Hurst & Blackett. Contemp. half red roan, spines with raised &
gilt bands, marbled boards; extremities a little rubbed, sl. dulled. Contemp. signature of W.
Batson, Wetherby, on leading pastedowns.
¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff, although the latter did have Greymore in his collection. A novel
about the stage.

1862
398.

CHURCHILL, E. Mrs. From Convent to Altar. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. W. Swan
Sonnenschein & Co. Half titles, continuously paginated. Untrimmed in orig. dark blue sandgrained cloth, double-ruled borders in blind, lettered in gilt. A v.g. bright copy.
¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff. Copac lists four copies. A scarce novel about a forbidden
romance, set in the south of France and written in the form of a confessional diary.

1884
399.

£180

CLARKE, Amy, Mrs. Henry. The Mystery of the Manor House. Illustrated by Howard
Copping. Blackie & Son. Front. Orig. dark green decorated cloth, lettered in white. v.g.
¶Three copies on Copac: BL, NLS, Senate House. Amy Clarke, 1853-1908, author of
historical fiction and juvenile literature.

[1898?]
400.

£150

£30

RIVAL PRINCES
CLARKE, Mary Anne. The Rival Princes; or, A faithful narrative of facts, relating to
Mrs. M.A. Clarke’s political acquaintance with Colonel Wardle, Major Dodd, &c. who were
concerned in the charges against the Duke of York; together with a variety of authentic and
important letters, ... FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Printed for the Author & published by C.
Chapple. Half titles, front. port. vol. I. 2 vols in 1 in sl. later half green calf; extremities a
little rubbed.
¶Mary Anne Clarke, 1776-1852. This is her frank version of the relationship between the
Dukes of York and Kent and the various scandals in which she was implicated, leading to
York’s resignation as Commander in Chief. She signs the frontispiece as a guarantee of
authenticity. Frederick, Duke of York, 1763-1827.

1810

£50

CLIFFORD, Lucy, Mrs William Kingdom, 1853-1929.
Novelist who later adapted her own works for stage and screen. Many of the works below are
inscribed copies from the author to her daughters.
401.

Anyhow Stories, moral and otherwise. With illustrations by Dorothy Tennant. FIRST
EDITION. Macmillan & Co. Half title, front., plates, 6pp ads. Orig. pale pink cloth,
pictorially blocked & lettered in maroon; a little dulled.
¶Wolff 1256.

1882
402.

£40

INSCRIBED
Aunt Anne. 4th edn. 2 vols. Richard Bentley & Sons. Half titles. Orig. dark blue cloth,
lettered in gilt. A v.g. bright copy.
¶See Wolff 1257 for the first edition, also 1892. With presentation inscription from the
author, to ‘Ethel Clifford, from her loving mother, 1892’. A novel about a marriage
between a 68-year-old lady and a 27-year-old man.

1892

£300

CLIFFORD
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403.

Aunt Anne. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vols 2857 & 2858.) Series titles. 2 vols in 1 in contemp. full dark green morocco on
limp boards, gilt dentelles; spine sl. rubbed at head & tail. a.e.g.
¶Todd 2857 & 2858; the sole issues. With the signature of Margaret Clifford on leading
pastedown, the author’s daughter.

1896
404.

£40

INSCRIBED
The Dingy House at Kensington. FIRST EDITION. Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co. Front. &
3 plates, 4pp ads (coded 50-981). Orig. green cloth, lettered in gilt, pictorially blocked with
sunflower design in yellow, black & green. a.e.g. v.g.
¶Not in Wolff. Three copies only on Copac: BL, Oxford, Cambridge. Author’s
presentation inscription on leading f.e.p., ‘Ethel Lucy Clifford, from her loving
mother’; almost imperceptible, as the author has inscribed this copy using black ink on
a black endpaper.

[1881]
405.

INSCRIBED
A Flash of Summer; the story of a simple woman’s life. FIRST EDITION. Methuen & Co.
Half title. Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt; spine a little faded.
¶Not in Wolff. Author’s presentation inscription on titlepage, ‘Ethel, from her loving
mother, Lucy Clifford, Oct. 1895’.

1895
406.

£125

£120

INSCRIBED
A Flash of Summer; ... FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. New York: D. Appleton & Co.
(Appleton’s Town & Country Library, no. 189.) Half title, 12pp ads. Orig. pale green cloth,
front board blocked & lettered in black & red, spine blocked in black & lettered in gilt; a
little dulled & rubbed.
¶Author’s presentation inscription on leading f.e.p., ‘Ethel, from her loving mother, Lucy
Clifford, April 1896’.

1896
407.

SIGNED
A Flash of Summer; ... Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vol. 3168.) Series title. Contemp. full dark green morocco on limp boards, gilt
dentelles; hinges sl. rubbed. a.e.g.
¶Todd 3168a. With the signature of Margaret Clifford on leading pastedown.

1896
408.

1904

£85

A Grey Romance. And stories by Frank R. Stockton, H.D. Traill, W. Earl Hodgson, Gilbert
Parker, Frederick Greenwood, D.S. Meldrum, Erskine Gower. W.H. Allen. Orig. grey cloth;
sl. rubbed, spine darkened, leading inner hinge sl. cracking, following inner hinge cracked.
¶Not in Wolff.

1894
410.

£35

INSCRIBED
The Getting Well of Dorothy. With 26 illustrations by Gordon Browne. FIRST EDITION.
Methuen & Co. Half title, col. front., b&w plates & illus, 40pp cata. (Sept. 1904). Orig.
green cloth, blocked & lettered in gilt; sl. damp marking.
¶Not in Wolff. Author’s presentation inscription on half title, ‘Ethel, from her loving
mother Lucy Clifford’.

409.

£85

£50

The Last Touches, and other stories. FIRST EDITION. A. & C. Black. Half title, 56pp cata.
Orig. blue morocco-grained cloth, lettered in gilt; spine sl. darkened, a little rubbed.
¶Not in Wolff.

1892

£45

CLIFFORD
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411.

SIGNED
The Last Touches, ... Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vol. 2880.) Series title. Contemp. full dark green morocco on limp boards, gilt
dentelles; spine sl. rubbed. a.e.g.
¶Todd 2880; the sole issue. With the signature of Margaret Clifford on leading
pastedown, the author’s daughter.

1893
412.

£45
AUTHOR’S COPY WITH CORRECTIONS
The Likeness of the Night; a modern play, in four acts. Duckworth & Co. Half title. Orig. green
buckram, bevelled boards, lettered in gilt; spine damp-affected. A decent copy in worn d.w.
¶The author’s copy, with her notes, excisions, additions and alterations. Also, a ninepage typed ‘Epilogue’ pasted in at end, and a manuscript note stating ‘corrected & ready
for play or film’. A note on the leading pastedown gives return address details, ‘if not
wanted’. The work did appear as a film in 1921, directed by Percy Nash.

1912

413.

£350
INSCRIBED
The Little People, and other tales. By Lady Pollock, W.K. Clifford, and Walter Herries
Pollock. With illustrations by John Collier. FIRST EDITION. Chapman & Hall. Front. &
plates; some careless opening in places. Orig. sand-grained green cloth, blocked & lettered
in gilt; spine sl. rubbed at head & tail.
¶Wolff 7815. Contains ten tales; six by Walter Pollock, and two each by Lady Pollock
and Clifford. Author’s presentation inscription on leading f.e.p., ‘Alice Margaret Clifford,
from her loving mother’.

1874

414.

£125
AUTHOR’S COPY
A Long Duel; a serious comedy, in four acts. FIRST EDITION. John Lane. Half title, ad.
on verso of final leaf. Unopened in orig. drab boards, tan cloth spine, paper label; spine sl.
spotted. A good-plus copy in sl. wormed d.w.
¶Based on a short story written in 1892. The author’s copy, with her pencil notes
in prelims, and 2 pages of typed notes inserted. The author notes on the titlepage,
‘Reprinted from the Fortnightly Review which gave up 60 pages to it’. She adds on
a following leaf, ‘A one act play taken from it was done at the Odéon some years ago
without my knowledge or any mention of me’.

1902

415.

£125
INSCRIBED
A Long Duel; ... FIRST EDITION. John Lane. Half title, ad. on verso of final leaf.
Unopened in orig. drab boards, tan cloth spine; label missing. v.g.
¶Author’s presentation inscription on leading f.e.p., ‘Ethel Clifford, from mother’.

1902
416.

£85

INSCRIBED
Love-Letters of a Worldly Woman. FIRST EDITION. Edward Arnold. Final ad leaf. Orig.
cream cloth, front board blocked in orange & brown with art nouveau design of flowers,
crowns, streams & galleons, lettered in brown & gilt; spine sl. darkened.
¶Wolff 1258 is in ‘Robin’s egg blue smooth cloth’, but has identical blocking. Preface
dated 1891. Author’s presentation inscription on leading f.e.p., ‘Alice Margaret (The
Turkey), from her loving mother Lucy Clifford, Nov. 25th 1891’. ‘The Turkey’ was
Clifford’s affectionate name for her eldest daughter.

[1891]

417.

£85
INSCRIBED
Love-Letters of a Worldly Woman. FIRST EDITION. Edward Arnold. Final ad leaf. Orig.
cream cloth, front board blocked in orange & brown with art nouveau design of flowers,
crowns, streams & galleons, lettered in brown & gilt; spine sl. darkened.
¶Author’s presentation inscription on leading f.e.p., ‘Ethel, from her loving mother Lucy
Clifford, Nov. 25th 1891’.

[1891]

£85

CLIFFORD
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418.

FURTHER VARIANT CLOTH
Love-Letters of a Worldly Woman. FIRST EDITION. Edward Arnold. A little spotted, final
ad leaf. Orig. green cloth, front board lettered in black, spine lettered in gilt; spine faded, one
or two small splits in following hinge, a little rubbed.
¶Preface dated 1891.

[1891]
419.

£35

Love-Letters of a Worldly Woman. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz.
(Collection of British Authors, vol. 2803.) Series title. Contemp. full dark green morocco on
limp boards, gilt dentelles; small nick at head of leading hinge. a.e.g.
¶Todd 2803a. With the signature of Margaret Clifford on leading pastedown.

1892

420.

£35
AUTHOR’S COPY
Love-Letters of a Worldly Woman. New & enlarged edn. Constable & Co. Half title, title
printed in red & black, final ad leaf. Orig. full limp red leather, lettered in gilt; sl. rubbed.
¶Wolff 1258a. This was the author’s copy, and is signed by her on leading pastedown
and titlepage. With a typed note by the author pasted on to verso of titlepage, in which
she mentions the work’s phenomenal success on both sides of the Atlantic: ‘... it was
still selling when I went over to New York just before the war; dinners were given to me
because of it and, at a big political luncheon, proceedings were stopped to announce my
presence and I was let in for a speech’. Clifford also notes, ‘My volume in the Queen’s
Doll’s House was made from it’.

1913

421.

£65
INSCRIBED
Love-Letters of a Worldly Woman. New & enlarged edn. Constable & Co. Half title, title
printed in red & black, final ad leaf. Orig. full limp red leather, lettered in gilt; sl.
¶Author’s presentation inscription on leading f.e.p., ‘To Margaret, from her loving mother
Lucy Clifford, 4th May 1913’.

1913
422.

Marie May. FIRST EDITION. Frederick Warne & Co. Half title, 8pp ads. Orig. blue cloth,
lettered in black & gilt; spine sl. rubbed at head & tail, lacks leading f.e.p.
¶Not in Wolff

1885
423.

¶Todd 4146; the sole issue.

£25

Mr Webster, and others FIRST EDITION. W. Collins Sons & Co. Half title, 4pp ads. Orig.
blue cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in black. Booklabel of Frank Seton. v.g.
¶‘These are not stories of the war.’ - Author’s printed note.

1918
425.

£30

Mere Stories. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors,
vol. 4146.) Series title. Uncut in orig. cream printed wrappers; sl. dusted.
1909

424.

£45

£25

MRS. KEITH’S CRIME
Mrs. Keith’s Crime; a record. FIRST EDITION. Richard Bentley & Son. Orig. blue finediaper cloth, bevelled boards, spines lettered in gilt. A v.g. bright copy.
¶Wolff 1259 is the second edition, in two volumes, also 1885. Mrs Clifford’s hugely
popular ‘euthenasia’ novel.

1885

426.

£450
SIGNED
Mrs. Keith’s Crime; … Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vol. 2913.) Series title. Contemp. full dark green morocco on limp boards, gilt
dentelles. a.e.g.
¶Todd 2913a. With the signature of Margaret Clifford on leading pastedown.

1893

£35

412

434

425

CLIFFORD
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427.

INSCRIBED
Mrs. Keith’s Crime; a record. (6th edn, with a new preface.) T. Fisher Unwin. Half title,
front. port., title printed in red & black. Orig. dark green cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶With presentation inscription from the author, ‘To Alice Margaret from her loving
mother Lucy Clifford, 31st May, 1897’.

1897

428.

£75
INSCRIBED TO F.W. DILKE
Plays: Hamilton’s Second Marriage, Thomas and the Princess, The Modern Way. FIRST
EDITION. Duckworth & Co. Half title, sl. foxing. Orig. green buckram, lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶Author’s presentation inscription on leading f.e.p., ‘F.W. Dilke, with the author’s love.
15th Oct 1909’.

1909

429.

£85
INSCRIBED
Very Short Stories, and verses for children. FIRST EDITION. Walter Scott. Front., final
ad. leaf. Orig. pale green cloth, pictorially blocked & lettered in black & gilt; inner hinge sl.
weak, otherwise v.g.
¶Author’s presentation inscription on leading f.e.p., ‘Ethel Lucy Clifford, from her
loving mother’.

1886
430.

£85

A Wild Proxy. FIRST EDITION. Hutchinson & Co, 16pp cata. (April 1894). Uncut in orig.
red cloth, blocked in black (giving marbling effect), spine lettered in gilt; sl. rubbed, spine
faded. Contemp. gift inscription at head of p.3. t.e.g.
¶Not in Wolff.

1893

431.

£65
SIGNED
A Wild Proxy. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors,
vol. 2930.) Series title. Contemp. full dark green morocco on limp boards, gilt dentelles;
spine a little chipped at head. a.e.g.
¶Todd 2930; the sole issue. With the signature of Margaret Clifford on leading pastedown.

1893
432.

INSCRIBED
A Woman Alone; three stories. FIRST EDITION. Methuen & Co. Half title, 47pp cata.
(April 1901). Orig. red cloth, blocked & lettered in white. v.g.
¶Wolff 1260. A Woman Alone, Marie Zellinger, and Miss Williamson. Author’s
presentation inscription on leading f.e.p., ‘Ethel Clifford, from her loving mother’.

1901
433.

£30

£85

INSCRIBED
A Woman Alone. FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. New York: D. Appleton & Co. (Appleton’s
Town & Country Library, no. 302.) Half title, 6pp ads. Orig. pale blue cloth, front board
blocked & lettered in dark blue & red, spine blocked in dark blue & lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶Author’s presentation inscription on leading f.e.p., ‘Ethel Clifford, from her
loving mother’.

1901

434.

£65
AUTHOR’S MARKED COPY - A COUNTERBLAST TO STRINDBERG
A Woman Alone; in three acts. Duckworth & Co. Half title. Orig. olive green buckram,
lettered in gilt. v.g. in d.w.
¶Adapted from her novel of the same name which was first published in 1901. A later
typed note pasted on to the half title gives an indication of the work’s history: ‘This play
appeared in “The 19th Century & After” for May 1914 ... In late July 1914, there were
three special performances at the Little Theatre, London. So successful were they that
negociations [sic] were in progress to continue playing it when the war came (August 4th)
and the play was squashed, especially as the chief part is an Austrian woman - she became
“enemy”. It has been published in book form, but for years no one would consider it

CLIFFORD
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for the theatre. Women did not have the suffrage in England when it was written. With
certain cuts I have made, the play represents what educated women want today and it
represents also the current feeling in regard to work. ... The play can be said to be an
answer - a counterblast - to Strindberg and his views on women.’ The note is apparently
by Clifford herself, and she has also crossed through the title on the titlepage in pencil,
and renamed the work ‘What Women Want’, with each word double-underlined. There
are several excisions, corrections and additions in the text, also in pencil.

1915
435.

436.

A Woman Alone; in three acts. Duckworth & Co. Half title. Orig. olive green buckram,
lettered in gilt. v.g. in d.w.
1915
£45
AUTHOR’S COPY
A Woman Alone; in three acts. FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons. Half title; titlepage sl. browned. Orig. maroon cloth, lettered in gilt. v. sl.
marked. v.g.
¶The author’s copy, with her ownership details on leading pastedown, and signature on
leading f.e.p. There are several pencil alterations and amendments in the text, also in
Clifford’s hand.

1915

__________

437.

[1893]

£30

COLERIDGE, Christabel Rose. The Green Girls of Greythorpe. With four full-page
illustrations. FIRST EDITION. National Society’s Depository. Half title, front., plates, 16pp
cata. Orig. dark blue-green pictorial cloth, bevelled boards, lettered in gilt & black. Sunday
School prize label, 1895. v.g.
¶Not in Wolff, who did have the sequel in his collection, Fifty Pounds.

[1890]
439.

£65

COLERIDGE, Christabel Rose. A Bag of Farthings. With two full-page illustrations by
W.S. Stacey. FIRST EDITION. National Society’s Depository. Half title, front., plate, 16pp
cata. Orig. red-pink pictorial cloth, bevelled boards, lettered in gilt & black; label removed
from leading pastedown. v.g.
¶Not in Wolff. Christable Rose Coleridge, 1843-1921, grand-daughter of Samuel
Coleridge, wrote wholesome stories, mostly for young women.

438.

£250

£40

COLERIDGE, Mary Elizabeth. The Fiery Dawn. FIRST EDITION. Edward Arnold. Half
title, 32pp cata. (Oct. 1901) partially unopened; the odd spot. Orig. dark blue cloth, lettered
in gilt. v.g.
¶Wolff 1313. An historical novel about the Duchesse de Berry, 1798-1870, who married
into the French royal family. Mary Elizabeth Coleridge, 1861-1907, was a great-grand
niece of Samuel Coleridge, who wrote five novels and several volumes of poetry.

1901
440.

COLERIDGE, Mary Elizabeth. The King with Two Faces. 6th edn. Edward Arnold.
Half title, 32pp cata. (Feb. 1898). Orig. dark blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt; inner hinges
splitting, spine worn at head & tail. A fair copy only.
¶Inscribed: ‘To Auntie from Gerald April 10th 1898’.

1898
441.

£30

£10

MEMOIR OF SARA COLERIDGE
(COLERIDGE, Sara) COLERIDGE, Edith. Memoir and Letters of Sara Coleridge.
Edited by her daughter. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Henry S. King. Half titles, front. & 31pp
cata. vol. I. Orig. brown cloth, bevelled boards, lettered in gilt; boards sl. damp-affected vol.
II, spines sl. darkened.
¶Author and translator, Sara Coleridge, 1802-1852, was Samuel Coleridge’s only daughter.

1873

£50

COLLINS
442.

COLLINS, Mabel. The Idyll of the White Lotus. Theosophical Publishing Society. Orig.
green cloth, bevelled boards; sl. rubbed, spine darkened. Bookplate of Nonie Kidd on
leading pastedown, gift inscription on leading f.e.p.
¶Not in Wolff. The first edition with the author identified; first published in 1884. Mabel
Collins, 1851-1927.

1896
443.

£50

UNCLE RALPH
(COLVILLE, Margaret Agnes, afterwards Paul) Uncle Ralph. A tale. FIRST EDITION.
John W. Parker & Son. Half title. Orig. pink-brown cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in
gilt; sl. faded & repaired at tail. Signature on title of Katherine Ashburnham 1862.
¶Not in Wolff who records one title by Colville. BL, Oxford & Cambridge only on
Copac. Margaret Agnes Colville, c.1820-1905, a Scottish novelist, was married to the
publisher Kegan Paul.

1858
444.

STILL WATERS
(COLVILLE, Margaret Agnes, afterwards Mrs Paul) Still Waters. 2 vols. FIRST
EDITION. John W. Parker and Son. Half titles, 4pp ads both vols. Orig. pink cloth, boards
blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt; back board of vol. one damp-marked, spines a little
faded & v. sl. worn at tail. A good-plus copy.
¶Not in Wolff.

1857
445.

£75

£150

COOPER, Edith E. The Hasselaers: a tale of courage and endurance. S.P.C.K. Half title,
front., 4pp ads. Orig. dark blue cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt. Prize label partially
removed from leading pastedown. v.g.
¶An account of the heroic feats of Kenau Hasselaer, who defied the Spanish invaders
during the Siege of Haarlem in 1573.

[c.1880]
446.

£20

GIPSY GIRL
COPELAND, George Dale, Mrs. The Gipsy Girl; or, Elm Lodge, and the tent in the
bushes. Founded on facts. Also, The Calverts, or, The Diamond Ring. By Kate. 16mo.
Wakefield: William Nicholson & Sons. Half title, col. front., 3pp ads. Orig. olive green
cloth, blocked & lettered in black & gilt; small mark in lower margin of front board.
Booklabel of Allston A. Kisby, Cottingham. v.g.
¶Not in BL; Liverpool Univerisity only on Copac. Preface dated 1866, but this appears
to be a later edition. The novels are separately paginated.

[c.1880?]
447.

£25

PETTICOAT TALES
(CORBETT, Marion & Margaret) Petticoat Tales. 2 vols. Edinburgh: Printed for W. &
C. Tait. Contemp. full purple calf, triple-ruled borders in gilt, spines gilt in compartments,
gilt dentelles; boards sl. marked. From the Invercauld library, with the contemp. signature of
Catherine Farquharson on initial blank vol. I. A nice copy.
¶BL & NLS only on Copac. A collection of light-hearted and humorous moral tales for
juvenile instruction. They introduce comic characters to their narratives, and elements of
gothic suspense, somewhat distanced from the po-faced pedagogy prevalent at the time.
Little is known about these literary sisters.

1823
448.

£850

CORBIN, Caroline Fairfield. His Marriage Vow: or, An interesting narrative of faithful
love. 16mo. Wakefield: William Nicholson & Sons. Half title, col. front., 3pp ads. Orig.
dark purple pebble-grained cloth, blocked & lettered in black; spine sl. faded. Booklabel of
Allston A. Kisby, Cottingham. v.g.
¶Only one copy on Copac, York Minster, erroneously dated c.1800. BL lists an American
edition, 1874. Caroline Fairfield Corbin, 1835-1918.

[c.1880?]

£20

CORELLI
CORELLI, Marie, 1855-1924
London-born Corelli, née Mackay, was an enormously successful novelist, who at her height
was reported to be worth £10,000 per novel. Her works, often riduculed despite their wide
appeal, combined religion and mysticism, with good old fashioned romance and social
intrigue. Barabbas, 1893, proved a sensational hit, introducing love interest into the story
of the Crucifixion through ‘Judith Iscariot’. The Sorrows of Satan established Corelli as the
best-selling author of the English-speaking world.
449.

AUTOGRAPH LETTER
ALS to ‘Dear Mr Alexander’, from 47 Longridge Road, Earl’s Court, S.W., June 4 1891. 40
lines over first three sides of folded 8vo sheet; old folds, but generally v.g.
¶Corelli is effusive in her praise of a production of The Idler that she had attended a few
days previously: ‘we were so delighted with your splendid acting, that I feel I must write
and tell you so ... under your management the theatre itself is so delightful - and what
a good idea it is to let the orchestra play the audience out! It is so much more bright and
cheerful’. She goes on to beg the pleasure of the Alexanders’ company on Sunday. The
Idler, by Haddon Chambers, was staged at St James’s Theatre in 1891, with incidental
music by Walter Slaughter. Sir George Alexander, 1858-1918, was one of the most
respected actors of his day, and from 1891 was both manager and principal actor at the St
James’s Theatre.

1891

450.

£85 †
A WOMAN WITHOUT FAITH IS A LOST ANGEL
ALS to ‘Dear Sir’, on the headed paper of Mason Croft, Stratford-on-Avon, Oct. 23. 1908. 54
lines, in black ink, over all four sides of folded 8vo sheet; a single horizontal fold.
¶Corelli writes to an unknown gentleman, offering guidance in respect to the upbringing
of his young daughters, and to explain controversial elements of her most celebrated
novel The Mighty Atom. She informs her correspondent, ‘The Mighty Atom is a story
drawn from life - ‘Lionel’ was a real character - the manner of his suicide was different,
as the poor little fellow drowned himself. “Mrs Valliscourt” still lives’. She urges
him, ‘bring your young daughters up in the ... simple faith of the Protestant Church of
England - a faith which made all the good women of long ago (in the early Victorian era)
such gentle wives and good mothers’. She continues, ‘A woman without faith is a lost
angel - and the redemption of man is not in her hands’, and concludes with the thought,
‘without the deep abiding sense of God above us, life is hardly worth living’. The letter
is signed ‘very sincerely your, Marie Corelli’. A fascinating letter, indicative of the strong
Christian faith that informed her writing.

1908
451.

£120 †

ALS to an unknown recipient, Saturday, August 26. 1917. 9 lines on recto only of single 8vo
leaf; one horizontal fold.
¶A short playful note in which Corelli tells her correspondent, ‘Can’t resist sending you
these “talkee-talkee” Welsh women! - I know they’ll raise a smile!’. There is no further
explanation. This is clearly to a good friend, and is signed ‘affectionately yours Marie’.

1917
452.

£40 †

Ardath. The story of a dead self. New York: A.L. Burt Co. 4pp ads. Orig. plain dark green
cloth, spine lettered in gilt. Small ‘Hospital Library’ label. v.g.
¶Not in Wolff. First published in 1889, Ardath is a novel of spiritual enlightenment,
told through the character of Theos Alwyn, a disillusioned and apathetic young poet who
struggles to write and struggles to live. A chance meeting with a mysterious monk, Heliobas,
leads to his transportation to a mystical past, where he experiences the hedonistic depths of
existence, prompting a religious reawakening and rejuvenated powers of creativity.

[c.1910?]
453.

£30
JUDITH ISCARIOT
Barabbas; a Dream of the World’s Tragedy. 4th edn. Methuen & Co. Half title. Contemp. half
maroon calf, raised gilt spine bands, dark green leather labels. Bookplate of Esther Aarons. v.g.
¶Corelli’s sixth novel, and the first not to be published by Bentley. Methuen sold almost as
many copies of Barabbas in eight months as Bentley had of all her previous publications.
Corelli’s fictional re-telling of the crucifixion, featuring Judith Iscariot, was controversial
but highly successful, reaching its 54th edition by the time of Corelli’s death in 1924.

1894

£30

CORELLI
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454.

Cameos: short stories. FIRST EDITION. Hutchinson & Co. Half title, front. Orig. dark
green cloth, front board blocked in white with Greek-style cameo, lettered in gilt; sl. dampmottled. Armorial bookplate, Brisbane of Brisbane.
¶Sadleir 620; Wolff 1462.

[1896]
455.

Delicia, and other stories. FIRST EDITION. Archibald Constable & Co. Half title, 32pp
cata. E.ps sl. spotted. Orig. maroon cloth, lettered in gilt; v. sl. rubbed.
¶Delicia, a ‘new woman’ novel, was first published as The Murder of Delicia in 1897
(see item 464). This collection includes five other shorter works, ‘hitherto unpublished
in volume form’: ‘Kittums: an every-day story’; ‘The Ghost in the Sedan Chair’; ‘A
Breach of Post-Office Discipline: a true incident of the South African War’; ‘Two of a
‘Trust’’; ‘The Despised Angel: an allegory’.

1907
456.

£30

Free Opinions Freely Expressed on certain phases of modern social life and conduct. FIRST
EDITION. Archibald Constable. Half title, 2pp ads & 16pp cata. Orig. blue cloth, lettered in
gilt; a little faded. v.g
¶Wolff 1465.

1905
457.

£45

£35

Holy Orders: the tragedy of a quiet life. FIRST EDITION. Methuen & Co. Half title, 40pp
cata. (August 1908). Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt; front board a little marked. Contemp.
gift inscription on leading f.e.p.
¶Wolff 1468. An impassioned call for abstinence: ‘As for the Drink-Evil, I wish that
everyone into whose hands this book may fall would honestly try to realise the wide-spread
misery, disease, pauperism, crime and lunacy for which that hideous vice is responsible’.

1908
458.

Jane. A social incident. FIRST EDITION. Hutchinson & Co. Half title, front. & plates by
G.H. Edwards, 4pp ads. Uncut in orig. cream cloth, blocked & lettered in green. t.e.g. v.g.
¶Wolff 1470: ‘Unexpectedly enriched by an inheritance, the heroine finds that high
society is revoltingly vulgar, and abandons it’.

1897
459.

¶Published in September 1911, just days after the first edition.

¶Todd 4619; the sole issue.

£20

The Master-Christian. FIRST EDITION. Methuen & Co. Half title, 46pp cata.; the odd
spot. Orig. red cloth, front board blocked with church paraphernalia in gilt & white, lettered
in gilt. Signature of M.J. Fielding, 1900, on leading f.e.p. v.g.
¶Sadleir 622; Wolff 1472. Dedicated to ‘All those churches who quarrel in the name
of Christ’.

1900

462.

£30

Love - and the Philosopher: a study in sentiment. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard
Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors, vol. 4619.) Half title. Contemp. red-brown
binder’s cloth, red leather label. Armorial bookplate of Robert Whitehead. v.g.
1923

461.

£40

The Life Everlasting. A reality of romance. 2nd edn. Methuen & Co. Half title, 32pp cata.
(Aug. 1911). Orig. blue cloth, front board blocked with shooting star design in gilt, spine
lettered in gilt. v.g.
1911

460.

£25

£40
THE MIGHTY ATOM
The Mighty Atom. FIRST EDITION. Hutchinson & Co. Half title, 12pp ads. Leading
e.ps worn at inner margin following adhesion. Orig. dark green cloth, lettered in gilt; short
repaired split at head of following hinge, otherwise v.g.
¶Sadleir 623; Wolff 1473. One of the author’s most influential works, a campaigning
novel against the evils of Godlessness. ‘To those self-styled ‘progressivists’ who by
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precept and example assist the infamous cause of education without religion and who, by
promoting the idea, borrowed from French atheism, of denying to the children in boardschools and elsewhere, the knowledge and love of God, as the true foundation of noble
living, are guilty of a CRIME WORSE THAN MURDER.’

1896

£40

463.

The Mighty Atom. 2nd edn. Hutchinson & Co. Half title. Contemp. half maroon calf, spine
with raised gilt bands, dark green leather labels; sl. rubbed. Bookplate of Esther Aarons; gift
inscription on half title, 1896.
1896
£30

464.

The Murder of Delicia. FIRST EDITION. Skeffington & Son. Half title. Contemp. half
maroon calf, spine with raised gilt bands, dark green leather labels. Bookplate of Esther
Aarons, and contemp. ownership details of G. Aarons. v.g.
¶Sadleir 624; Wolff 1474. A ‘new woman’ novel - the heroine dies when her brutish
husband refuses separation. ‘When man begins to understand that woman is not meant to
be a toy or a drudge ... and marriage will be a blessing instead of (as it too often proves) a
curse ... there will be few, if any, ‘Delicias’ to be slain ...’ (Preface.)

1896
465.

£45

A Romance of Two Worlds. A novel. 10th edn. Richard Bentley & Sons. Half title sl. torn in
lower inner margin without loss, 4pp ads. Orig. dark blue embossed cloth, blocked in blind,
spine lettered in gilt. A good-plus bright copy.
¶First published in 1886.

1895

466.

£35
THE SECRET POWER
The Secret Power: a romance of the time. 2nd edn. Methuen. Half title, front., 8pp ads a little
browned. Orig. lilac cloth, blocked & lettered in yellow; a little faded. A good-plus copy.
¶See Wolff 1477; he suggests the title was ‘cribbed’ from a manuscript by W. Stuart Scott
which had been sent to her and was never returned. A scarce late novel, with ‘space ship,
sound waves, and something rather like laser beams’.

1921
467.

¶The first edition was also 1895. One of Corelli’s most successful novels, about an
impoverished writer who unexpectedly inherits a fortune, and is tricked into forming a
pact with the Devil.

1895
468.

£30

The Sorrows of Satan, ... Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Co. Front. Orig. red buckram,
blocked & lettered in gilt; spine v. sl. marked. v.g.
¶The first American edition.

1896
469.

£30

The Sorrows of Satan; or, The strange experience of one Geoffrey Tempest, millionaire: a
romance. 9th edn. Methuen & Co. Half title. Contemp. half maroon calf, spine with raised
gilt bands, dark green leather labels; sl. rubbing to edges. Bookplate of Esther Aarons.

£30

The Soul of Lilith. 5th edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title. Contemp. half maroon calf,
spine with raised gilt bands, dark green leather labels. Bookplate of Esther Aarons. v.g.
¶See Sadleir 627 & Wolff 1481 for the first edition of 1892. An ‘account of a strange and
daring experiment once actually attempted ... a single episode in the life of a man who
voluntarily sacrificed his whole worldly career in a supreme effort to prove the apparently
Unprovable’. (Introductory note.)

1893

470.

£25
TEMPORAL POWER
“Temporal Power”, a study in supremacy. FIRST EDITION. Methuen & Co. Half title.
Contemp. half maroon calf, spine with raised gilt bands, dark green leather labels; corners sl.
rubbed. Bookplate of Esther Aarons.
¶Not in Sadleir; Wolff 1483.

1902

£30
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Thelma. A Norwegian princess. A novel. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard
Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors, vols 2491-92.) Series titles. Contemp. half
maroon calf, spines with raised gilt bands, dark green leather labels. v.g.
¶Todd 2491b & 2492a. Corelli’s third novel, about a young and innocent Norwegian girl
exposed to the hypocrisy and falseness of London society.

1887
472.

£30

ZAEHNSDORF BINDING, SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR
Thelma. ... New edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Fine full brown crushed morocco
presentation binding by Zaehnsdorf, gilt devices & cornerpieces, gilt dentelles; spine v. sl.
faded. a.e.g. v.g.
¶See Wolff 1484 for the first edition, in three volumes, of 1887. Signed by the author on
initial blank, ‘Marie Corelli, October 1891’.

1890
473.

£120

TREASURE OF HEAVEN
The Treasure of Heaven: a romance of riches. 4th impression. Archibald Constable & Co.
Half title, front. port., 7pp ads. Orig. maroon cloth, lettered in gilt; v. sl. rubbed. Contemp.
owner’s details on leading f.e.p.
¶See Wolff 1485. First published in 1906. The novel centres around the figure of “King”
David Helmsley, ‘one of the richest men in the world’, who begins to question the wrongs
of society in his old age.

1906
474.

VENDETTA
Vendetta! Or, The story of one forgotten. 16th edn. Methuen & Co. Half title, 4pp ads.
Contemp. half maroon calf, spine with raised gilt bands, dark green leather labels; split at
head of leading hinge. Bookplate of Esther Aarons.
¶The first edition was published in 1886. ‘A vengeful Neapolitan is buried by mistake
and returns to find his ‘widow’ in the arms of a lover.’ (Sutherland)

1900
475.

£30

£20

INSCRIBED BY THE AUTHOR
What Life Means to Me. n.p. Printed in blue on the 2nd & 3rd side of single folded 8vo leaf.
Sewn as issued in buff printed wrappers.
¶A souvenir publication, in which Corelli briefly outlines her religious beliefs. ‘Life
means to me not only the blessing of Itself, but the promise of a Higher Life.’ It first
appeared in 1907 in The Rapid, a ‘human interest magazine’ edited by Percy Everett. It
is not evident when this separate reprint was issued. This copy has been inscribed by the
author on the initial blank, ‘With love to Mrs Pemberton from Marie Corelli, 1920-1921’.

[1920?]
476.

£75

RECKLESS ABSINTHE MANIA
Wormwood: a drama of Paris. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz.
(Collection of British Authors, vols 2692-93.) Series titles. Contemp. half maroon calf,
spines with raised gilt bands, dark green leather labels. v.g.
¶Todd 2692a & 2693. See Sadleir 630 for the first edition of 1890. A campaigning
novel against the evils of absinthe drinking and its effect on French society. Corelli was
in no doubt that the tendency of its citizens to imbibe left France in a continued state
of moral and social bankruptcy. ‘If a crime of more than usual cold-blooded atrocity is
committed, it generally dates from Paris, or near it; - if a book or a picture is produced
that is confessedly obscene, the author or artist is, in nine cases out of ten, discovered to
be a Frenchman. The shop-windows in Paris are of themselves sufficient witnesses of the
national taste in art and literature, - a national taste for vice and indecent vulgarity which
cannot be too sincerely and compassionately deplored. There are, no doubt, many causes
for the wretchedly low standard of moral responsibility and fine feeling displayed by the
Parisians of to-day, - but I do not hesitate to say that one of those causes is undoubtedly
the reckless Absinthe-mania, which pervades all classes, rich and poor alike.’

1891

£30
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Wormwood: a drama of Paris. 11th edn. Methuen & Co. Half title. Contemp. half maroon
calf, spine with raised gilt bands, dark green leather labels. Bookplate of Esther Aarons.
1901
£35

478.

Ziska: the problem of a wicked soul. FIRST EDITION. Bristol: Arrowsmith; London:
Simpkin, Marshall. Half title, ad. on verso of final leaf. Contemp. half maroon calf, spine
with raised gilt bands; front board damp-marked. Bookplate of Esther Aarons.
¶Sadleir 631; Wolff 1488. A mysterious novel, set in contemporary Egypt, but peopled
with malignant reincarnations of ancient gods.

1897

479.

£30
INSCRIBED COPY
Thoughts from Marie Corelli. Selected by Elsie E. Morton. 32mo. G.G. Harrap & Co.
(Sesame Booklets, no. 43.) Series title, front. port., title printed in red & black. Orig. dark
brown limp leather wrappers, lettered in gilt; v. sl. rubbed at head & tail of spine, otherwise v.g.
¶A very small format, 6.5 x 9 cms, collection of quotations from Corelli’s works. With
signed presentation inscription: ‘Dear Lady Head, think sometimes of your friend Marie
Corelli, Christmas 1923’. This was only four months prior to Corelli’s death. A list of
the most recent Sesame Booklets appears at the front. Corelli’s Thoughts are no. 43,
preceded by Thoughts from H.G. Wells. BL does not have a copy of Corelli’s Thoughts,
but lists those of H.G. Wells as [1913].

[1913]

480.

£65
VARIANT BINDING
Thoughts from Marie Corelli. Selected by Elsie E. Morton. 32mo. G.G. Harrap & Co.
(Sesame Booklets, no. 43.) Series title, front. port., title printed in red & black. Orig. brown
cloth imitating leather, attractively blocked in red & gilt, lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶A very small format in a variant binding, 7 x 10 cms.

[1913]

£30

481.

COATES, Thomas & BELL, Robert. Marie Corelli: the writer and the woman. FIRST
EDITION. Hutchinson & Co. Half title, front., title in red & black, illus. with photos. Orig.
red cloth, lettered in gilt. v.g.
1903
£35

482.

MASTERS, Brian. Now Barabbas was a Rotter: The extraordinary life of Marie Corelli.
Hamish Hamilton. Half title, plates. Orig. pale green cloth. v.g. in d.w.
¶A lively biography of Corelli, ‘such a legendary personality that at one stage in England
she was second in fame only to Queen Victoria’.

1978
483.

£20

VYVER, Bertha. Memoirs of Marie Corelli; with an epilogue by J. Cuming Walter. FIRST
EDITION. Alston Rivers. Half title, front. & plates. Orig. blue cloth; spine a little faded,
otherwise a good-plus copy.
1930
£35
__________

484.

(CORNISH, Blanche Warre) Northam Cloisters. By the author of ‘Alcestis’. 2 vols.
FIRST EDITION. Smith, Elder, & Co. Half title vol. I. 2 vols in 1 in orig. red publisher’s
remainder cloth (with Smith Elder imprint at tail of spine), blocked in black, lettered in black
& gilt; a little darkened & sl. rubbed. A good sound copy.
¶Wolff 7065. Blanche Warre Cornish, 1844-1922, was a celebrated wit, and wife of the
provost of Eton, Francis Warre-Cornish, to whom this society novel is dedicated.

1882

485.

£150
TALENTS IMPROVED: ISLE OF WIGHT NOVEL
(CORP, Harriet) Talents Improved; or, The Philanthropist. By the author of Interesting
Conversations, &c. Printed for Williams and Smith, ... by R. Tilling, Newport, Isle of Wight.
Contemp. full calf, spine with devices in blind & gilt rules; hinges a little worn but holding

464

491

511

528

CORP
firm. Overall a nice attractive copy of a scarce novel.

¶Not in Wolff, who had two of Corp’s titles. Oxford only on Copac, suggesting a date
between 1805 & 1809; BL records a copy dated 1809.

[1809?]
486.

£450

COSTELLO, Louisa Stuart. Catherine de Medicis; or, The Queen-Mother. A romance.
(3rd edn.) Richard Bentley. (Standard Novels, no. 112.) Half title, series title, engr. front.,
additional printed title. Contemp. half tan calf, spine gilt in compartments, red & green
leather label; spine sl. dulled.
¶Not in Wolff, who only listed one of Costello’s titles, Clara Fane. Not in Loeber, who
does not list this Anglo-Irish writer. With a preface to the third edition, June 1848. The
first edition was also published in 1848. Louisa Stuart Costello, 1799-1870, lived much
of the time in Paris, where she wrote travel books, articles on French history, as well as
making a name for herself as a painter of miniatures. She also wrote several novels, many
of which were historical works based in France.

1848
487.

£65

COSTELLO, Louisa Stuart. The Queen’s Poisoner; or, France in the Sixteenth Century.
FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Richard Bentley. Half titles. Uncut in orig. drab boards, red cloth
spines, paper labels sl. rubbed; two or three small nicks to head & tail of spines. Booklabel
of Robert J. Hayhurst vol. I. A v.g. copy as originally issued.
¶Not in Loeber.

1841

488.

£350
INSCRIBED
COUSENS, Frances Upcher. Sunday Employment, Sunday Enjoyment, for the young and
good. ... Dean & Son. Half title, col. front. & vignette title, additional printed title, 4 plates,
4pp ads. Orig. purple morocco-grained cloth, lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶Presentation copy, to ‘Henry Leopold Feston Guermonprez, July 6 1859, from the
... authoress’. Henry was one year old at the time; he went on to become a respected
botanist and natural historian.

[1859]

489.

£60
INSCRIBED
COWDEN-CLARKE, Mary. Honey From the Weed; verses. FIRST EDITION. C. Kegan
Paul & Co. Half title. Orig. grey cloth, blocked with floral design in black, lettered in gilt;
spine faded & a little rubbed at head & tail.
¶Signed presentation copy, to ‘Miss Elizabeth Windsor with all good wishes from Mary
Cowden-Clarke, July 1881’. Mary Cowden-Clarke, 1809-1898.

1881

490.

£40
ILLUSTRATED BY CRUIKSHANK
COWDEN-CLARKE, Mary. Kit Bam’s Adventures; or, The Yarns of an Old Mariner.
Illustrated by George Cruikshank. FIRST EDITION. Grant & Griffith. Ad. leaf preceding
engr. front., 3 further plates, 20pp cata. Orig. horizontal-grained dark blue cloth by Bone &
Son, blocked in blind, spine blocked & lettered in gilt; several small ink spots on following
board, sl. rubbing to extremities. A good-plus copy.
¶Cohn 143 calls for 16pp catalogue; this copy’s catalogue is in 20pp.

1849
491.

£75

CRAVEN, Pauline, Mrs Augustus. A Collection of Nine Titles in Original Wrappers. 9 titles
in 12 vols. Paris: Librairie Académique, Didier et Cie, Libraires-Éditeurs. Half titles, ads &
catas. Uncut in orig. grey wrappers, printed in black (except Adélaïde; printed in blue). v.g.
¶A small collection of early French editions, in uniform pale grey printed wrappers.
Pauline Craven, 1808-1891, née de La Ferronnays, was a French novelist and essayist,
much influenced by her devout Catholic upbringing. Born in London, the daughter of
a French diplomat, she spent her formative years on the continent, most notably in St
Petersburg, Paris, and Rome. Her best-known work was Récit d’une Sœur, first published
in 1866, an intimate portrayal of family life. This collection contains:
Adélaïde, Capece Minutolo. FIRST EDITION. 1869.
Anne Séverin. 7th edn. 1868.
Le Comte de Montalembert. FIRST EDITION. 1875.
Fleurange. 3rd edn. 2 vols. 1872.

CRAVEN
Le Mot de l’Énigme. 2nd edn/3rd edn. 2 vols. 1874/1879.
Récit d’une Sœur. 13th edn. 2 vols. 1867.
Réminiscences; souvenirs d’Angleterre et d’Italie. 3rd edn. 1879.
La Sœur Natalie Narischkin. 4th edn. 1877.
Le Travail d’une Ame. FIRST EDITION. 1877.

1867-1879
492.

£220

CRAVEN, Pauline, Mrs Augustus. A Sister’s Story. Translated from the French by Emily
Bowles. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title. Orig. dark green embossed cloth, spine lettered
in gilt. Contemp. signature of J.J.C. Macfarlane on half title. v.g.
¶See Wolff 1545 for the first edition of 1868. This novel is dedicated by the translator to
the novelist Georgiana Fullerton.

1877
493.

£50

CROKER, Bithia Mary. Fame. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of
British Authors, vol. 4188.) Bound without series title. Contemp. brown binder’s cloth. v.g.
¶Todd 4188; the sole issue. Loeber C452. The first edition was also 1910, published
by Mills & Boon. Bithia Mary Croker, c.1850-1921, was an Anglo-Irish author, who
spent much of her later life in India. ‘Her fiction (which generally deals with upper-class
colonial life) is marked by a keen observation of India, and a sentimental nostalgia for her
native Ireland.’ (Sutherland.)

1910
494.

¶Todd 4275; the sole issue.

1911
495.

£25

CROKER, Bithia Mary. A Rolling Stone. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz.
(Collection of British Authors, vol. 4275.) Series title. Uncut in orig. cream printed
wrappers; sl. dusted.
£20

CROMMELIN, May & BROWN, James Moray. Violet Vyvian M.F.H. A novel. 2nd edn.
F.V. White & Co. Sl. foxing in prelims. Contemp. dark green morocco, spine lettered & with
devices in gilt; spine sl. darkened. Armorial bookplate of J. Monro Walker.
¶See Loeber C509. First published in 1889. May Crommelin, c.1850-1930, was an Irish
novelist and travel writer.

1890

496.

£35
SPIRITUALISM
CROSLAND, Camilla, née Toulmin, Mrs Newton Crosland. Light in the Valley. FIRST
EDITION. R. Groombridge & Sons. Half title, front., plates (including five colour plates
representing moons). Orig. purple pebble-grained cloth, borders blocked in blind, spine
lettered in gilt; faded & a little rubbed, some damp marking in lower margin of e.ps & first
few leaves. A good sound copy.
¶A consideration of ‘Spiritual Manifestations’. Camilla Crosland, 1812-1895.

[1857]
497.

£75

(CROSS, Miss) Valetta. A novel. By the author of “Denton Hall”. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols.
12mo. T.C. Newby. Vols I & II lacking f.e.ps. Contemp. half calf, marbled boards. Library
markings. A good sound copy, withdrawn from the Cape of Hood Hope Public Library.
¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff. Four copies recorded on Copac, all attributed to ‘Miss Cross’.
Dedicated to Lady Duff Gordon.

1851

498.

£125
GHOST SEERS
CROWE, Catherine. The Night Side of Nature: or, Ghosts & Ghost Seers. (3rd edn.) G.
Routledge & Co. Contemp. plain brown binder’s cloth. Contemp. signature of M. Smith
on titlepage.
¶See Sadleir 666 & Wolff 1653 for the first edition of 1848. Novelist and playwright,
Catherine Crowe, 1803-1876.

1852
499.

£50

CUMMINS, Maria Susanna. The Lamplighter. 16mo. Milner & Sowerby. Half title, engr.
title, additional printed title. Orig. royal blue sand-grained cloth, spine lettered in gilt; sl.

CUMMINS
rubbing to extremities. Signature of Miss Henessy, 1873 on leading f.e.p.

¶First published in Boston in 1854 and immensely successful. American author, Maria
Susanna Cummins, 1827-1866.

[c.1873]

£20

500.

CUMMINS, Maria Susanna. The Lamplighter. 16mo. Milner & Co. Half title, front.,
engr. title, additional printed title. Orig. royal blue sand-grained cloth, bevelled boards, dec.
& lettered in black & gilt. Prize inscription on leading f.e.p., 1892. v.g.
[c.1890]
£20

501.

CUPPLES, Anne Jane, Mrs George. The Adventures of Mark Willis. T. Nelson &
Sons. Front., illus. Orig. blue cloth, pictorially blocked & lettered in black & gilt; spine sl.
darkened. Sunday School prize label, 1907. v.g.
¶A maritime adventure, first published in 1872. Described as ‘A tale for boys’ on front
board. Anne Jane Cupples, 1839-1842, was a Scottish writer of juvenile fiction who
helped to popularize the sciences.

1897
502.

£25

(CUTHBERTSON, Catherine) Romance of the Pyrenees. By the author of “The Hut
and the Castle”, &c. J.S. Pratt. Small 8vo. Half title, engr. front. Orig. pink-brown cloth,
blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; a little dulled. Stamp and signature of Robert
Montgomery of Conway. A nice copy.
¶First published in 4 vols in 1803. Catherine Cuthbertson, 1775-1842, was a gothic
novelist who has been described as ‘one of the best of the Radcliffe imitators’.

1844
503.

£60
WITH ALS FROM THE AUTHOR
DAINTREY, Laura. Miss Varian of New York: a Newport and New York society novel.
15th edn. Belford, Clarke & Co. 9pp cata.; text block a little browned. Orig. blue cloth,
lettered in gilt; small mark on spine. Armorial bookplate of Heron-Allen.
¶First published in 1887. Loosely inserted is a 17-line ALS from the author to ‘Dear Mr
Allen’, on the subject of one of the author’s other works. Daintrey tells Allen, ‘I was
absent when your messenger arrived with the MS. of my novel Eros. I hear he wished to
see me, perhaps with some word from you. If you have anything you wish to say I shall
be happy to receive you ...’. The letter is signed ‘Laura Daintrey’ and dated April 19/88.
Allen appears to have been Daintrey’s contact at the Belford & Clarke publishing house,
which published Eros later in 1888.

[1888]
504.

£65
LETTERS FROM A FIELD HOSPITAL
DEARMER, Mabel. Letters from a Field Hospital. With a memoir of the author by Stephen
Gwynn. (3rd edn.) Macmillan & Co. Half title, final ad. leaf. Orig. cream cloth, spine
lettered in gilt; spine sl. darkened. Contemp. gift inscription on leading f.e.p.
¶Mabel Dearmer, 1872-1915, contracted typhoid while serving with the British Red Cross
in Serbia; these letters were first published in 1915, shortly after her premature death.

1916
505.

£40

DELAND, Margaret. Sidney. FIRST UK EDITION. Longmans, Green, & Co. Final ad. leaf
& 16pp cata. (coded 25,000/9/90). Orig. blue-green cloth, spine lettered in gilt; spine dulled.
¶Not in Wolff. The first American edition was also 1890. Margaret Deland, 1857-1945,
was an American author, known for her gritty, and at times shocking, realism. Her novels
were often concerned with issues of religion and social deprivation.

1890

£35

DEMPSTER, Charlotte Louise, 1835-1913
Novelist and essayist, specialist in Scottish Highland folklore.
506.

The Hotel du Petit St. Jean. A Gascon story. FIRST EDITION. Smith, Elder & Co.
Contemp. half tan calf, spine gilt in compartments, red leather label; hinges & corners a little
rubbed. Armorial bookplate of George Dempster.
¶Not in Wolff. An attractive copy of Dempster’s first published work; from the Dempster
family.

1869

£110

DEMPSTER
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LIFE IN PROVENCE
Ninette. An idyll of Provence. By the Author of “Vera”. Hurst & Blackett. Half title. Orig.
dark green grained cloth, bevelled boards, butterfly vignette at centre of front board in gilt,
spine lettered in gilt; sl. rubbed. v.g.
¶Wolff 1783a.

[1888]
508.

£65
CRIMEAN WAR
Véra. By the author of “The Hôtel de Petit St Jean”. 2nd edn. Smith, Elder & Co. Half
title. Contemp. half red calf, spine ruled in gilt; spine a little dulled & lacking label, hinges &
corners a little rubbed.
¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff. This 2nd edition not recorded on Copac. A novel of the
Crimean War.

1871

__________

509.

£45

DIETZ, Ella. The Triumph of Love. A mystical poem in songs, sonnets, and verse. E.W.
Allen. Orig. dark green cloth, spine lettered in gilt; v. sl. rubbed. v.g.
¶The author’s ‘lending copy’, signed by her ‘Ella Dietz Clymer’ on verso of leading f.e.p.
Ella Dietz, 1847-1920, New York-born actress and poet.

1877
510.

£35

DILKE, Lady, Emilia Francis. Art in the Modern State. FIRST EDITION. Chapman &
Hall. Half title, folding facsims. Largely unopened in orig. sage green cloth, spine lettered in
gilt. Armorial bookplate. A v.g. bright copy.
¶A consideration of life and art in France during the Grand Siècle. Lady Emilia Francis
Dilke, 1840-1904, writer, historian, and pioneering feminist.

1888

511.

£65
NOT GEORGE ELIOT’S DOROTHEA
DILKE, Lady, Emilia Francis. The Book of Spiritual Life. By the late Lady Dilke. With
a memoir of the of the author by the Right Hon. Sir Charles W. Dilke. With portraits &
illustrations. FIRST EDITION. John Murray. Half title, folding facsims. Uncut in orig. pale
green cloth, lettered in gilt; spine darkened & sl. rubbed at head & tail.
¶This is a family association copy, with the armorial bookplate of Fetherston-Dilke (with
the Latin inscription “Leo Inimicis Amicis Columba”). It has numerous,what appear to be
contemporary, notes on the leading pastedown and several corrections in the text. The notes
seemingly relate to reviews of the work, as they refer to named publications with dates.
Loosely inserted are two obituaries of Lady Dilke extracted from newspapers; one from
the Nottingham Guardian, Oct. 31 1905, and the other from The Australasian, 23.10.1905.
Also loosely inserted is an ALS from Albert Fleming to Charles Dilke, dated June 1905,
in which he informs the author, ‘had I known you were writing a memoir of Lady Dilke, I
should have sent you some of the very many letters I had from her...’. He raises the topic
of Lady Dilke being the prototype for George Eliot’s heroine Dorothea, in Middlemarch, a
subject which Charles Dilke addresses in the Memoir. Charles Dilke had refuted the notion
that his wife had inspired the character, conceding only that one or two characteristics may
have been picked up by Eliot. Fleming, in his correspondence, supports Dilke’s summation,
and by way of endorsement sends him a copy of a letter written by Lady Dilke to their
mutual friend John Ruskin, in which she discusses the subject herself. Lady Dilke’s letter is
dated November 1881, and begins ‘I have decided to tell you frankly how much there is of
truth in the supposed identification of myself with the heroine of Middlemarch.’ She goes
on to state, ‘You are quite right in saying emphatically that Dorothea is not a portrait in any
sense’, pointing to ‘the entire unlikeness of the heroine to myself’.

1905
512.

£250
ENGLISHWOMAN IN INDIA
DIVER, Maud. The Englishwoman in India. FIRST EDITION. Edinburgh & London:
William Blackwood & Sons. Half title, 32pp cata. (coded 11/08). Orig. green cloth, lettered
in gilt; following board with one corner sl. creased, small mark on spine. Overall a good-plus
bright copy.
¶Chapters concerning everyday life for women among the ‘Anglo-Indian’ community.

DIVER
With further chapters on ‘pioneer women of India’. An uncommon title. Maud Diver,
1867-1945, was an Anglo-Indian author whose works focused on life in the Raj.

1909
513.

£65

DIXON, Ella Hepworth. One Doubtful Hour, and other side-lights on the feminine
temperament. FIRST EDITION. Grant Richards. Half title, 16pp cata. Orig. green cloth,
lettered in black & gilt; sl. rubbing to extremities. v.g.
¶A scarce collection of short stories by one of the most influential of the New Woman
novelists. Ella Hepworth Dixon, 1857-1932.

1904

514.

£85
THE TROUBADOURS
DOBSON, Susannah. The Literary History of the Troubadours. Containing their lives,
extracts from their works, and many particulars relative to the customs, morals, and history
of the 12th & 13th centuries. Collected and abridged from the French of Mr. de Saint-Palaye,
... Vernor, Hood, & Sharpe; ... Ad. on verso of final leaf. Contemp. full speckled calf, gilt
spine; leading hinge cracked & carefully repaired, spine rubbed. A decent internally clean &
fresh copy.
¶Dobson’s translation first appeared in 1779; this is the 2nd edition. Susannah Dobson,
d. 1795.

1807

515.

£65
ICE-SKATING
DODGE, Mary Elizabeth. Hans Brinker, or The Silver Skates. A story of life in Holland.
New edn, revised by the author. With numerous illustrations. Sampson Low, Martson, Low,
& Searle. Half title, front., illus. Name cut from leading f.e.p. Orig. olive green cloth,
borders ruled in black, pictorially blocked & lettered in gilt; spine sl. dulled.
¶This charming novel, first published in 1866, introduced the American reading public
to the legendary Dutch story of the hole in the dyke, in which a little boy saves his
countrymen by plugging a life-threatening leak with his finger. It appears here as a brief
narrative within the story. The novel also has numerous references to speed skating, and
helped popularise the sport. American author, Mary Elizabeth Dodge, 1831-1905.

1875
516.

£40

DORSEY, Anna Hanson. Woodreve Manor. A tale of American Life. FIRST UK
EDITION. G. Routledge & Co. Contemp. half green calf, maroon leather label; spine sl.
darkened. v.g.
¶No. 58 in Routledge’s Railway Library. Anna Hanson Dorsey, 1815-1896, was an
American author whose works were informed by her conversion to Catholicism in 1840.

1853
517.

£55

DOUDNEY, Sarah. The Great Salterns. R.T.S. Half title, front., vignette title, illus., final
ad. leaf. Orig. turquoise pictorial cloth, bevelled boards, lettered in gilt; spine sl. darkened.
Owner’s inscription, 1889, on leading f.e.p. a.e.g. A v.g. bright copy.
¶Dated from inscription; first published in 1875. Sarah Doudney, 1841-1926, hymnwriter and author of juvenile fiction.

[1889?]

518.

£30
MIDNIGHT MARRIAGE
DOUGLAS, Amanda Minnie. The Midnight Marriage; or, A Plot to Gain a Fortune.
Milner & Co. Half title. Orig. maroon cloth, dec. with floral design in black, lettered in gilt;
spine darkened & sl. rubbed.
¶BL only on Copac, in 338pp, published by Nicholson [c.1890]. This edition is in 256pp.
Amanda Minnie Douglas, 1831-1916, an American writer, mainly of juvenile literature.

1898
519.

£20

DOWN, Eliza. Kenwith Castle, and other poems. FIRST EDITION. Samuel Tinsley &
Co. E.ps sl. browned. Orig. olive green cloth, floral borders blocked in blind, spine lettered
in gilt. v.g.
¶35pp of subscribers, mainly from Devon.

1878

£35

DRURY

520.

DEEP WATERS
DRURY, Anna Harriet. Deep Waters. A novel. 4th edn. Chapman & Hall. Contemp. half
calf, spine with raised & gilt bands, maroon leather label; spine sl. faded. v.g.
¶See Sadleir 755 & Wolff 1936 for the first edition, in three volumes, of 1863. Anna
Harriet Drury, 1824-1912.

1866
521.

DRURY, Anna Harriet. Light and Shade; or, The Young Artist: a tale. FIRST EDITION.
William Pickering. Contemp. full dark blue calf, spine gilt in compartments, maroon leather
label; spine sl. darkened, hinges a little rubbed. An attractive copy.
¶Not in Sadleir, who had six of her titles, or Wolff, who owned three.

1853
522.

¶First published in 1885.

¶First published in 1890.

1894

£60

DUNCAN, Sara Jeannette, afterwards Cotes. His Honor and a Lady. Thomas Nelson &
Sons. Front., final ad. leaf. Orig. red cloth; small mark on front board. Kathleen Tillotson’s
ownership details on leading f.e.p.
¶The first edition was 1896. BL dates this Nelson reprint [1908].

[1908]
526.

£25

INDIA
DUNCAN, Sara Jeannette, afterwards Cotes. Vernon’s Aunt, being the Oriental
experiences of Miss Lavinia Moffat. FIRST EDITION. Chatto & Windus. Half title, front.
& illus. by Hal Hurst, 32pp cata. (Sept. 1894). Orig. blue cloth, elaborately dec. in bronze &
black, spine lettered in gilt; spine a little dulled. A good-plus copy.
¶Wolff 1959. A novel about a trip to the Northwest Provinces, India. Sarah Jeannette
Duncan, 1861-1922, was a Canadian author and journalist.

525.

£20

DUNBOYNE, Marion Clifford Butler, Baroness. The Young Squire; a story for children.
Illustrated by J. Nash. S.P.C.K. Front., plates, final ad. leaf. Orig. olive green pictorial cloth,
dec. in dark brown & blue, lettered in brown & gilt; sl. dusted. Sunday School prize label,
Jan. 1893. v.g.
[1890?]

524.

£120

DUNBOYNE, Marion Clifford Butler, Baroness. Letty’s Mission. A tale. Charles Taylor.
Front. Orig. brick-brown cloth, dec. in black, lettered in gilt; spine dulled.
1898

523.

£50

£10

BRITTANY, FOR WOMEN
(DUNLOP, Madeleine A.W. & Rosalind H.W.) How We Spent the Autumn; or,
Wanderings in Brittany. By the Authoresses of “The Timely Retreat”. FIRST EDITION.
Richard Bentley. Col. front., plates & illus. (b&w), index; sl. spotting. Contemp. full dark
green calf, spine gilt in compartments, maroon leather label; sl. rubbing. Prize inscription
1869. a.e.g.
¶A tour of Brittany, by ladies, for ladies; ‘There have been many works, both ancient and
modern, written on Brittany, but the ancient books are in old French ... and the modern
ones are nearly all walking tours by gentlemen, which, though pleasant to read about,
are impossible, at least for ladies, to imitate. It is to give those of our own sex who may
wish to wander through Brittany, some of the objects best worth seeing ... that we have
compiled these pages ...’.

1860
527.

£75

DUPUY, Eliza Ann. All For Love; or, The Outlaw’s Bride. Milner & Co. Half title, front.,
22pp cata. Orig. maroon cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶Eliza Dupuy, 1814-1880, an American author of domestic novels and melodramatic
romances.

[c.1880]

£25

EDEN
EDEN, Emily, 1797-1869.
Literary success came to Eden late in life with the publication of The Semi-Detached House
in 1858, in which she satirized manners in town and country. It was followed by The SemiAttached Couple in 1860, written thirty years earlier.
528.

SEMI-ATTACHED COUPLE
The Semi-Attached Couple. By the author of “The Semi-Detached House”. FIRST
EDITION. 2 vols. Richard Bentley. Half titles. Orig. green cloth, elaborately blocked in
blind, spines lettered in gilt; sl. rubbing to heads of spines. Each vol. with contemp. signature
of Mary Bird on half title. v.g.
¶Sadleir 760; Wolff 1982.

1860
529.

¶Sadleir 761; not in Wolff, who had a ‘yellowback’ edition only. ‘An accomplished
study in the social contrasts of aristocratic style, bourgeois respectability and crass
vulgarity’. (Sutherland.) Eden’s works were said to echo favourably the style of
Jane Austen.

1859
530.

£200

LETTERS FROM INDIA
‘Up the Country’: letters written to her sister from the Upper Provinces of India. FIRST
EDITION. 2 vols. Richard Bentley. Half title vol. I, 20pp cata. (June 1865) vol. II; the odd
spot. Uncut in orig. red cloth, borders blocked in blind, spines lettered & with devices in gilt;
spines a little dulled & sl. rubbed, one or two small marks on boards. Earl of Ellenborough
booklabels. A good-plus copy.
¶From 1835-42 Eden lived in India, keeping house (with her sister Fanny) for
their brother Lord Auckland during his time as Governor-General. In her opening
words, to her nephew Lord William Godolphin Osborne, Eden addresses the
changing nature of India in the mid-19th century, lamenting the transition to new
technologies: ‘Now that India has fallen under the curse of railroads, and that life
and property will soon become as insecure there, as they are here, the splendour of
a Governor-General’s progress is at an end. The Kootûb will probably become a
railway station; the Taj will of course, under the sway of an Agra Company ... be
bought up for a monster hotel’.

1866
531.

£350

SEMI-DETACHED HOUSE
The Semi-Detached House. Edited by Lady Theresa Lewis. FIRST EDITION. Richard
Bentley. Titlepage bound in at a sl. angle, the odd spot. Excellently rebound in 20thC half
blue calf, spine with raised gilt bands, maroon label. v.g.

£300

DICKINSON, Violet, ed. Miss Eden’s Letters. Edited by her Great-Niece ... Macmillan
& Co. Half title, front. port. & 3 further plates, final ad. leaf. Untrimmed in orig. blue cloth,
spine lettered in gilt; a little dulled & marked. Contemp. signature of G.W. Smith Carington,
Yale, on leading f.e.p.
¶Letters, 1814-63.

1919

__________

£40

EDGEWORTH, Maria, 1768-1849
Edgeworth became her father’s (Richard Lovell Edgeworth’s) amenuensis and assistant
estate manager in Ireland at the age of fifteen, and went on to become the most commercially
successful novelist of her time. For Patronage, 1814, she was paid £2,100, while Scott was
received £700 for Waverley - a novel inspired by Edgeworth, as Scott acknowledged.
532.

COLLECTED WORKS
Tales and Miscellaneous Pieces. 14 vols. FIRST COLLECTED EDITION. Printed for R.
Hunter, &c. Vignette titles. Contemp. half calf, gilt spines with maroon labels; some sl. wear
to heads of spines, board edges rubbed, but overall a good-plus set.
¶Loeber E57.

1825

£650

530

532

542

554
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533.

TALES AND NOVELS IN 18 VOLUMES
(Works.) Tales and Novels. 18 vols. Baldwin & Cradock. Fronts & additional engr. titles,
final ad. leaf vols II & VII, 4pp ads vols V & XV. Orig. maroon moiré cloth, spines lettered in
gilt; spines uniformly faded to tan, small nick at head of following hinge vols XII & XVIII.
Overall a good-plus set as originally issued.
¶Loeber E58. The frontispieces and engraved titlepages by W. Harvey, H. Robinson, C.
Rolls, T.S. England, and J.W. Cook.

1832-33
534.

£1,250

CASTLE RACKRENT
Castle Rackrent; an Hibernian Tale. Taken from facts, and from the manner of the Irish
squires, before the year 1782. 2nd edn. Printed by Luke Hansard ... for J. Johnson. Contemp.
half calf, spine ruled & with devices in gilt; head of spine chipped, rubbed. Ownership
inscription on leading pastedown, 1819. A decent copy, internally clean & fresh.
¶ESTC T143397. See Loeber E20; printed the same year as the first edition.

1800

£250

535.

Castle Rackrent; ... 3rd edn. J. Johnson. Half title. Contemp. full diced calf, borders &
devices in gilt, maroon leather label; a little rubbed. Armorial bookplate of Jane Wood.
1801
£150

536.

Castle Rackrent; ... 4th edn. J. Johnson. Sl. later full calf, spine with raised bands & brown
morocco label; upper margin of front board sl. faded. Armorial bookplate of Heytesbury
House. v.g.
1804
£150

537.

Castle Rackrent; ... 5th edn. J. Johnson. Contemp. half speckled calf, spine ruled in gilt;
spine chipped at tail & leather label missing, leading hinge worn but holding. Lacks leading
f.e.p. Signature of Eliza Giffard, Nerquis, Flintshire on leading pastedown, and also signed on
titlepage.
1810
£150

538.

Castle Rackrent; ... New edn. R. Hunter. Contemp. full speckled calf, spine with
compartments & devices in gilt, black leather label; leading hinge sl. splitting & carefully
repaired. A good-plus attractive copy.
1815
£200

539.

COMIC DRAMAS
Comic Dramas, in three acts. FIRST EDITION. Printed for R. Hunter. Half title, final ad.
leaf. Contemp. half green sheep; spine a little darkened, sl. rubbed.
¶Contains three plays: ‘Love and Law’, ‘The Two Guardians’, and ‘The Rose, Thistle,
and Shamrock’. With an introduction by Richard Lovell Edgeworth, who cites Sheridan’s
influence in encouraging Maria to write for the stage.

1817
540.

541.

£120

Comic Dramas, ... 2nd edn, corrected. Printed for R. Hunter. Half title, final ad. leaf; name
cut from titlepage. Later half brown morocco, blue cloth boards; spine chipped at head,
rubbed; e.ps replaced. A good sound copy.
1817
£50
HARRINGTON
Harrington, a tale; and Ormond, a tale. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. R. Hunter. Contemp. half
calf, gilt spines, marbled boards; a little dulled & sl. rubbed. Ownership inscriptions in ink of
Lewis Thomas, 1867, and numerous notes by him in prelims in pencil.
¶Loeber E32. With a preface by Richard Lovell Edgeworth, written only days before his
death. The first work, ‘Harrington’, deals with the issue of anti-Semitism, and how it can
be countered through education.

1817

£250

EDGEWORTH
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542.

HARRY AND LUCY
Harry and Lucy Concluded; being the last part of Early Lessons. FIRST EDITION. 4
vols. Printed for R. Hunter. Contemp. half black calf, spines attractively dec. & lettered in
gilt; sl. rubbing to heads & tails of spines. Earlier ownership details carefully removed from
titlepages. An attractive copy.
¶Loeber E33; ‘A sequel to ‘Harry and Lucy’ from The Continuation of early Lessons’
(1814). That work was itself a continuation of Practical Education: or, the History of
Harry and Lucy, a work started in 1780 by Edgeworth’s father, Richard Lovell Edgeworth,
but left incomplete. It consists of a series of instructive conversations, wherein inquisitive
children Harry and Lucy ask searching questions of their oracle-like parents.

1825
543.

£350

[Harry and Lucy Concluded.] Les Jeunes Industriels, ou Découvertes, Experiences,
Conversations et Voyages de Henri et Lucie; par Maria Edgeworth. Traduit de l’Anglais, par
Madame Sw. - Belloc. FIRST FRENCH EDITION. 4 vols. Paris: Librairie de Fortic. Half
titles (adhesing to leading f.e.p. vol. II), engr. fronts. Contemp. full continental tree calf, gilt
spines & borders, maroon leather labels; v. sl. rubbing to extremities. Contemp. library ticket
in vol. I, chez Gayet, Bordeaux. A v.g. attractive set.
¶The first French translation of Harry and Lucy concluded: being the last part of Early
lessons. Copac lists only the second French edition, held at UCL. OCLC lists three
copies in the BNF, Germany and Switzerland.

1826
544.

£350

Helen, a tale. Tall 8vo. Paris: Baudry’s European Library. The odd spot. Contemp. half
dark green morocco, gilt spine sl. chipped at head. A good-plus copy.
¶See Loeber E37. First published in 1834.

1837
545.

£50

STANDARD NOVEL
Helen, a tale. Richard Bentley. (Standard Novels, no. LXXI.) Front. (1836), engr. title &
additional printed title (both 1838). Untrimmed in orig. vertical-grained plum cloth, blocked
in blind, spine lettered in gilt; spine faded, inner hinges cracked.
¶Sadleir 3734a (binding ‘B’); Wolff 1991a.

1838

£35

546.

Helen, a tale. In one volume. Paris: J.H. Truchy. Half title, 4pp ads. Untrimmed in orig.
pale yellow printed wrappers; front wrapper becoming detached, dusted & a little worn. A
sound copy only.
1854
£20

547.

Letters for Literary Ladies. To which is added an essay on the noble science of selfjustification. FIRST EDITION. J. Johnson. Contemp. full tree calf, spine gilt in
compartments, red leather label; hinges worn but holding, spine & edges rather rubbed.
Belper armorial bookplate.
¶Loeber E18. Loeber suggests (see E17) that the epistolary novella ‘Letters of Julia
and Caroline’, which forms the second part of this volume, may have been separately
published earlier the same year; he points out it has a ‘separate titlepage, pagination,
and register’. Nonetheless, this is widely considered the first publication by Maria
Edgeworth, and is scarce in any condition. It is essentially a plea for female education,
in the form of a letter from one (a man) who advises his friend, the father of a new-born
daughter, against educating women. It is countered by the father’s reply, in which he
rejects his friend’s misgivings, and extols the benefits of learning for both sexes.

1795
548.

£1,450

Manoeuvring and Almeria; Tales of Fashionable Life. Baldwin & Cradock; ... Vignette title,
additional printed title. Orig. red cloth, boards blocked in blind, gilt spine; v. sl. dulled. Gift
inscription on leading f.e.p., July 1845.
¶This edition not listed at Loeber E28.

1832

£35
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549.

MODERN GRISELDA
The Modern Griselda. A tale. 2nd edn, corrected. J. Johnson. Ad. on verso of final leaf.
Contemp. full speckled calf, gilt spine, border & dentelles, black leather label; hinges worn &
beginning to split in places. A good sound copy.
¶See Loeber E26. Sadleir 776; Wolff 1992.

1805

£80

550.

The Modern Griselda. A tale. 3rd edn, corrected. J. Johnson & Co. Contemp. half red roan,
spine lettered & with devices in gilt; sl. rubbing to extremities. Signature of Eliza Hicks,
1820, on leading f.e.p. A nice copy.
1813
£85

551.

The Modern Griselda. A tale. 4th edn, corrected. R. Hunter. Contemp. half green roan, spine
lettered & with devices in gilt; rather rubbed. Armorial bookplate of Colonel Sir Thomas
Aubrey; later ownership details on leading f.e.p. A good sound copy.
1819
£65

552.

MORAL TALES
Moral Tales for Young People. 3 vols. Printed for J. Johnson, in St. Paul’s Churchyard.
Half titles. Contemp. half black roan, marbled boards a little rubbed. Contemp. signature of
Catherine Creyke[?] on titlepage of each vol., sl. trimmed in places. A very nice copy of a
scarce edition.
¶Loeber E23 does not list this three-volume edition, published just a year after the
first edition in five volumes. The imprint is different from that of the first edition, not
mentioning G. Woodfall as the printer. Vol. I contains ‘The Forester’ and ‘The Prussian
Vase’, vol. II contains ‘The Good Aunt’ and ‘Angelina’, vol. III contains ‘The Good
French Governess’, ‘Mademoiselle Panache’, and ‘The Knapsack’. Copac lists a handful
of copies, but we can locate none in retail.

1802
553.

£280

Patronage. FIRST EDITION. 4 vols. 12mo. Printed for J. Johnson & Co. Half titles
vols II-IV; inner hinges strengthened with archival tape in places, following f.e.p.
missing vol. IV. Untrimmed in contemp. pale blue library cloth, red cloth spine, paper
labels chipped & browned (missing from vol. II); boards a little warped, spines rubbed
at heads & tails. Bookplates & signatures on titlepages of M.F. Montgomery, Convoy. A
sound copy only.
¶Loeber E31. Sadleir 780; Wolff 1993.

1814

£150

554.

Patronage. 3rd edn. 4 vols. 12mo. R. Hunter. In an unusual remainder binding c.1840:
dark pink speckled cloth, paper spine labels; spines sl. darkened & with expertly executed
minor repairs to heads & tails. Each vol. signed A.J. Morris in contemp. hand on leading
f.e.p.
1815
£250

555.

Tales of Fashionable Life. The Absentee. New edn. George Routledge & Sons. Engr. front.
Contemp. half vellum, gilt spine, maroon leather label. v.g.
[c.1860]
£30

556.

[To-morrow.] Demain. Traduit de l’Anglais par M. Henry Jousselin. Paris: Librairie
Nouvelle. Half title, contents leaf at end, final ad. leaf. Untrimmed in orig. pale yellow
printed wrappers. v.g.
¶See Loeber E24 for the first edition in English; it appeared under the title ‘Tomorrow’ in Popular Tales, 1804. This volume contains two further works: ‘Le Nègre
Reconnaissant’, a translation of ‘The Grateful Negro’, also from Popular Tales,
and ‘Un Crèancier’, a translation of ‘The Dun’, first published in 1809 in Tales of
Fashionable Life.

1856

£35

EDGEWORTH
EDGEWORTH, Maria & EDGEWORTH, Richard Lovell.
557.

IRISH BULLS
Essays on Irish Bulls. FIRST EDITION. J. Johnson. Contemp. full tree calf, gilt spine,
maroon & black leather labels; hinges rubbed & weakened, sl. loss to tail of spine. Marquess
of Headfort armorial bookplate. A good sound copy.
¶Loeber E85; ‘various examples of Irish bulls as well as several stories ...’.

1802
558.

559.

£125

Essays on Irish Bulls. 2nd edn, corrected. J. Johnson. Sl. spotting in first few & final few
leaves. Contemp. half calf, spine ruled & lettered in gilt & with devices in blind, marbled
boards & edges; leading hinge v. sl. rubbed. Jones Panton bookstamp, & contemp. signature
on titlepage. v.g.
1803
£85
PRACTICAL EDUCATION
Practical Education. 2nd edn. 3 vols. J. Johnson. Half titles, 1 plate (demonstrating letter
functions) vol. I, 2 folding plates at end of vol. II, index vol. III. Contemp. half calf, spines
ruled & lettered in gilt with devices in blind; sl. wear to hinges & head & tail of spines,
boards a little rubbed. Still a good-plus internally clean & fresh copy.
¶With the preface to the first edition, and a new ‘Advertisement’ for this edition with
errata. Developing the educational theories of Rousseau’s ‘Emile’ and put in practice
by Richard Edgeworth and Thomas Day, author of ‘Sandford & Merton’. In earlier
years Richard had himself been a ‘practical’ inventor of a system of telegraphy, a
velocipede, a perambulator, land-measuring machine, turnip-cutter, one-wheeled chaise
& a phaeton ‘on the new principle’ of Erasmus Darwin. This was a highly influential
work and, according to Muirhead in The English at School, ‘the most important work
on general pedagogy to appear in this country between Locke’s Thoughts and Herbert
Spencer’s Essay in 1861’.

1801
560.

£380

Readings on Poetry. FIRST EDITION. 12mo. R. Hunter. 10pp cata. Contemp. quarter olive
green sheep, marbled boards; a little rubbed with corners knocked, expertly executed minor
repairs. Contemp. signature on leading pastedown.
¶Not in Loeber. Explanations of poetry for young people.

1816
_____

£350

561.

HARE, Augustus J.C. The Life and Letters of Maria Edgeworth. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols.
Edward Arnold. Half titles, fronts, 32pp cata. (1894) vol. II. Untrimmed in orig. black cloth,
boards & spines ruled in red in upper & lower margins, spines lettered in gilt. v.g.
1894
£75

562.

HARE, Augustus J.C. The Life and Letters of Maria Edgeworth. FIRST AMERICAN
EDITION. 2 vols. Boston & New York: Houghton, Mifflin, & Co. Fronts. Orig. maroon
cloth, spines lettered in gilt; spines sl. rubbed at head & tail. Signature of Henrietta B.
Morris, Feb. 1895, in each vol.
1895
£65

563.

ZIMMERN, Helen. Maria Edgeworth. FIRST EDITION. W.H. Allen & Co. (Eminent
Women Series, ed. by John H. Ingram.) Half title. Orig. green cloth, dec. & lettered in gilt.
Stamps of Malvern Public Library. v.g.
1883
£20

__________

564.

SPURIOUS WORK
EDGEWORTH, Mrs. The Wife; or, A Model for Women. A tale. By Mrs. Edgeworth.
FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Printed for J.F. Hughes. 3pp ads vol. I (‘novels and romances
just published by J.F. Hughes), ad. on verso of final leaf vol. III; text quite heavily marked in
places, vol. II lacks following f.e.p. Contemp. half brown calf; rubbed. Ownership details of
Mary Crofft, 1832. A good sound copy, in contemporary binding, of a very scarce work.
¶Loeber E12. Although attributed to Maria Edgeworth by a number of institutions,
Loeber doubts her authorship of The Wife, noting that Maria Edgeworth became vexed

564
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that inferior works were being passed off as hers. He gives examples of several works
which were published in this fashion, apparently using the Edgeworth name to entice
a wider readership. Block lists this title as being printed at the Minerva Press for A.K.
Newman, although a search of OCLC and of Copac finds no copies of this title with
the Newman imprint, and it is not listed in Blakey; the only extant copies have the
J.F. Hughes imprint. Block gives ‘Mrs Edgeworth’ as the author of Adelaide; or, The
Chateau de St. Pierre (4 vols, 1806), and The Ballad Singer; or, The memoirs of the
Bristol family (4 vols, 1814). Loeber adds The Match Girl (3 vols, 1808), Fatherless
Fanny (4 vols 1811), and Tales of Real Life, or, Scenes in Ireland (1817). He describes
The Wife as ‘a high society novel, which starts at a country house in Gloucestershire’. No
copy listed on Copac; Leeds University has a digital version only. OCLC gives one print
copy, in the university of Leipzig. The BL lists only an 1813 French translation, giving
Maria Edgeworth as the original author: Le Modèle des Femmes. Roman traduit de
l’anglais par Mme. Élisabeth de *** [Bon].

1810

__________

£2,800

EDWARDES, Annie, 1830-1896
Victorian novelist who found fame through the pages of Temple Bar, in which ten of her
novels were serialized. Her best-known work was Archie Lovell, 1866, which was adapted
for the stage by F.C. Burnand.
565.

Archie Lovell. A novel. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection
of British Authors, vols 873 & 874.) Series titles. Contemp. half dark blue calf, maroon
leather labels. Armorial bookplates of James Malcolm.
¶Todd 873A & 874A. The author’s breakthrough novel, the story of Archie, a lively
young Bohemian woman.

1867
566.

Leah: a woman of fashion. New edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Engr. front., final ad.
leaf. Orig. dark green embossed cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; inner hinges
cracking. Armorial bookplate with name obscured by later initials, V.A.B.
¶Wolff had an undated American edition only. First published in 1875.

1876
567.

£60

Pearl-Powder. A novel. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vol. 2671.) Series title. Orig. plain brown binder’s cloth. v.g.
¶Todd 2671a.

1890

__________

568.

£45

£25

EDWARDS, Amelia B. Half a Million of Money: a novel. George Routledge & Sons.
Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt; spine sl. dulled. Early signature of Charles Rowland &
booklabel of Frank Seton.
¶First published in 1865. About a disputed inheritance. Amelia Blanford Edwards, 18311892, London-born novelist and travel writer.

[c.1880?]
569.

£25

FANTASIAS
EGERTON, George, pseud. (Mary Chavelita Bright) Fantasias. FIRST EDITION. John
Lane: The Bodley Head. Half title, 12pp cata. (1897). Lacks leading f.e.p. Untrimmed in
orig. blue cloth, blocked & lettered in darker blue; spine darkened, a little rubbed. Label
removed from leading pastedown. A good sound copy.
¶Wolff 2048. Egerton, 1859-1945, was at the vanguard of the ‘New Women’
movement, although she opposed the ‘embarrassing’ connection. This work contains
six parables, including ‘The Star-Worshipper’, ‘The Mandrake Venus’, and ‘The
Kingdom of Dreams’.

1898

£30

ELIOT
ELIOT, George, (Mary Ann Evans), 1819-1880.
A towering figure of English 19th century prose, Eliot published her first novel Adam Bede in
1859. It was followed by The Mill on the Floss in 1860, which sealed her reputation as one of
the finest writers of her age. Her greatest work, Middlemarch, appeared in instalments 187172, and has remained in print ever since.
570.

SIGNED RECEIPT
SIGNED manuscript receipt, for half a year’s interest from her late father’s inheritance, 31st
May, 1869. 4 lines in secretarial hand, signed Marian Lewes partially over a One Penny
stamp, annotated in same hand on verso: ‘31st May 1869 Mrs M A Lewes £44.3.4 Half year’s
interest’, on blue paper; old folds but v.g. 20 x 12.5cm.
¶Signed with the adopted surname of her partner George Henry Lewes. Accompanied
by an unreferenced 20th century manuscript note detailing the inheritance received by
Eliot and her siblings after the death of their father Robert Evans in 1849. It suggests that
Eliot’s wish was for the interest of the £2000 bequest to be paid directly to George Lewes.
It is evident from this receipt that permission for this was not granted and payments
continued to be made to Eliot directly.

1869
571.

£300 †

AUTOGRAPH LETTER
ALS signed M.E. Lewes to Sir Michael Foster, from The Heights, Witley, Sep. 26, ‘79. ‘I
enter feelingly into your trouble ...’ 28 lines in purple ink on rectos only of single folded
sheet, with mourning border on first page; one old fold. With stamped addressed envelope
also with mourning border, torn when opened.
¶The George Eliot Letters do not include any letters to Sir Michael Foster. Written
on mourning paper after the death of her husband in November 1878, Eliot writes to
Foster regarding the posthumous publication of the third series of George Henry Lewes’
Problems of Life and Mind.
Foster, a professor of Physiology at Cambridge, together with the Psychologist James
Sully, edited Eliot’s proofs of her partner’s work, the first two parts of which had been
published in 1874 and 1877. ‘Today or tomorrow you will have received the last proof,
which has come to me this morning... I am sending to the printer a short prefatory note of
which I will ask him to forward you a proof if you think I have said anything remiss’.
Eliot had written similarly to Sully on September 21st: ‘You are almost at the end of your
kind labours for me. I have five proofs by me awaiting your and Dr. Foster’s notes... Do
you object to my mentioning your name with Dr. Foster’s in a brief prefatory note?’
The volume was published in late 1879 and includes a brief acknowledgement of Foster
and Sully’s contribution. Eliot signs off her letter in humorous self-deprecation. ‘As to
being wearied of stupidity; I may vary the old saying & make it “He who hates stupidity
hates mankind”.’

1879
572.

£2,800 †
WORKS
Works. 8 vols. New York: A.L. Burt. Fronts. Orig. plum fine-grained cloth, spines lettered
in gilt. A v.g. set.
¶The volume of essays has an introduction by Charles Lee Lewes, December 1883.

[c.1890]
573.

574.

£225

Works of George Eliot. Library Edition. 10 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons.
Half titles, fronts. Contemp. half green calf; sl. rubbed & marked. Library labels of Marjorie
& H.D. Phillips on leading pastedowns. t.e.g.
1901
£380
ADAM BEDE
Adam Bede. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Edinburgh & London: William Blackwood &
Sons. Half titles, 16pp cata. vol. III. Handsomely bound in sl. later full dark blue crushed
morocco by Birdsall of Northampton, spines gilt in compartments, double-ruled borders &
gilt dentelles. Orig. cloth spine strip bound in at end. t.e.g. A v.g. attractive copy.
¶Baker & Ross A4.1. Sadleir 812; Wolff 2056.

1859

£1,500

576

583

584

587

609
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575.

Adam Bede. 2nd edn. 3 vols. Edinburgh & London: William Blackwood & Sons. Half
titles; occasional light foxing. Contemp. half dark green morocco, green cloth boards, spines
with raised & gilt bands. A v.g. attractive copy.
¶Baker & Ross A4.2; completely re-set, as the type for the first edition was required and
had been ‘taken down’.

1859
576.

Adam Bede. 3rd edn. 3 vols. Edinburgh and London: William Blackwood & Sons. Half
titles, 16pp cata. vol. I; occasional light spotting. Untrimmed in orig. orange-brown wavygrained cloth, boards blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt; recased with repairs to inner
hinges, following outer hinge vol. II repaired, spines darkened. Each vol. with signature on
titlepage, ‘Ballinger, May 1860’.
¶Baker & Ross A4.3. The last edition to appear in three volumes.

1859
577.

¶Baker & Ross A4.6

£75

Adam Bede. 7th edn. 2 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half titles, 16pp
cata. vol. II; small repaired tear in upper margin of fly title vol. I. Orig. wavy-grained brown
cloth by Edmonds & Remnants, blocked in blind, spines blocked & lettered in gilt; one or
two small nicks in hinges. Each vol. with contemp. signature ‘Page’ on leading pastedown. A
good-plus copy.
¶Baker & Ross A4.7.

1859
579.

£180

Adam Bede. 6th edn. 2 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half titles; marginal
damp-staining in final few leaves vol. II. Contemp. half maroon calf, spines with raised gilt
bands & brown leather labels; sl. rubbing.
1859

578.

£350

£120

Adam Bede. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vols 482 & 483.) Series titles. Contemp. half brown calf, brown cloth boards,
brown & black leather labels; a little rubbed. A good-plus copy.
¶Todd 482b & 483a. Baker & Ross A4.15.a.

1859

£50

580.

Adam Bede. W. Nicholson & Sons. Half title, 11pp ads. E.ps browned. Orig. maroon cloth,
bevelled boards, blocked in black, lettered in gilt; spine sl. darkened, sl. rubbed. Small label
removed from leading pastedown. A good-plus copy.
[c.1880?]
£30

581.

Adam Bede. New edn. Edinburgh & London: William Blackwood & Sons. (Novels of
George Eliot, vol. I.) Ad. leaf preceding engr. title, additional printed title, plates. Orig. red
cloth, lettered in gilt; spine sl. dulled.
¶With the signature of Geoffrey Tillotson, 1946, and numerous annotations by him.

[c.1887]

582.

£35
FIRST FRENCH EDITION
Adam Bede. Traduit de l’Anglais par F. D’Albert-Durade. 2 vols. Paris: E. Dentu &
Genève: H. Georg. Half titles; leading f.e.p. removed vol. II. Orig. pale blue pebble-grained
cloth, borders in blind, spines lettered in gilt; sl. faded and rubbed. Booklabel partially
removed from verso of leading f.e.p. vol. I. A good-plus copy.
¶Baker & Ross A4.35. The first French edition.

1861
583.

£200
WISE FORGERY
Agatha. Trübner & Co. 16pp. Single 8vo sheet still folded, unstitched. Title & imprint on
front wrapper. v.g. in grey cloth portfolio within maroon morocco slipcase..
¶Baker & Ross B5.2; ‘first forged edition’. See Carter & Pollard pp194-197. Unlike
Wise’s forgery of Brother and Sister (see item following item), this mendacious
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publication was reprinted from an existing pamphlet, printed in 1869 by Trübner & Co.
in very small numbers for copyright purposes. Wise maintained that a second batch was
quickly printed to satisfy private demand from friends and family. He indicated that a
further 50 copies were printed by Trübner for this purpose. But this is almost certainly
false, and the second printing did not in fact appear until December 1888, and by his own
hand. Analysis of the text shows this to be the first forgery; a second appeared in the
‘late 1920s’, in the USA.

1869 [1888]
584.

£1,500
WISE FORGERY
Brother and Sister, sonnets by Marian Lewes. For Private Circulation only. 15pp. Half title.
Sewn as issued in orig. pale blue printed wrappers. A v.g. copy in green cloth portfolio.
¶Baker & Ross B6.1. See Carter & Pollard pp191-193. This is the first printing, made
some time in 1888. Analysis of both the paper and type show this could not have been
printed as early as 1869, and is undoubtedly one of Thomas J. Wise’s notorious forgeries.
The pamphlet was first offered to the British Museum in October 1888, for the price of 3
guineas, and further copies were distributed in the years that followed. The sonnets were
written by Eliot in 1869, but first appeared in print in The Legend of Jubal, first published
in 1874. With accompanying hand-written notes on a Scribner’s Bookstore envelope, by
the bibliographer John Carter, in which he confirms the publication to be a forgery. (See
previous item.)

1869 [1888]

585.

£1,500

DANIEL DERONDA
BOUND WITH ORIGINAL PART WRAPPERS
Daniel Deronda. FIRST EDITION, first printing, bound from the parts. 4 vols. Edinburgh:
William Blackwood & Sons. Half titles, erratum leaf vol. II. 8 parts (‘books’) bound into 4
vols in contemp. brown morocco, spines with devices & lettered in gilt; a little rubbed, heads
of spines chipped. Bookplates of Christopher Clark Geest. t.e.g.
¶Baker & Ross A11.1.a; the first printing, without contents leaves following the titlepage.
The first issue of the first print, with the quotation from Tennyson in Book I (vol. I, p.336)
wrongly ascribed to In Memoriam; it was correctly ascribed to Locksley Hall in the
second issue. Bound from the parts, and retaining the extremely clean and well-preserved
original pale blue wrappers.

1876

£1,200

586.

Daniel Deronda. FIRST EDITION, first printing. 4 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood &
Sons. Half titles, errata slip vol. II. Contemp. half dark blue calf, brown cloth boards, spines
dec. in gilt, brown leather labels.
1876
£650

587.

Daniel Deronda. FIRST EDITION, first printing. 4 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood
& Sons. Half titles, errata slip vol. II. Handsomely bound in sl. later full dark blue crushed
morocco by Birdsall of Northampton, spine gilt in compartments, double-ruled borders & gilt
dentelles. Orig. cloth spines bound in at end. t.e.g. A v.g. attractive copy.
¶Baker & Ross A11.1.a2. The second issue of the first printing, with Tennyson’s poem in
Book II (vol. I p.336) correctly ascribed to Locksley Hall.

1876
588.

¶Baker & Ross A11.2.a; the second edition, and first one-volume edition.

1877
589.

£1,500

Daniel Deronda. New edn. Edinburgh: William Blackwood. Half title, engr. title, additional
printed title, 4pp ads & 24pp cata. Orig. brown dec. cloth, spine lettered in gilt; sl. rubbing to
hinges & head & tail of spine.
£50

Daniel Deronda. New edn. Edinburgh: William Blackwood. Ad. leaf preceding half title,
additional engr. title, 4pp ads. Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt; spine darkened, sl. rubbing to
head & tail of spine.
¶Reprint of the first one-volume edition.

1892

£40
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590.

FIRST CANADIAN EDITION
Daniel Deronda. Tall 8vo. Montreal: Dawson Bros. Text in two columns. Orig. blue
pebble-grained cloth, borders blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; sl. rubbed & marked,
inner hinges sl. cracking.
¶Baker & Ross A11.9.b. The first Canadian book edition, published shortly after it had
been serialised in the Canadian Monthly.

1876

591.

£180
ESSAYS
Essays and Leaves from a Note-Book. FIRST EDITION. Edinburgh: William Blackwood &
Sons. Half title, final ad. leaf. Handsomely bound in sl. later full dark blue crushed morocco
by Birdsall of Northampton, spine gilt in compartments, double-ruled borders & gilt dentelles.
Orig. cloth bound in at ends. t.e.g. A v.g. attractive copy.
¶Baker & Ross E3.1.a. Essays first printed in Westminster Review, Fortnightly Review,
Fraser’s Magazine, and Blackwood’s Magazine. Subjects include Heinrich Heine,
Worldliness and Other-Worldliness, Three Months in Weimar, Rationalism, etc.

1884
592.

£180

Essays and Leaves from a Note-Book. 2nd edn. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons.
Half title, final ad. leaf. Orig. brown cloth, blocked in black, spine lettered in gilt; spine sl.
dulled. v.g.
¶Baker & Ross E3.1.b.

1884
593.

£50

Essays of George Eliot. Edited by Thomas Pinney. Routledge and Kegan Paul. Half title.
Orig. dark blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g in reinforced d.w.
¶‘A comprehensive view of her work ... reprinting twenty-nine articles written between
1846 and 1868, eleven of them for the first time.’

1963

594.

£50
FELIX HOLT: BINDING A
Felix Holt The Radical. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Edinburgh and London: William
Blackwood & Sons. Half titles, 4pp ads & 20pp catalogue at end of vol. III. Orig. reddishbrown sand-grained cloth, boards blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt; sl. rubbing to heads
& tails of spines, the odd small mark. A good-plus set.
¶Baker & Ross A8.1; binding ‘A’ with ticket of Edmonds & Remnants at end of vol. I.
Sadleir 814 (in the later blue cloth); not in Wolff.

1866

595.

£750
BINDING C
Felix Holt The Radical. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Edinburgh and London: William
Blackwood & Sons. Half titles, 4pp ads & 18pp catalogue at end of vol. III. Orig. reddishbrown sand-grained cloth, boards blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt; e.ps carefully
replaced at some point, sl. rubbing to tails of spines. Front board labels for Mudie’s Select
Library. A good-plus set.
¶Binding ‘C’.

1866

£750

596.

Felix Holt The Radical. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Edinburgh and London: William
Blackwood & Sons. Half titles, 4pp ads & 20pp catalogue at end of vol. III. Handsomely
bound in sl. later full dark blue crushed morocco by Birdsall of Northampton, spine gilt in
compartments, double-ruled borders & gilt dentelles. Orig. cloth spines bound in at end.
t.e.g. A v.g. attractive copy.
1866
£850

597.

Felix Holt The Radical. New Edition. 2 vols. Edinburgh and London: William Blackwood
& Sons. Half titles, 4pp ads. vol. I; vol. II remains largely unopened. Orig. orange-red sandgrained cloth by Burn, bevelled boards, front boards & spines dec. & lettered in gilt; spines
sl. marked, sl. dulled.
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¶Baker and Ross A8.2; the second edition. Although handsomely produced ‘suitable for
presentation’, sales were disappointing for this two-volume edition, and it is now rather scarce.

1866
598.

£250

How Lisa Loved the King. FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. Boston: Fields, Osgood, &
Co. Initial ad. leaf. Orig. sand-grained purple cloth, front board lettered in gilt; spine a little
faded & worn at head & tail. Label removed from leading pastedown. 48pp.
¶Baker & Ross B4.3, in a variant purple cloth, not described.

1869

599.

£150
THEOPHRASTUS SUCH
Impressions of Theophrastus Such. FIRST EDITION. Edinburgh: William Blackwood &
Sons. Publisher’s slip preceding half title, final ad. leaf. Orig. lilac-grey cloth, dec. in black
& gilt, spine lettered in gilt; a little dulled. Blind-stamped ‘With the publishers’ compliments’
on titlepage. A good-plus copy.
¶Baker & Ross A12.1.a.

1879

£85

600.

Impressions of Theophrastus Such. FIRST EDITION. Edinburgh: William Blackwood &
Sons. Half title, final ad. leaf. Handsomely bound in sl. later full dark blue crushed morocco
by Birdsall of Northampton, spine gilt in compartments, double-ruled borders & gilt dentelles.
Orig. rather stained cloth bound in at end. t.e.g. A v.g. attractive copy.
1879
£180

601.

Impressions of Theophrastus Such. 3rd edn. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half
title, final ad. leaf. Orig. lilac-grey cloth, dec. in black & gilt, spine lettered in gilt; sl. dulled
& marked.
¶Baker & Ross A12.1.c; ‘first edition, third printing’.

1879
602.

£40

Impressions of Theophrastus Such. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection
of British Authors, vol. 1828.) Series title. Contemp. half dark blue morocco, spine gilt ruled;
sl. rubbed.
¶Todd 1828a; Baker & Ross A12.5. Tauchnitz paid Eliot £50 for the publication rights.

1879
603.

Impressions of Theophrastus Such. New York: Harper & Brothers. 6pp ads. Orig. dark
green pebble-grained cloth, borders blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt. A v.g. bright copy.
¶Baker & Ross A12.3.b; the ads on verso of title show this to be the second printing.

1879
604.

£35

£120

LEGEND OF JUBAL
The Legend of Jubal, and other poems. FIRST EDITION. Edinburgh: William Blackwood
& Sons. Half title, erratum slip, 16pp cata. Orig. purple sand-grained cloth, bevelled boards,
spine lettered in gilt; spine a little faded. Bookplate of Oliver Brett & contemp. signature on
titlepage of Thomas Cope. v.g.
¶Baker & Ross E1.1.a.

1874

£150

605.

The Legend of Jubal, ... FIRST EDITION. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half
title, erratum slip, 16pp cata. Handsomely bound in sl. later full dark blue crushed morocco
by Birdsall of Northampton, spine gilt in compartments, double-ruled borders & gilt dentelles.
Orig. cloth bound in at end. t.e.g. A v.g. attractive copy.
1874
£250

606.

The Legend of Jubal, ... 2nd edn. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half title. Orig.
purple sand-grained cloth, bevelled boards, spine lettered in gilt; spine a little faded & sl.
rubbed at head & tail. Pencil signature of G. Tillotson, 1946, & occasional notes by him.
¶Baker & Ross E1.1.b.

1874

£75

594

605

615
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607.

MIDDLEMARCH
Middlemarch: a study of provincial life. FIRST EDITION. 4 vols bound as 8 books.
Edinburgh: William Blackwood. Half titles; text sl. rubbed towards end of book 7,
probably during binding process; book 1 titlepage sl. cut down in lower margin, with loss
of Rights of Translation statement. Contemporary blue sand-grained binder’s cloth, plain
boards, spines up-lettered in gilt; hinges sl. splitting vol. I, sl. rubbing to heads & tails of
spines. A nice tight set.
¶Baker & Ross A10.1.a; Sadleir 815; Wolff 2059a. Originally issued in eight ‘books’
in yellow-green printed wrappers; some copies were bound in cloth by Mudie’s or other
lending libraries, but the binder of this copy is not identified. Only books 1,3,5 & 7 have
titlepages, as books 2,4,6 & 8 constitute the second book of each vol. and were issued
without. These volumes use the half or fly title as substitute titlepages.

1871-72
608.

£1,200

Middlemarch: ... FIRST EDITION. 4 vols bound as 8 books. Edinburgh: William
Blackwood. Half titles; occasional spotting. 4 vols in 8 in contemp. half calf, marbled
boards, spines with raised bands, lettered in gilt; darkened & a little worn, heads & tails
of spines chipped, some hinges sl. weak. Signature of Emma Norris, 1873, in each vol. A
decent, largely clean set, in contemp. library binding.
¶The titlepages for vols I, II, III & IV have been bound into books I, II, III & IV. Books
V, VI, VII & VIII have half titles only. The eight original ‘books’ individually bound.

1871-72
609.

£600
NEW EDITION - FOUR VOLUMES
Middlemarch: ... New edn. 4 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half titles.
Orig. green diagonal fine-grained cloth, triple-ruled borders in blind, spines lettered in gilt;
some expertly executed minor repairs, v. sl. rubbing, but a v.g. copy.
¶Baker & Ross A10.1.b.e; ‘first edition’ reprinted in 4 volumes, with new titlepages and
one or two corrections in text; effectively the second edition.

1873
610.

£650

Middlemarch; ... New edn. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half title, engr. title
dated (1875), additional printed title (1895), final ad. leaf. Orig. red cloth, front board with
central vignette in gilt, spine lettered in gilt; spine sl. dulled, sl. rubbing to extremities.
Signature of Alice Furlong, 1897, on half title.
¶Part of the cheap one-volume edition.

1895

611.

£50
MILL ON THE FLOSS: ORIGINAL CLOTH
The Mill on the Floss. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Edinburgh & London: William Blackwood
& Sons. Half titles, 16pp cata. vol. III. Orig. orange-brown wavy-grained cloth by Edmonds
& Remnants, borders blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt; small mark on following board
vol. II & one or two tiny marks on front board vol. III, corners v. sl. bumped. Embossed
stamp of Burgess, printer & stationer, Macclesfield, on leading f.e.ps. Contemp. signature on
leading f.e.p., vol. III. An excellent copy.
¶Baker & Ross, A5.1.a2; with the additional ad. leaf in prelims vol. I, i.e. ‘first edition,
first printing, presumed second state’; binding ‘B’. Sadleir 816a; Wolff 2060.

1860

612.

£2,250
VARIANT BLUE CLOTH
The Mill on the Floss. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons.
Half titles. Orig. dark grey-blue fine diamond-grained cloth; elaborate decorated borders in
blind within double-ruled borders also in blind, spines lettered in gilt (THE MILL / ON THE
/ FLOSS [SINGLE RULE] ELIOT / VOL.I. [II./III.]), gilt decorated rules at heads & tails.
t.e.g. A v.g. exceptionally well-preserved copy in orig. variant cloth.
¶Baker & Ross, A5.1, records that the first edition was printed in three runs producing
a total of 6574 copies. Of these, the vast majority were bound immediately in orangebrown cloth, in two variant bindings by Burn and Edmonds & Remnants. This variant
blue cloth binding is not recorded in Baker & Ross, but they state that a further 18 copies,
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not initially bound, were ‘boarded’ in April 1861. A further 12 copies were recorded in
the publisher’s ledger as having been ‘sewed in stiff covers’. It is likely that one or other
of these small groups of copies were bound in this blue cloth.

1860
613.

The Mill on the Floss. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons.
Half titles, 14pp cata. vol. III. Handsomely bound in sl. later full dark blue crushed morocco
by Birdsall of Northampton, spine gilt in compartments, double-ruled borders & gilt dentelles.
Orig. cloth spines bound in at end. t.e.g. A v.g. attractive copy.
¶Baker & Ross A5.1.

1860
614.

£2,250

£1,500

The Mill on the Floss. New edn. 2 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half
titles, 6pp ads. vol. I, final ad. leaf vol. II. Orig. brown wavy-grained cloth, blocked in
blind, spines lettered in gilt; small nick at head of following hinge vol. I, sl. rubbing, inner
hinges sl. cracking.
¶Baker & Ross A5.2. The second edition, reduced to two volumes and in a smaller format.

1860
615.

£150

ROMOLA
Romola. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Smith, Elder & Co. Final ad. leaf vol. II. Handsomely
bound in sl. later full dark blue crushed morocco by Birdsall of Northampton, spines gilt in
compartments, double-ruled borders & gilt dentelles. Orig. somewhat rubbed green cloth
spine strips bound in at ends. t.e.g. A v.g. attractive copy.
¶Baker & Ross A7.2; the first book edition, published to coincide with the completion of
the serial publication in the Cornhill Magazine. Sadleir 817; Wolff 2061.

1863

616.

617.

£1,650
BAYNTUN BINDING
Romola. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Smith, Elder & Co. Handsomely bound in 20thC full
scarlet calf by Baytuns, spines gilt in compartments, gilt borders & dentelles, green & black
labels. Booklabels of R.G. Taylor. A v.g. copy in custom-made sl. faded red cloth slipcase.
1863
£950
Romola. Stereotyped edn. Edinburgh & London: William Blackwood & Sons. (Novels of
George Eliot, vol. VI.) Ad. leaf preceding additional engr. title; name cut from initial ad. leaf.
Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt; spine sl. dulled.
¶With the signature of Geoffrey Tillotson, 1946, and notes in the prelims by him.

[c.1890]
618.

£30

Romola. A novel. With illustrations. FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. Tall 8vo. New York:
Harper & Brothers. Text in two columns, illus., 6pp ads (Aug. 1863). Orig. purple beadgrained cloth, borders blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; a little dulled, sl. wear to head
& tail of spine. Contemp. ownership details on leading f.e.p. A good-plus copy.
¶Baker & Ross A7.51.

1863
619.

£120
SCENES OF CLERICAL LIFE
Scenes of Clerical Life. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Edinburgh & London: William
Blackwood & Sons. Half titles. Handsomely bound in sl. later full dark blue crushed
morocco by Birdsall of Northampton, spine gilt in compartments, double-ruled borders & gilt
dentelles. t.e.g. A v.g. attractive copy.
¶Baker & Ross A3.2; the first book edition, following the serial publication in
Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine (1857). Sadleir 818; Wolff 2062.

1858
620.

£1,500

Scenes of Clerical Life. Stereotyped edn. Edinburgh & London: William Blackwood &
Sons. (Novels of George Eliot, vol. IV.) Ad. leaf preceding engr. title, additional printed title,
plates; title gathering loose. Orig. red cloth, lettered in gilt; spine darkened, rubbing to
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corners & head & tail of spine.

¶This copy has been annotated in pencil (probably by Geoffrey Tillotson, but not signed
by him), with notes about publishing history and literary criticism.

[c.1890?]
621.

SILAS MARNER
Silas Marner: the Weaver of Raveloe. FIRST EDITION. Edinburgh: William Blackwood
& Sons. Half title, 4pp ads & 16pp cata. Uncut in orig. brown wavy-grained cloth, borders
blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; corners sl. bumped, sl. rubbing to head & tail of spine.
¶Baker & Ross, A6.1.a; Binding ‘B’.

1861
622.

623.

£30

£500

Silas Marner: ... FIRST EDITION. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half title, 4pp
ads & 16pp cata. Handsomely bound in sl. later full dark blue crushed morocco by Birdsall of
Northampton, spine gilt in compartments, double-ruled borders & gilt dentelles. Orig. cloth
spine strip bound in at end. t.e.g. A v.g. attractive copy.
1861
£850
SPANISH GYPSY
The Spanish Gypsy; a poem. FIRST EDITION. Tall 8vo. Edinburgh: William Blackwood
& Sons. Half title, 8pp cata. sl. browned; the odd spot. Orig. blue sand-grained cloth by
Burn & Co., front board with central device in gilt, spine lettered in gilt; spine sl. dulled. v.g.
¶Baker & Ross A9.1.a.

1868

£280

624.

The Spanish Gypsy; ... FIRST EDITION. Tall 8vo. Edinburgh: William Blackwood &
Sons. Half title, 8pp cata. Handsomely bound in sl. later full dark blue crushed morocco
by Birdsall of Northampton, spine gilt in compartments, double-ruled borders & gilt
dentelles; following board v. sl. scratched. Orig. blue cloth bound in at end. t.e.g. A v.g.
attractive copy.
1868
£300

625.

The Spanish Gypsy; ... 2nd edn. Tall 8vo. Edinburgh: William Blackwood. Half title. Very
small tear in outer margin of leading f.e.p. with sl. loss. Orig. blue sand-grained cloth by
Burn & Co., front board with central monogram & spine lettered in gilt; spine sl. rubbed &
dulled. Bookseller’s ticket, James Maclehouse, Glasgow. A good-plus copy.
¶Baker & Ross A9.1.b; ‘first edition, second printing’.

1868
626.

¶Baker & Ross A9.2.a; ‘second edition, first printing’.

1868
627.

£65

The Spanish Gypsy. 4th edn. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half title. Orig.
blue sand-grained cloth, bevelled boards, spine lettered in gilt; spine darkened & sl. rubbed
at head & tail, ink stain on front board. Signature of William A. Barton, 1874, on verso of
leading f.e.p.
¶Baker & Ross A9.2.b; ‘second edition, second printing’.

1869
628.

£95

The Spanish Gypsy; ... 3rd edn. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half title, 16pp
cata. Orig. blue sand-grained cloth, bevelled boards, single-ruled border & spine lettered in
gilt; spine sl. dulled. Armorial bookplate of George Stanley Darbishire & later inscription on
leading f.e.p. v.g.

£40

The Spanish Gypsy: a poem. FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. Boston: Ticknor & Fields.
Orig. green sand-grained cloth, bevelled boards, lettered in gilt; sl. wear to head & tail of
spine, otherwise v.g.
¶Baker & Ross A9.3; binding ‘D’. With inscription on titlepage, to Capt. O.E. Michailis,
1868.

1868

£120

ELIOT
ELIOT, George, continued
629.

Wise, Witty, and Tender Sayings in Prose and Verse, selected from the works of George Eliot
by Alexander Main. 6th edn. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half title, final ad.
leaf. Orig. brown cloth, bevelled boards, dec. in black, lettered in gilt. Easton Neston library
label. a.e.g. v.g.
¶Titled on the binding ‘Sayings’.

1883
630.

Wise, Witty, and Tender Sayings in Prose and Verse, ... 8th edn. Edinburgh: William
Blackwood & Sons. Half title, final ad. leaf. Orig. brown cloth, bevelled boards, dec. in
black, lettered in gilt; spine sl. darkened. Contemp. ms. ownership label, & later signature of
Geoffrey Tillotson (and some of his annotations in text). a.e.g.
¶Titled on the binding ‘Sayings’.

1889
631.

£65

£35

Letters from George Eliot to Elma Stuart 1872-1880; edited by Roland Stuart. FIRST
EDITION. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, & Co. Half title, front. port. Orig. lilac
cloth, lettered in silver; spine darkened & sl. rubbed. t.e.g.
¶The ‘parent/daughter’ correspondence between George Eliot and the woodcarver Elma Stuart.

1909
632.

£30

BAKER, William & ROSS, John C. George Eliot: a bibliographical history. FIRST
EDITION. Oak Knoll Press & British Library. facsims. Orig. blue cloth, spine lettered in
gilt. v.g. in d.w.
¶An indispensable bibliography.

2002

£20

633.

BLIND, Mathilde. George Eliot. With portrait and index. 8th edn. W.H. Allen & Co.
(Eminent women series.) Front. port., 18pp ads; sl. splitting in following inner hinge. Ads
on e.ps. Orig. grey glazed cloth, lettered in black and gilt; a little darkened, small nick at
head of spine.
[1895]
£15

634.

BROWN, John Crombie. The Ethics of George Eliot’s Works. By the late John Crombie
Brown. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half title. Orig. brown cloth, bevelled
boards, single-ruled border on front board, lettered in black, spine lettered in gilt; sl. dulled. v.g.
1879
£25
CROSS, John Walter

635.

George Eliot’s Life, as related in her letters and journals; arranged and edited by her husband.
FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half titles, fronts, plates
vols I & III, facsim. vol. II. Orig. grey-brown cloth, dec. in black, lettered in gilt; spines sl.
marked. Pencil signature of Wm. C. Gibson on half title vol. I, and notes in the prelims. v.g.
1885
£225

636.

George Eliot’s Life, ... FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons.
Half titles, fronts, plates vols I & III, facsim. vol. II. Handsomely bound in sl. later full dark
blue crushed morocco by Birdsall of Northampton, spines gilt in compartments, double-ruled
borders & gilt dentelles. Orig. cloth bound in at ends. t.e.g. A v.g. attractive copy.
1885
£350

637.

George Eliot’s Life, … 3rd edn. 3 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons. Half
titles, fronts, plates, facsim., 4pp ads vol. III. Orig. grey-brown cloth, dec. in black, lettered in
gilt; inner hinges sl. cracked. Booklabels of J.F. Fuggles. A v.g. bright copy.
1885
£110
_____

638.

DEUTSCH, Emanuel. Literary Remains of the late Emanuel Deutsch. With a brief memoir.
FIRST EDITION. John Murray. Orig. maroon cloth; spine a little rubbed with wear to head
& tail of spine. A good sound copy.

644

ELIOT
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¶A collection of scholarly articles thought to have been influential in the writing of Daniel
Deronda. An article by Mary Kay Temple in the South Atlantic Review (May 1989)
argues that Literary Remains was paraphrased and quoted liberally in Eliot’s research
notes for the 1876 novel. It has also been suggested that Deutsch, 1829-1873, librarian at
the British Museum and sometime Hebrew tutor to George Eliot, provided the model for
the character of Mordecai.

1874

£75

639.

HAIGHT, Gordon Sherman. George Eliot: a biography. FIRST EDITION. Oxford:
Clarendon Press. Half title, front. port. & 13 plates. Orig. blue cloth; small crease in spine.
A good-plus copy in sl. worn d.w.
1968
£20

640.

HARVEY, William John. The Art of George Eliot. FIRST EDITION. Chatto & Windus.
Half title. Orig. pale blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g. in sl. faded, reinforced d.w.
¶Presentation copy from the author to K.J. Fielding.

1961
641.

¶A fascinating compendium of contemporary reviews, including criticism by Henry
James, George Saintsbury, Geraldine Jewsbury, and Sidney Colvin.

1966
642.

¶‘An account of Edith Simcox’s passionate devotion to George Eliot ...’

£20

MOTTRAM, William. The True Story of George Eliot in relation to “Adam Bede”, giving
the real life history of the more prominent characters. FIRST EDITION. Francis Griffiths.
Half title, front., illus. with photographs. Uncut in orig. green cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶Mottram was ‘grand nephew of Adam and Seth Bede and cousin to the Author’.

1905
644.

£15

MCKENZIE, Keith Alexander. Edith Simcox and George Eliot. With an introduction by
Gordon S. Haight. Oxford University Press. Half title. Orig. dark blue cloth, spine lettered
in gilt. v.g.
1961

643.

£15

LERNER, Laurence. George Eliot and Her Readers; a selection of contemporary reviews.
Editors John Holmstrom and Laurence Lerner, with a linking commentary by Laurence
Lerner. FIRST EDITION. The Bodley Head. Half title. Orig. maroon cloth, spine lettered in
gilt. v.g. in d.w.

£40

STEREOSCOPIC CO. Carte de visite portrait photograph, ‘The Late George Eliot’. Head
& shoulders facing right, Eliot resting her chin on right hand. The London Stereoscopic &
Photographic Co. 10.4 x 6.3cm, black & white image within oval, lettered & with singleruled border in red; evidence on verso of having been removed from an album.
¶A nice photograph of a smiling George Eliot, probably taken when she was in her 30s.

[c.1880]

£85 †

__________

645.

ELLIOTT, Charlotte. Selections from the Poems. With a Memoir by her sister E.B. (Mrs. E.
Babington). FIRST EDITION. Religious Tract Society. Front. port. Orig. blue cloth, bevelled
boards, blocked in black, lettered in gilt; spine a little darkened, extremities rubbed. a.e.g.
¶Charlotte Elliott, 1789-1871, English poet and hymn-writer.

[1873]
646.

£20

ELLIOT, Frances. Old Court-Life in France. New edn. With 20 illustrations by Alfred
Fredericks. Ward & Downey. Plates, 4pp ads, text in two columns. Orig. blue cloth, boards
& spine dec. at head & tail in red & black, gilt fleur-de-lys at centre of front board in gilt,
spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶French royal history with biographical sketches. Frances Elliot, 1820-1898, English
writer, predominately of non-fiction.

1886

£60

ELLIS
ELLIS, Sarah, née Stickney, 1799-1872
Quaker turned Congregationalist, Ellis wrote histories, conduct books & pious novels, which
underpinned notions of societal expectation, particularly with regard to the role of women.
647.

Family Secrets; or, Hints to those who would make home happy. 3 vols. Tall 8vo. Fisher,
Son, & Co. Fronts, engr. titles, additional printed titles, plates. Contemp. half dark maroon
calf, gilt spine & borders, dark maroon leather labels; sl. rubbing to extremities. v.g.
¶BL dates the first edition 1841, Sadleir 822 & Wolff 2078 give the date (1843). In
this copy the preface is dated Nov. 1841, and the Fisher address in all three imprints is
Newgate Street, where the publishers had premises from 1832-45. (See P.A.H. Brown.)

[1843?]
648.

£300

Family Secrets, ... 3 vols. Tall 8vo. Fisher, Son, & Co. Fronts, additional engr. titles, plates;
first gathering sl. loose vol. III, occasional damp mark on plates. Contemp. half dark green calf,
spines with raised gilt bands & blind compartments, maroon leather labels; sl. rubbing. v.g.
¶In this copy the preface is dated Nov. 1841, but the Fisher address in all three imprints is
Angel Street, where the company was based from 1844 (see P.A.H. Brown). Plates after
T. Allom, engraved by G. Paterson.

[1844?]
649.

The Juvenile Scrap-Book; a gage d’amour for the young. By the author of ‘The Women
of England’. Fisher, Son, & Co. Front., additional engr. title, plates. Orig. pale blue moiré
cloth, attractively dec. & lettered in gilt. a.e.g. v.g.
¶A selection of instructional poems and thoughts for the young.

1848
650.

£85

THE MORNING CALL
The Morning Call: a table book of literature and art. Embellished with highly finished
engravings on steel, from drawings by H. Warren and L. Hicks. 4 vols. John Tallis & Co.
Fronts, vignette titles, additional printed titles, plates; some foxing to prelims & plates.
Bound from the parts in contemp. half green calf, green moiré cloth boards, spines gilt & with
maroon leather labels; spines & corners a little rubbed, sl. faded. A nice set.
¶Contains the first publication of the novel Self-deception; or, The history of a human
heart.

[1850-52]
651.

£250

£280

Social Distinction; or Hearts and Homes. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. b.f.t.p. London Printing
and Publishing Co; John Tallis & Co. Fronts, engr. titles only, plates; fronts & titles a little
foxed. Contemp. dark blue half calf, spines gilt in compartments, maroon leather labels, blue
patterned cloth boards; sl. rubbed. An attractive copy.
¶Sadleir 826; Wolff 2083. Only vol. III has the Tallis imprint on the titlepage; vol. I has
‘The London Printing and Publishing Company’ and vol. II has no imprint. Most plates
have the imprint ‘J & F Tallis’.

[1848-49]
652.

TEMPER & TEMPERAMENT
Temper and Temperament; or, Varieties of Character. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Tall 8vo.
Fisher, Son & Co. Fronts, additional engr. title vol. I, plates. Contemp. half maroon calf,
spines gilt in compartments, maroon leather labels; spines uniformly faded. Booklabel in vol.
I of Robert J. Hayhurst. A v.g. handsome copy.
¶Sadleir 827; Wolff 2084.

[1846]
653.

£250

£180

WIVES OF ENGLAND
The Wives of England, their relative duties, domestic influence, & social obligations. Fisher,
Son & Co. (Englishwoman’s Family Library series.) Front. Uncut in orig. red cloth, blocked
in blind, spine lettered in gilt; spine sl. darkened, carefully rebacked. Booklabel of T.
Crompton.
¶First published in 1843.

[1846]

£85

ELLIS
ELLIS, Sarah, née Stickney, continued
654.

PRESENTATION “ANTIQUE” BINDING
The Wives of England, ... Dedicated, by permission, to the Queen. Peter Jackson. Front.; sl.
spotting. Attractively bound in contemp. faux antique full leather, bevelled boards, heavily
embossed, gauffred edges, gilt; sl. faded, but still a v.g. copy.
¶With a charming inscription on initial blank, from a brother to his sister, ‘as a bridal gift
is this small volume presented’. Sheffield, Jany 6th, 1857.

[1846]

__________

655.

£120

ESLER, Erminda Rentoul. Almost a Pauper. A tale of trial and triumph. Illustrated by
Frank Dadd. S.P.C.K. Front., 4pp ads. Orig. blue pictorial cloth, lettered in black & brown.
Signature of Edith Hollamby, 1891. v.g.
¶Loeber E127. Irish novelist Erminda Rentoul Esler, c.1852-1924.

[1888?]
656.

£20

EVERETT-GREEN, Evelyn. Eustace Marchmont, a friend of the people. New edn. John F.
Shaw & Co. (Attractive Gift Books.) Ad. leaf preceding front. & vignette title, 32pp cata.; a
little browned. Orig. mustard pictorial cloth. Prize label, 1909. a.e.g. v.g.
¶First published in 1894. Evelyn Everett-Green, 1856-1932, was an enormously prolific writer,
publishing over 300 titles, specialising in improving tales for children, and romantic novels.

[c.1905?]
657.

£25

EVERETT-GREEN, Evelyn. Flats. With illustrations. Edinburgh & London: Oliphant,
Anderson & Ferrier. Half title, front., plates. Orig. blue cloth, lettered in pale green; sl.
rubbed. Prize label, 1908.
¶Copac lists three copies, BL, NLS, Cambridge, all dated 1894.

[1894?]

£25

EWING, Juliana Horatia, 1841-1885.
Writer of predominately children’s novels, firmly in the Christian tradition.
658.

(Collection.) S.P.C.K. Fronts (one colour), plates & illus. by Gordon Browne, Randolph
Caldecott, J.H. Ewing, &c. 9 vols in 2 in contemp. white cloth, spines lettered in gilt; cloth a
little spotted.
¶Eight stories, separately paginated, bound into two volumes: Daddy Darwin’s Dovecot; The
Peace Egg; Jackanapes; Dandelion Clocks; Snap-Dragons; The Story of a Short Life; Lob
Lie-by-the-Fire; and Mary’s Meadow. Also a biography, Juliana Horatia Ewing and Her
Books, by Ewing’s sister Horatia K.F. Gatty 1887 (the only dated work in this collection).

1887

£85

659.

A Flat Iron for a Farthing; or, Some Passages in the Life of an Only Son. FIRST EDITION.
George Bell and Sons. Half title, front. & plates by Helen Allingham, final ad. leaf. Orig.
green cloth, blocked in black, spine lettered in gilt; rubbed. Contemp. gift inscription on half
title. A good sound copy.
1873
£50

660.

A Great Emergency, and other tales. FIRST EDITION. George Bell & Sons. Front. & 3
plates, 8pp cata. Orig. green cloth, blocked in black, spine lettered in gilt; neatly rebacked
retaining orig. spine strip, new e.ps at some point. A good-plus copy.
1877
£30
MELCHIOR’S DREAM
Melchior’s Dream and other Tales. By J.H.G. Edited by Mrs Alfred Gatty. FIRST
EDITION. Bell & Daldy. Half title, front. & illus. by M.S.G., 4pp ads & 32pp cata. (May
1862). Orig. blue cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; sl. faded.

661.

¶Wolff 2110. Ewing’s first book, Melchior’s Dream, ‘takes its allegorical title from the
mythical boy who refuses to share a bed with his brother and sits up all night by the fire.
He is visited by personifications of Time and Death’. (Sutherland.)

1862

£120

EWING
EWING, Juliana Horatia, continued
662.

We and the World. A book for boys. Illustrated by M.V. Wheelhouse. FIRST EDITION. G.
Bell & Sons. (The Queen’s Treasures series.) Half title, col. front. & 7 col. plates, 4pp ads,
illus. on e.ps. Orig. red-pink cloth, blocked & lettered in white; sl. dulled, following board sl.
damp-marked.
1910
£25

663.

EDEN, Horatia Katharine Frances. Juliana Horatia Ewing and Her Books. S.P.C.K. Half
title, front. port. illus., final ad. leaf. Partially unopened in orig. brick-brown paper-covered
boards dec. with leaf & bird design, brown cloth spine, lettered in black & gilt; sl. rubbed.
¶The preface is signed 1896. An expanded version of the brief biography that first
appeared in 1885. Eden, 1846-1945, née Gatty, was Ewing’s younger sister.

[1896]

__________

664.

£25

FANE, Violet, pseud. (Mary Singleton, afterwards Lady Currie), 1843-1905.
Poet and novelist who was a prominent figure in London’s literary salons in the late 19th
century.
INSCRIBED, FROM ‘AN OBSCURE POET’
Collected Verses. FIRST EDITION. Smith, Elder, & Co. Half title. Handsome presentation
binding: contemp. dark blue crushed morocco by F. Bedford, gilt spine, borders & dentelles,
front board lettered & with central floral motif in gilt; spine v. sl. rubbed, otherwise v.g. a.e.g.
¶Signed presentation inscription, ‘To dear Coveny, from “Violet Fane” (an obscure poet)
who has the good fortune to be her neighbour and faithful friend. Sept. 1890’.

1880
665.

£120

Constance’s Fate: a story of Denzil Place. FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. New York: G.W.
Carleton & Co. 7pp cata. (1876). Orig. green cloth, bevelled boards, blocked & lettered in
black & gilt; v. sl. rubbing. v.g.
¶A novel in verse, first published in England in 1875 under the title Denzil Place, a story
in verse (Chapman & Hall). This American edition not in BL or on Copac.

1876
666.

£60

Poems. Including “Constance’s Fate”, “Dawn to Noon”, etc., etc. New York: G.W.
Dillingham. Orig. dark blue cloth, spine lettered in silver; a little rubbed.
¶This is a reissue, with new titlepage, of two separate works, Constance’s Fate and From
Dawn to Noon (Violet Fane’s Poems). Each part bears the pagination (256pp & 150pp) of
the separately published American editions of 1876 & 1880.

1887

__________

667.

£40

FANSHAWE, Catherine Maria. The Literary Remains of Catherine Maria Fanshawe. With
notes by the late Rev. William Harness. FIRST EDITION. Basil Montagu Pickering. Half
title. Uncut in orig. dark green cloth, spine lettered in gilt. Carlingford booklabel. v.g.
¶Catherine Maria Fanshawe, 1765-1834, occasional poet of the Romantic school, known
for her clever and innovative verse. Her best known work, though it is sometimes
attributed to Byron, was The Riddle on the Letter H, beginning ‘‘Twas in heaven
pronounced, and ‘twas muttered in hell’.

1876
668.

£65

ITALIAN PAINTERS
(FARQUHAR, Maria) Biographical Catalogue of the Principal Italian Painters, with a
table of the contemporary schools of Italy. Designed as a hand-book to the picture gallery.
By a lady. Edited by Ralph N. Wornum. FIRST EDITION. John Murray. Large folding
chart as front., text in two columns. Contemp. half tan calf, gilt spine, maroon leather
label. v.g.
¶A nice copy; the large folding chart without tears or creases. Maria Farquhar,
c.1790-1875.

1855

£65

FARRER
669.

(FARRER, Henrietta Louisa, afterwards Lear) Alice Beresford. A tale of home life. 2nd
edn. Joseph Masters. 36pp unopened cata. (August, 1856); a little spotted. Orig. olive
green wavy-grained cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt; spine faded to brown & sl.
worn at head & tail; repaired at head.
¶Not in Wolff. First published in 1853. Henrietta Louisa Farrer, 1824-1896.

1855
670.

FAY, Gerda. Poetry for Play Hours. With 8 illustrations. Bell & Daldy. Half title, front.,
plates. Orig. blue cloth, blocked in black, spine lettered in gilt; spine sl. faded, otherwise v.g.
¶Charming verse for children. Gerda Fay, 1820-1909.

1860
671.

£75

£45

(FENWICK, Eliza) Mary and Her Cat. In words not exceeding two syllables. William
Darton, 58, Holborn Hill. Folding engr. front. & four plates, all dated 1823, ad. on verso of
final leaf. Neatly bound into later appropriate marbled boards. v.g. 35pp.
¶Copac lists only one copy with a [c.1823] date, at Oxford. A juvenile tale with feline
interest, first published in 1804. Cornish-born, Eliza Fenwick, 1766-1840, née Jago,
wrote primarily for children, sometimes under the pseudonym Revd. David Blair.

[1823?]

£85

FERN, Fanny, pseud. (Sarah Parton, née Willis), 1811-1872
American writer of society novels and children’s fiction. Her gentle humour made her
enormously popular and, at one point, she was the highest paid newspaper columnist in the U.S.
672.

Fern Leaves from Fanny’s Portfolio. 16mo. Wakefield: William Nicholson & Sons. Half
title, col. front., 3pp ads. Orig. brown sand-grained cloth, blocked & lettered in black.
Booklabel of Allston A. Kisby, Cottingham. v.g.
[c.1880]
£15

673.

Rose Clark. With other sketches. 16mo. Wakefield: William Nicholson & Sons. Half title,
col. front., 3pp ads. Orig. red cloth, blocked & lettered in black. Booklabel of Allston A.
Kisby, Cottingham. v.g.
[c.1880]
£15

674.

Ruth Hall: a domestic tale of the present time. With other tales. Small 8vo. Halifax: Milner
& Sowerby. (The Cottage Library.) Half title, front., additional engr. title. Orig. olive green
pebble-grained cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt. Signed ‘Susannah Hickson,
1862’ on leading f.e.p. v.g.
¶First published in 1855.

1860
675.

£25

Ruth Hall. ... 16mo. Wakefield: William Nicholson & Sons. Half title, col. front., 3pp ads.
Orig. blue sand-grained cloth, blocked & lettered in black & gilt. Booklabel of Allston A.
Kisby, Cottingham. v.g.
[c.1880]
£15
__________

FERRIER, Susan, 1782-1854
Scottish novelist whose father was a friend of Walter Scott. Scott took an interest in the young
writer and assisted in the publication of her first novel, Marriage (1818). Two more novels
followed: The Inheritance (1824), influenced by Austen and Edgeworth, and Destiny (1831),
set in the Scottish Highlands.
676.

Destiny; or, The Chief’s Daughter. By the Author of “Marriage”. 3 vols. FIRST EDITION.
Edinburgh: Robert Cadell. Half titles. Late 19thC maroon cloth, borders blocked in blind,
spines lettered in gilt. Each vol. signed on titlepage in contemp. hand, ‘Henrietta Phillips,
Goat Street’. A v.g. bright copy.
¶Not in Sadleir; Wolff 2234 is in green cloth. This is possibly a very late remainder
binding. Dedicated to Sir Walter Scott.

1831

£150

FERRIER
FERRIER, Susan, continued
677.

Destiny; ... Revised by the Author. Richard Bentley. (Standard Novels, no. LXXXV.)
Half title, front., additional engr. title. Orig. vertical-grained plum cloth, borders in blind;
spine faded. Armorial bookplate of Alexander Innes; bookseller’s ticket: D. Wyllie & Son,
Aberdeen. v.g.
¶Sadleir 3734a; binding ‘C’. The first Bentley issue.

1841
678.

£65

Destiny; ... Milner & Co. Half title, title printed in red & black. Orig. dark green cloth,
blocked & lettered in black & gilt. A v.g. bright copy.
¶In 288pp.

[c.1890?]
679.

£25

Destiny; ... 16mo. Milner & Co. Half title, front. & additional engr. title. Orig. maroon
cloth, spine blocked in black & lettered gilt; a little dulled, lacks leading f.e.p.
¶In smaller format, in 320pp.

[c.1890?]
680.

The Inheritance. By the Author of Marriage. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Edinburgh: William
Blackwood. Bound without half titles. Contemp. half green calf, spines ruled in gilt, maroon
leather labels; spines faded & sl. rubbed, marbled paper sl. rubbed on front board vol. I.
Armorial bookplates of Henry Theophilus Clements.
¶Not in Sadleir; Wolff 2235.

1824
681.

£20

£150

The Inheritance. Revised by the Author. Richard Bentley. (Standard Novels, no. LXXXIV.)
Front. & additional engr. title. Contemp. half tan calf, spine gilt in compartments, red &
green leather labels; sl. rubbing.
¶Sadleir 3734a. The first Bentley edition.

1841
682.

Marriage, a novel. 2nd edn. 3 vols. Edinburgh: William Blackwood. Later 19thC half
calf by William Brown of Edinburgh, red & maroon morocco labels. Booklabels in vol. I of
Roughead & Buchan. t.e.g. An attractive copy.
¶Not in Sadleir; see Wolff 2236 for the first edition in three volumes of 1818.

1819

__________

683.

£45

£200

FIELD, Louise Frances. The Child and His Book. Some account of the history and
progress of children’s literature in England. FIRST EDITION. Wells Gardner, Darton & Co.
Engr. front., title printed in red & black, illus.; the odd spot. Orig. green cloth, front board
with illus. of a hornbook in black & silver, lettered in gilt. A v.g. bright copy.
¶A consideration of children’s literature in England, from ‘before the Norman Conquest’
to ‘modern developments’. Louise Frances Field, 1856-1940, was an Irish novelist and
literary historian.

[1891]

£65

FLEMING, George, pseud. (Julia Constance Fletcher), 1853-1938.
A friend of Oscar Wilde (who dedicated Ravenna to her as ‘George Fleming’) and Henry
James, and at one point the lover of Alfred Sassoon.
684.

INSCRIBED COPY
The Head of Medusa. (2nd edn.) Macmillan & Co. Half title & titlepage sl. browned.
Contemp. paper-covered boards, printed with floral design in dark blue & red, spines with
dark blue cloth label lettered in gilt; some discolouration in gutter (not affecting text) due to
oxidisation. An attractive copy.
¶Not in Wolff; first published in three volumes, 1880. Presentation inscription from the
author, ‘For Margaret, with great love, from Constance, Venice 1935’.

1883

£150

685

FLEMING
FLEMING, George, continued
685.

INSCRIBED COPY
A Nile Novel. 2nd edn. 2 vols. Macmillan & Co. Half titles with names cut from head;
light foxing throughout. Contemp. paper-covered boards, printed with a dark blue pattern on
black, spines with blue cloth labels lettered in gilt; extremities a little rubbed, but overall a
v.g. copy in an unusual binding.
¶Not in Wolff who records an 1883 edition. First published in 1877. Both volumes are
inscribed by the author, ‘George Fleming, Rome 1877’ [1878 in vol. II]. They are further
inscribed, ‘To my Margaret, in memory of many things, Venice, Oct. 1935’, and signed
‘Constance’, the name the author used privately.

1877
686.

£250

Vestigia. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Macmillan & Co. Half titles. Orig. plain dark blue
cloth, spines lettered in gilt; spines a little dulled & sl. rubbed at head & tail. Bookplates of
G.W. Dingwall, over remains of W.H. Smith library labels.
¶Not in Sadleir or Wolff. Set in Italy, where Fleming spent much of her professional life.

1884

__________

687.

£125

FLEMING, May Agnes. Wedded for a Week; or, The Unseen Bridegroom. A sensational
story of life in New York. Milner & Co. Front., 8pp cata. Orig. blue cloth, blocked in black
& silver, lettered in gilt; leading inner hinge splitting, sl. rubbing to tail of spine.
¶Oxford only on Copac; first U.S. edition was [1869]. Canadian novelist, May Agnes
Fleming, 1840-1889.

[c.1890]
688.

£20

(FLETCHER, Mary) BURNS, Jabez. The Life of Mrs. Fletcher; with a brief sketch
of the character of her beloved husband, the Rev. John Fletcher, of Madeley: to which is
annexed several of their letters, with select beauties from his writings. Small 8vo. Milner
& Co. Half title, front. & additional engr. title; occasional spotting. Orig. pale blue-green
glazed cloth, spine blocked & lettered in black; sl. faded & marked. Sunday school prize
inscription, 1906.
¶First published in 1848. This Milner edition not listed on Copac. Mary Fletcher, c.17391815, née Bosanquet, and her husband were both important figures in the Methodist
church in the late 18th century.

[c.1890?]
689.

£20

(FORDYCE, Mrs?) Josephine, or The Advantages of a Summer; intended for the
instruction and amusement of young ladies. FIRST EDITION. Longman, Hurst, Rees &
Orme. Half title; 2 gatherings a little proud. Contemp. (probably publisher’s) full sheep;
hinges & corners worn, spine cracked in places.
¶Cambridge only on Copac; the BL has an 1816 edition published by Newman with the
same pagination. An instructive novel for adolescents, attributed to Mrs Fordyce.

1810

£120

FOTHERGILL, Jessie, 1851-1891.
Born in Manchester, Fothergill was an author with a taste for scandal. Her novels often
portrayed characters of dubious moral fibre, which proved popular with the reading public.
690.

The First Violin. A novel. 4th edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Front., 4pp ads. Orig. dark
green embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt; spine sl. rubbed at head & tail, inner hinges
cracking & with signs of repair.
¶First published in 1877, this was the author’s third novel, and proved her most
successful. It ran to numerous editions, and engendered a well-received theatrical
adaptation. It is the story of a young woman who escapes an unwanted marriage
by fleeing to the continent, where she meets a suave violinist with a mysterious
background.

1880

£45

FOTHERGILL
FOTHERGILL, Jessie, continued
691.

The First Violin. A novel. 8th edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Front., 4pp ads. Orig. dark blue
embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt; leading inner hinge cracking.
1891
£35

692.

From Moor Isles. A love story. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Richard Bentley & Son. Orig.
blue & white floral cloth, dark blue cloth spines lettered in gilt; inner hinges cracking, spines
a little rubbed & creased, corners sl. worn. Labels & stamps of the Luss Literary Association
Library. A good sound copy.
¶Sadleir 892; Wolff 2307.

1888
693.

From Moor Isles. ... New edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, 4pp ads; occasional light
foxing. Orig. dark blue embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶First published in 1888.

1894
694.

£35

Kith and Kin. A novel. Popular edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, 4pp ads. Orig. dark
blue embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. Contemp. signature of Mary A. Hurst on half title.
A v.g. bright copy.
¶First published in 1881.

1891
695.

£125

£35

A March in the Ranks. In one volume. Hurst & Blackett. Half title, final ad. leaf. Orig. dark
green morocco-grained cloth, spine lettered in gilt; sl. rubbing to extremities. Ownership
inscription on half title, January 1892.
¶See Sadleir 895 & Wolff 2307 for the first edition, in three volumes, of 1890; this
undated one-volume edition is not much later.

[c.1892?]

696.

£25
LANCASHIRE COTTON FAMINE
Probation. A novel. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Richard Bentley & Son. Occasional light
foxing. Contemp. half maroon sheep, spines ruled & lettered in gilt; vol. I rebacked retaining
orig. spine label; spines rubbed at head & tail. Somerhill library labels. A sound copy.
¶Sadleir 898; Wolff 2308. A grim novel, set against the background of the Lancashire
Cotton Famine of the early 1860s.

1879

__________

£75

FOWLER, Ellen Thorneycroft, 1860-1929,
Fowler unusually combined Methodism and high society in her romances, which proved
popular despite leaving the critics cold.
697.

The Farringdons. FIRST EDITION. Hutchinson & Co. Half title. Orig. blue cloth, blocked
& lettered in gilt. A v.g. bright copy.
¶Wolff 2315; his only title by this author.

1900
698.

Fuel of Fire. Copyright edn. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors,
vol. 3616.) Bound without series title. Contemp. half black calf, black cloth boards, maroon
leather label; spine & hinges rubbed. A good sound copy.
¶Todd 3616; the sole issue.

1902
699.

£30

£20

In Subjection. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British
Authors, vols 3902 & 3903.) Bound without series titles. Contemp. half black calf, black
cloth boards, maroon leather labels; hinges sl. rubbed. A good-plus copy.
¶Todd 3902 & 3903; the sole issues.

1906

__________

£30

647

652

682

701

FULLERTON
FULLERTON, Lady Georgiana, 1812-1885
A successful novelist, Fullerton was a Puseyite convert to Roman Catholicism, and a founder
of The Month.
700.

ANTI-CAPITAL PUNISHMENT TRACT
Le Crime et le Repentir. (Se vend au profit de l’Oeuvre française à Londres.) Burns & Oates.
Disbound. 32pp.
¶Not in BL. A scarce tract written in response to the execution of Frenchman
Louis Bordier, found guilty of murdering his lover Mary Ann Snow, and hanged in
Horsemonger’s Lane in 1867. Though published in England, this appears to have been
issued only in French, to raise awareness (and funds) for French causes in London. In
the work, Fullerton gives an outline of the crime of passion, and while she in no way
condones Bordier’s actions, shows how spiritual enlightenment led him to repent his
sins. Fullerton does not call for undue leniency, but questions the wisdom of death at
the hands of the state. She closes with the thought, ‘Si le meurtre mérite la peine de
mort, quel supplice ne méritent pas ceux qui méditent contre l’humanité entière un si
affreux attentat!’ (‘If murder merits the death penalty, what torture is not merited to
those who defy all humanity with such a terrible attack!’)

1868
701.

Ellen Middleton. A tale. FIRST EDITION. 3 vols. Edward Moxon. Half titles, 6pp cata.
(March 1844) bound into leading e.ps vol. I, 4pp ads & 14pp cata. (May 1844) vol. III. Orig.
maroon vertical-grained cloth, boards blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt; spines faded to
brown & at some time carefully rebacked. A good-plus copy.
¶Sadleir 914; Wolff 2370, but he gives the date 1847. Fullerton’s first and best-known
novel; an intense psychological work, following the fortunes of a young woman who
unintentionally causes the death of her cousin. Each volume inscribed ‘Rode Hall’ on
leading pastedown. Rode Hall, near Congleton, Cheshire, has been the home of the
Wilbraham family since 1669.

1844
702.

£225

£280

Ellen Middleton. A tale. Sanctioned by the Author for continental circulation. Leipzig:
Bernh. Tauchnitz Jun. (Collection of British Authors, vol. XCVIII.) Half title; the odd spot.
Orig. publisher’s scarlet cloth, attractively blocked in blind & gilt. a.e.g. v.g.
¶Todd 98A; binding x2.

1846

703.

£45
BAYNTUN BINDING
Grantley Manor. A tale. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection
of British Authors, vols CXXXI-II.) Bound without series titles. Later half dark green
crushed morocco by Bayntun-Rivière, spine gilt in compartments, red leather labels. A v.g.
attractive copy.
¶Todd 131d (or after; colophon in the third state on final leaf) & 132c (or after; imprint
in the second state).

1859 [c.1890?]
704.

Lady-Bird. A tale. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of
British Authors, vols CCLVIII & CCLIX.) Series titles. Contemp. half dark green morocco;
sl. rubbed, leather missing from corners.
¶Todd 258a & 259a.

1853
705.

£30

The Life of Elisabeth Lady Falkland, 1585-1639. FIRST EDITION. Burns & Oates.
(Quarterly Series, vol. 43.) Series title. Orig. red cloth, paper spine label sl. rubbed; spine a
little darkened.
¶Lady Falkland was a playwright, poet, translator & linguist.

1883
706.

£75

£25

A Stormy Life. A novel. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection
of British Authors, vols 931 & 932.) Bound without series titles. Contemp. blue-green
binder’s cloth, maroon leather labels.
¶Todd 931 & 932. A novel based on the life of Margaret of Anjou, wife of Henry VI.

1867

£30

FULLERTON
FULLERTON, Lady Georgiana, continued
707.

A Stormy Life. A novel. Tall 8vo. New York: Appleton & Co. Front. & plates by Gaston
Fay, text in two columns; closed tear in lower margin pp109-110, carefully repaired with
archival tape. Lacks leading f.e.p. Orig. royal blue sand-grained cloth, gilt spine; v. sl.
rubbing to head & tail of spine, otherwise v.g.
¶See Sadleir 919 & Wolff 2377 for the first edition, in three volumes, of 1867.

1874
708.

¶Todd 726 & 727. A novel set among the French colonisers of the New World.

1864
709.

£30

Too Strange Not To Be True. 7th edn. Richard Bentley & Son. Half title, front., vignette
title, final ad. leaf. Orig. dark blue embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶First published in 1864.

1882
710.

£45

Too Strange Not To Be True. A Tale. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig: Bernhard Tauchnitz.
(Collection of British Authors, vols 726 & 727.) Bound without series titles. Contemp. bluegreen publisher’s cloth, maroon leather labels; sl. rubbed.

£25

A Will and A Way, and The Handkerchief at the Window. Copyright edn. 2 vols. Leipzig:
Bernhard Tauchnitz. (Collection of British Authors, vols 2021 & 2022.) Bound without
series titles; sl. browning in prelims. Contemp. half blue calf, spines ruled in gilt, red leather
labels; a little rubbed.
¶Todd 2021 & 2022.

1881

£35

THE END

